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Abstract

The dissipative quantum phase transitions experienced by a driven optical
system are studied in order to understand the underlying light-matter cou-
pling. The primary system under study is composed of a cavity mode coupled
to a two-level system with dissipation being introduced through the interac-
tion with a surrounding environment; an external coherent field is included
to drive the system out of the ground state. The coupling is given by a
generalized Rabi Hamiltonian, where rotating, gr, and counter-rotating, ηgr,
couplings are both present and can be adjusted independently. A compre-
hensive study of the different phases the system can exhibit as gr and η are
varied is presented. From this, we construct a bridge between two limiting
scenarios: (i) the Jaynes-Cummings limit (η = 0), where the system under-
goes a phase transition by means of the breakdown of the photon blockade,
and (ii) the driven Dicke limit (η = 1 ), where the normal to super-radiant
phase transition is found. Novel behaviour encountered in an intermediate
regime (1 > η > 0) is discussed.

Attention is drawn towards the strong coupling regime, where changes at
the one-photon level induce nonlinear effects and behaviour reminiscent of
phase transitions is encountered with just a few photons present. A compar-
ison between weak and strong coupling regimes, and, thus, an exploration
of the effect of fluctuations over quantum phase transitions of light, is given
through a survey of the phases an auxiliary optical system exhibits. This
system is composed of two coupled nonlinear cavities that are driven coher-
ently and damped through the interaction with the environment; it is seen
to exhibit three phases. Two phases present high-correlation between the
cavities and are differentiated by the photon statistics, transitioning from
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classical to quantum. The third phase is characterized by a highly localized
field in one of the cavities. The departure from mean-field results is high-
lighted and a new way to characterize the possible phases of the system is
proposed. Finally, the crucial role of quantum fluctuations is quantified and
used to define the phases at hand.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

All measured quantum systems are open systems. The measurements can be
performed by the surrounding environment, which, by constantly acquiring
information about the system, provides a source of energy dissipation and
induces a fast decay of macroscopic coherences. This coupling with the envi-
ronment will then affect the form of the evolution in a fundamental way and
veil many of the features that we have come to associate with the quantum.
The extraordinary experimental control recently acquired over open quan-
tum systems, however, now allows us to access a regime where coherence
and dissipation compete to realize novel quantum phases.

A beautiful demonstration of how these quantum features are revealed
was given in 1996 when the Haroche group set out to prove the discrete
quantum nature of the electromagnetic field [1]. The measurements were
performed using a superconducting cavity, where a few microwave photons
could be stored for long enough to interact coherently with an atom as
it traversed the cavity. The coherent interaction realized—to a very good
approximation—the Jaynes-Cummings model, a cornerstone of the quantum
mechanical description of light and its interaction with matter, whose energy
levels display an anharmonic splitting that depends on the stored photon
number [2]. By shielding the system from the environment and minimiz-
ing the causes of relaxation, the coherent evolution was seen to dominate
over the dissipation; this allowed for the anharmonic spectra depending on
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2 1. Introduction

photon number to be resolved, thus proving the discrete quantum nature of
the electromagnetic field. Adding dissipation would drastically change this
behaviour. In its absence, the coupling strength determines a natural time
scale for the problem, but the dynamics themselves remain unaltered by a
change of this parameter. When dissipation is considered, the interplay be-
tween coherence and dissipation determines the form of the evolution and
the ensuing properties of the system. In limiting scenarios, this competition
can manifest as a change of state, or phase, of the system as parameters are
changed, the main topic of study in the present work.

Quantum systems are known to display an abrupt change in behaviour
when competing terms in the underlying Hamiltonian are adjusted between
two limiting scenarios. In recent years, the fields of cold atoms and quantum
gases have provided a playground for the study of these changes, as exempli-
fied by the superfluid-to-Mott-insulator quantum phase transition [3, 4] or the
Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC) to Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS)-type
superfluid crossover [5, 6]. In both cases, external electromagnetic fields are
used to manipulate the atomic behaviour by cooling and trapping atoms or
by changing their internal level structure and effective interaction strengths.
Such manipulation provides an exquisite level of control over the system, al-
lowing for the exploration of the parameter space and adjustments towards
interesting regimes when continuous tuning of the system between two lim-
iting scenarios is possible. This control is not restricted to matter systems.
In quantum optical systems, matter may be used to confine and mediate the
interaction between photons. The form and strength of the interaction can
also be externally manipulated and, in analogy to matter systems, this opens
the door for the study of phase transitions of light [7, 8, 9, 10].

The main difference between matter and light analogues is dissipation.
While matter can be contained in an electromagnetic trap—for the necessary
time scales—reaching the appropriate conditions to conserve photon number
is more challenging. The constant escape of photons will cause a system
to eventually relax into the ground state, so an external driving field must
be considered to overcome dissipation and bring the system into a steady
state. Naturally, this will change the description of the system, as the main
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focus will be centred on these nonequlibrium steady states rather than on the
ground state. Dissipative systems, however, present an advantage over their
conservative analogues, since the information leaked to the environment can
be recorded and used to characterize the state of the system. As an example,
consider an extension of the cavity mode interacting with a two-level atom
mentioned above, where the atoms are now trapped inside the cavity and
the mode is driven by an external coherent field. It was shown recently
by Carmichael [9] that this set-up displays two phases depending on the
strength of the driving field amplitude. For weak fields the system displays
photon blockade [11, 12], where, due to the anharmonic energy spectrum, the
absorption of one photon will detune the system and driving field, effectively
blocking the absorption of a second photon. In this phase the system will
behave as a two-level system and the statistics governing the behaviour of the
escaping photons will display antibunching [13]. After the field is ramped up
past a limiting value [14], however, the cavity mode will start to be populated
and the photon statistics to display coherence. There is no need to stop the
experiment an analyze the results, it is possible to know the phase of the
system by collecting the emitted photons.

Even though we have relied on recent examples, dissipative quantum
phase transitions in optical systems have a long history that can be traced
back to the laser. Conventional lasers reach a threshold characterized by a
steep increase in photon flux when the rate at which photons are incoher-
ently fed into the cavity surpasses the losses [15, 16]. An analogy between this
threshold behaviour and a system undergoing a phase transition was intro-
duced in the seminal work by DeGiorgio and Scully [17]. The correspondence
is built around the mean-field equations describing the laser behaviour and
the equations ruling the behaviour of a ferromagnet in an external field, a
system known to undergo a phase transition. It is possible to extend the
analogy to other driven-dissipative systems, with the mean-field equations
being expressed in terms of a free energy function resembling a thermody-
namical system [18]. This extension is expected to fail when fluctuations
play a predominant role and the mean-field results depart from the exact
ones, a problem that arises in modern studies where attention is increasingly
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drawn towards the strong coupling regime. In this regime, changes at the
one-photon level can induce nonlinear effects and behaviour resembling phase
transitions is encountered with just a few photons [20]. Two natural questions
arise: what sense does it make to speak of a threshold so far from a thermo-
dynamic limit? and, in the absence of a steep change in photon flux, what
property can be measured to characterize the different phases of the system?
While the first question was answered by Rice and Carmichael in the context
of cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED), or high-β, lasers [19], the second
one is still a source of controversy [20, 21, 22]. The advent of cavity [23] and
circuit [24, 25] quantum electrodynamics, as well as trapped ion physics [26],
have lead to several physical configurations where these questions can be ad-
dressed. In this work we will study two physical configurations in order to
shed some light on the topic of dissipative quantum phase transitions.

The thesis is divided into two main parts, each one devoted to the study
of a particular physical problem. Both problems are connected through the
underlying themes of quantum phase transitions in optical systems and the
distinction between few quanta and thermodynamic limits, the latter being
deeply interconnected with the study of weak and strong coupling regimes.
These themes provide an interesting background for discussion, given that
many of the ideas and concepts surrounding them were originally perceived
for ensembles of material particles and are now being extended to the realm
of few quanta. The central point to remember is that the concept of quan-
tum phase transitions is grounded in a recognizable physical process where
an abrupt change in fundamental properties of a system occurs, e.g., the
appearance of a gap in the ground-state energy spectra. This notion can be
extended to driven and damped quantum optical systems.

In the first part we focus on a driven-damped version of a two-level sys-
tem (qubit) interacting with a single mode of the electromagnetic field, the
quintessential model for the quantum theory of radiation. Traditional studies
of this model rely on the dipole and rotating wave approximations. Under
the dipole approximation, the interaction Hamiltonian splits naturally into
rotating and counter-rotating couplings, the latter being discarded under the
rotating wave approximation. Recent experimental efforts, however, have
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led to a regime where the rotating wave approximation breaks down and
the effect of the counter-rotating coupling must be addressed [27, 28, 29].
We are interested in a comprehensive description of the effects of counter-
rotating coupling over the system dynamics and start towards this objec-
tive in Chapter 2. We compare new and well-known results as we derive
the time-evolution and general properties of the system with and without
counter-rotating coupling using several methods that range from the study
of semiclassical trajectories to that of the underlying symmetries. The re-
sults display a fundamental change in behaviour as we navigate through the
parameter space, leading us to a study of the phases the system can ac-
quire. This study is undertaken in Chapter 3, it reveals how the competition
between driving field strength and rotating and counter-rotating couplings
determine the phase of the system and govern the overall behaviour. It will
also permit us to create a bridge between two well-known models: the driven
Jaynes-Cummings model, displaying the breakdown of the photon blockade,
and the driven Rabi model, depicting the normal-to-superradiant phase tran-
sition.

In the second part we study a set of coupled nonlinear oscillators that are
driven coherently and damped through their interaction with a surrounding
environment. The system is known to display optical bistability when the
coupling between the oscillators vanishes, and steady-states can be found
in exact form by mapping the master equation to a Fokker-Planck equa-
tion [30]. We focus on this simplified scenario in Chapter 4 since it provides
an ideal candidate to understand the role of quantum fluctuations in dissipa-
tive quantum phase transitions. The exact solution allows us to move with
liberty around the parameter space and the Fokker-Planck equation provides
a connection with known statistical systems. We are interested, in particular,
in the relationship between fluctuations and quantum states as we transition
between coupling regimes, and using it to clarify the connection between the
well-understood thermodynamic limit and the few quanta results. The study
of this system will allow us to propose a way to determine the phase of the
system by analysing the escaping photons. The results are extended to a sce-
nario with non-zero coupling between the harmonic oscillators in Chapter 5.
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Quantum properties involving composite systems will arise in this scenario,
such as the quantum correlations between the harmonic oscillators, which we
will study as candidates to determine the phase of the system.

The last chapter is devoted to conclusions, where we will circle back to
the problems discussed in each part and present them in a unified fashion.
We also discuss the main results and present perspectives for future work.



Part I
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Chapter 2

A Qubit Interacting with Light

The interaction between an harmonic oscillator and a two-level system is
ubiquitous in modern physics. From a quantum optics perspective, it is used
to describe the interaction between light and matter in a simplified form, tra-
ditionally as an atom interacting with one mode of the electromagnetic field
under the two-level and dipolar approximations. Under these approximations
the temporal evolution of the system is governed by the Rabi Hamiltonian,
where the interaction splits naturally into rotating and counter-rotating cou-
plings [31]. This deceptively simple model allows us to unveil fundamental
quantum properties, and, armed with the exquisite experimental control ac-
quired over recent years, provides us with a benchmark against which to test
several theoretical methods.

The following chapter will be devoted to a study of the dynamics light-
matter systems follow as the form of the interaction is varied and we tran-
sition among coupling regimes. In a way, we are interested in the dance
between light and a spinning qubit as we present them with different chore-
ographies to follow. We will begin with the well-known rotating wave ap-
proximation [2], where counter-rotating couplings are fully disregarded, and
explore the departure from this regime as these neglected couplings begin
to emerge. To fully appreciate the resulting dynamics we have to study the
system from complementary perspectives, moving between different repre-
sentations of the quantum systems involved—between uncoupled and cou-
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10 2. A Qubit Interacting with Light

pled bases, from semiclassical to fully quantum descriptions, and, eventually,
transitioning to an open system perspective [16]. This approach will prove
fruitful, with the subtle steps of the choreography encrypted in measurable
quantities such as escaping photons, transition rates, and correlation func-
tions, to name a few important items. In some cases, the change in the
microscopic evolution of the system will lead to a macroscopic change in be-
haviour. This will pave the way towards the rest of the thesis where phase
transitions of driven optical systems will be the center of attention.

We begin in Sec. 2.1 with a semiclassical description of the system: here
the qubit, which is quantum in character, interacts with one mode of the
electromagnetic field in an external coherent state. The problem is formally
equivalent to a nuclear spin submerged in a magnetic field, an equivalence
that we will exploit to acquire intuition on the behaviour of the system.
Two complementary approaches will then be developed to study the effect of
counter-rotating couplings on the resonance frequencies and dynamics of the
qubit.

Light and matter will be portrayed on equal ground in Sec. 2.2 when the
concept of the photon is introduced. The photon and its interaction with
matter will be introduced from a first principles perspective. We will then
discuss the approximations that lead from Maxwell equations to the Rabi
Hamiltonian. This Hamiltonian is then generalized in a way that allows us
to study the effect of the counter-rotating terms in a transparent way [7].
General dynamics governed by this Hamiltonian are then discussed before
the problem leads us naturally to the open quantum system description of
Sec. 2.3. The effect of both an external environment and a coherent drive
will be presented. The competition between these terms will lead to different
states of the system, which provide useful background for the dissipative
quantum phase transitions studied in the next chapter.

2.1 Of Rabi and a semiclassical description

It comes with little surprise that a first approach to the dynamics of a qubit
interacting with the electromagnetic field stems from nuclear magnetic reso-
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nance. After all, many of the procedures commonly found in atomic physics
and quantum optics are borrowed from those used in the study of nuclear
spin: atomic measurement procedures [1] are based on Ramsey interferom-
etry [32], the description of qubits interacting with light is built upon the
seminal work of Rabi and Bloch on nuclear magnetic resonance [33, 34], and
the roots of cavity quantum electrodynamics [35, 36] can be traced back to
the work of Purcell on enhanced nuclear spontaneous emission [37]. The
close relationship between the fields can be explained beginning from the
Hamiltonian

H = ~ωâ†â+ ~
ωa
2 σ̂3 + ~g

(
â+ â†

)
(σ̂+ + σ̂−) , (2.1)

which describes one of the most simple light-matter couplings, where a single
mode of the electromagnetic field interacts with a two-level system, described
by the Pauli spin operators, under the dipole approximation. The nature of
this Hamiltonian and the mentioned approximations will be explained from a
first principles approach in Section 2.2. Notice from the matrix representation
of the Pauli operators

σ1 =
 0 1

1 0

 , σ2 =
 0 −i
i 0

 , σ3 =
 1 0

0 −1

 , σ± = σ1 ± iσ2

2 ,

(2.2)
that the components σi/2 satisfy the angular momentum algebra, establish-
ing a first connection between the description of a qubit and the components
of a spin vector. Meanwhile, notice also that if we transfer to an interaction
picture with respect to the free harmonic oscillator, such that

HI = ~
ωa
2 σ̂3 + ~g

(
e−iωtâ+ eiωtâ†

)
(σ̂+ + σ̂−) , (2.3)

and consider the electromagnetic field to be found in a high-photon number
coherent state of amplitude α(t), with the effect of the qubit on the incoming
field negligible, the qubit dynamic would be governed by

HI = ~
ωa
2 σ̂3 + ~g [α(t) + α∗(t)] (σ̂+ + σ̂−) . (2.4)
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Under these considerations, HI becomes formally equivalent to the Hamilto-
nian describing a nuclear spin with magnetic moment µ = (µ/2) 〈σ̂〉 in an
external magnetic field B(t)

HN = µσ̂ ·B(t) , (2.5)

when the magnetic field is of the form

B(t) = (2~g/µ) [α(t) + α∗(t)] ê1 + (~ωa/µ) ê3 . (2.6)

A particularly interesting problem of the evolution of the nuclear spin is found
in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), where in order to acquire information
about a sample, it is exposed to an external magnetic field and the output
field is measured.

The basic understanding of NMR is quite simple. In order to change the
orientation of a magnetic dipole in the presence of a constant fieldB = B3ê3,
an additional weak oscillating field is effective when its oscillating frequency
matches the Larmor frequency, ωL = 2µB3/~, of the nuclear spin. The
expected behaviour can be shown by considering the dynamics of the spin
under the action of the field

B(t) = 2B1 cos(ωt)ê1 +B3ê3 . (2.7)

In the absence of the oscillating field, the stationary states of HN correspond
to a nuclear spin aligned or antialigned with the constant field, that is point-
ing up or down. Any superposition of these two eigenstates will oscillate with
the Larmor frequency around ê3. The addition of the sinusoidal field causes
a coupling between the two possible orientations, which allows for transitions
between up and down states. For a weak sinusoidal field (B3 � B1) the tran-
sition probability amplitude can be calculated using first order perturbation
theory:

〈↑ |U1(t, to)| ↓〉 = µB1

i~
e−iωL(t−to)/2

∫ t

to
dτ〈↑ |(ei(ω+ωL)τ + e−i(ω−ωL)τ )σ̂+| ↓〉 .

(2.8)
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Equation (2.8) is naturally decomposed into rotating and counter-rotating
contributions, referring to terms that evolve as (ωL−ω) or (ωL +ω), respec-
tively. For weak oscillating fields close to resonance (ω ' ωL), the effect of
the counter-rotating (CR) term on the transition amplitudes is negligible.
In this case, when the CR term may be discarded, the system is said to be
described under the rotating wave approximation (RWA) and presents an
analytical solution.

2.1.1 Rotating wave approximation in the Rabi prob-
lem

The RWA acquires its name from the form of the magnetic field. Since the
linearly polarized oscillating field can be decomposed into left and right circu-
larly polarized fields, neglecting the CR terms corresponds to neglecting one
of these polarizations. When the CR terms are discarded from the interaction
Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.5) becomes

HN = (~ωL/2) σ̂3 + (~Ωr/2)
(
e−iωtσ̂+ + eiωtσ̂−

)
, (2.9)

where the Rabi frequency, Ωr = 2µB1/~, determines the coupling strength
between the nuclear spin and circularly polarized field. The explicit time
dependence can be dropped by moving to an interaction representation with
respect to ~ωσ̂3/2. In this representation the dynamics are ruled by the
Hamiltonian

H̃N = ~(ωL − ω)σ3/2 + (~Ωr/2) (σ+ + σ−) , (2.10)

where a comparison between Eq. (2.10) and Eq. (2.5) suggests that—in this
frame—the dynamics are equivalent to a spin in the presence of a constant
effective field

Beff = (~(ωL − ω)/µ) ê3 + (~Ωr/µ) ê1 . (2.11)

Since the Pauli matrices satisfy the angular momentum algebra, the
change of representation is equivalent to transferring to a frame rotating
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with an angular velocity ω. The eigenstates |±〉 of H̃N correspond to a spin
aligned or antialigned with the effective field. The spin projection along the
ê3 axis is obtained by performing a simple rotation along the ê2 axis by the
angle

cot θ = (ωL − ω) /Ωr , (2.12)

and the eigenstates are readily obtained as

|+〉 = sin (θ/2) | ↓〉+ cos (θ/2) | ↑〉 , (2.13)

|−〉 = cos (θ/2) | ↓〉 − sin (θ/2) | ↑〉 . (2.14)

The transition probabilities are easily calculated by allowing the system
to evolve in the rotating frame and then transforming back to the laboratory
reference frame after a time t has elapsed. For a system initially found in the
up state | ↑〉, the probability of flipping to the down state | ↓〉 becomes

Pu→d = sin2 θ sin2
[(√

(ωL − ω)2 + Ω2
r

)
t
]

= Ω2
r

(ωL − ω)2 + Ω2
r

sin2
[(√

(ωL − ω)2 + Ω2
r

)
t
]
. (2.15)

The maximum transition probability is reached when the resonance condi-
tion, ω = ωL, is met. It is possible to explain this behaviour on classical
grounds, starting with Eq. (2.5), where the equation of motion

〈 ˙̂σ〉 = µB(t)× 〈σ̂〉 , (2.16)

is obtained. Classically, the right-hand side of Eq. (2.16) represents the
torque that a magnetic dipole will experience in the presence of a magnetic
field. By moving to a rotating frame, the torque will change by a factor
dependent on the angular velocity ω and can, once again, be interpreted as
the action of an effective field as in Eq. (2.11). This effective field points in
the ê1 direction when the resonance condition is met, causing a dipole that
is originally pointing in the ê3 direction to rotate across a meridian and—
eventually—point in the opposite direction. In Figure 2.1 we portray the
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evolution of a magnetic dipole initially in the up state, subject to circularly
polarized fields of different frequencies. The path followed by the dipole is
displayed in yellow and the eigenstates are displayed as red (aligned) and blue
(antialigned) dots. The case where field and dipole are far from resonance
is displayed in frame (a), where the spin performs a small precession around
the effective field (black line). The resonant case is displayed in frame (b),
where the evolution of the system is shown up to a time τ = πΩr/2 when it
transfers from the up to the down state.
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Figure 2.1: Evolution of nuclear spin under the RWA. Bloch sphere
representation of a nuclear spin (yellow) prepared in the up state in the pres-
ence of a magnetic field for ω = 51GHz and Ωr = 25kHz. The steady states
are displayed in red and blue with the alignment of the effective magnetic
field Beff displayed in black. (a) Far from resonance, ω − ωl = Ωr. (b)
Resonant scenario displaying a π-pulse.

The next subsection will be devoted to understanding the departure from
RWA dynamics when the CR terms are finite. It will be shown that as the
amplitude of the oscillating field is ramped up, the resonances determined
by Eq. (2.15) will shift and broaden. The importance of these effects can not
be understated, for they will play a crucial role in later sections when the
phases of the system are discussed.
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2.1.2 Bloch-Siegert shift: first glimpse at
counter-rotating coupling

The effect of the CR coupling is illustrated following two complementary
approaches based on the Floquet theory for periodic linear differential equa-
tions. We begin by applying the Floquet theory to solve periodic Hamilto-
nian; this provides a convenient method to determine resonances and a natu-
ral background to introduce virtual processes before discussing the quantized
electromagnetic field. We will then introduce the Bloch equations and find
steady states following a continued fractions approach. Both approaches will
allow us to obtain the effect of the CR coupling on the resonance frequencies
of the problem as originally introduced by Bloch and Siegert [34].

Floquet theory

Floquet theory applies when dealing with linear differential equations of the
form

i~
∂

∂t
ψ(t) = Hτ (t)ψ(t) , (2.17)

with Hτ (t) an N × N matrix of periodic functions with period τ = 2π/ω,
and ψ(t) a vector. In our case, Hτ (t) is the 2 × 2 matrix representation of
the interaction Hamiltonian [Eq. (2.5)] and ψ a two-dimensional state-vector.
The mathematical background of the theory is given by Floquet’s theorem,
which mirrors Bloch’s theorem, that is used to solve systems that remain
invariant under discrete spatial translations. Floquet’s theorem asserts the
existence of elementary solutions to Eq. (2.17) that take the form

ψα(t) = e−iq
αtΦα(t) , (2.18)

where qα is a constant coefficient, and the vector Φα(t) is composed of periodic
functions with period τ ; there are N linearly independent solutions of such
form [38].

Since both Hτ (t) and Φα(t) share the same period, it is possible to de-
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compose them into a Fourier series:

Hτ (t) =
∞∑
n=1
Hne

iωnt +H−ne−iωnt , (2.19)

Φα(t) =
∞∑
n=1

Φα
ne

iωnt + Φα
−ne

−iωnt . (2.20)

By direct substitution of Eqs. (2.18)-(2.20) into Eq. (2.17), an equation for
the exponents qα is then obtained,

∑
m

[Hn−m + n~ωδn,m] Φα
m = ~qαΦα

n , (2.21)

where the Fourier components are denoted by Latin indexes (m,n). Equa-
tion (2.21) defines an eigenvalue problem where the Fourier coefficients define
the components of a vector of infinite dimensions and the time dependence of
the problem is dropped at the cost of moving to an extended space spanned
by the harmonic frequency number. The periodicity of the solution assures
that, given an eigenvalue qα, an infinite number of eigenvalues are constructed
through the sum qα + nω.

For a nuclear spin in the presence of an oscillating magnetic field, the
eigenvalues ~qα correspond to the quasienergies and provide the natural os-
cillation frequencies for the spin. Since the eigenstates of Eq. (2.21) are not
necessarily eigenstates of σ3, they can be represented in terms of their spin up
and down projections, Φα

n,a. For example if the RWA Hamiltonian [Eq. (2.9)]
is introduced, Eq. (2.21) is written in terms of spin projections becomes

[nω + (ωα/2)] Φα
n,↑ + (Ωr/2) Φα

n+1,↓ = 0 , (2.22)

[nω − (ωα/2)] Φα
n,↓ + (Ωr/2) Φα

n−1,↑ = 0 . (2.23)

In this case, the eigenvalue equation is divided into independent blocks were
only the components Φα

n,↓ and Φα
n−1,↑ are coupled. The Fourier index be-

comes inconsequential and each block can be diagonalized independently,
with the eigenstates determined above [Eqs. (2.13), (2.14)] and the corre-
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sponding quasienergies

~q± = ±~
2
[
Ω2
r + (ωL − ω)2

]1/2
. (2.24)

The eigenvalue equation obtained when the CR coupling is given through
Eq. (2.5), is

[nω + (ωα/2)] Φα
n,↑ + (Ωr/2) Φα

n+1,↓ + (Ωr/2) Φα
n−1,↓ = 0 , (2.25)

[nω − (ωα/2)] Φα
n,↓ + (Ωr/2) Φα

n−1,↑ + (Ωr/2) Φα
n+1,↑ = 0 . (2.26)

This apparently innocuous change causes the blocks formed under the RWA
to couple, and the general solution requires the diagonalization of an infi-
nite matrix. For particular physical situations, the solutions to Eqs. (2.25)
and (2.26) can be determined by time-independent perturbation theory; an
approach which is elegantly exploited by Shirley [39] to characterize the
resonance frequencies of a nuclear spin outside the RWA. Following refer-
ences [39, 40], we consider the frequency of the applied field to be almost
resonant with the Larmor frequency, such that the states represented by
Φα

0,↑, Φα
1,↓ are nearly degenerate. To apply the perturbation approach, re-

member that Φα
n,s represents the projection of the eigenstate Φα to a unit

column vector, φs,n, defined by harmonic number n and spin projection s in
the extended space. Adopting this notation, the eigenvalue equation can be
written as

[
(ω + ωL)φn,↑φ†n,↑ + (ω − ωL)φn,↓φ†n,↓ + V

]
Φα = qα(Φα

n,↑φn,↑ + Φα
n,↓φn,↓) ,

(2.27)
where the coupling to the oscillating field defines the perturbing potential

V = (~Ωr/2)
[
φn−1,↓φ

†
n,↑ + φn−1,↑φ

†
n,↓ + φn,↓φ

†
n−1,↑ + φn,↑φ

†
n−1,↓

]
. (2.28)

The oscillating field will couple states with different harmonic number, and,
using second-order perturbation theory, the energies of the Φα

0,↑, Φα
1,↓ states
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become

E1,↓ = −~ωL/2−
(
~Ω2

r/4
) [

(ω + ωL)−1 + (ωL − ω)−1
]

+ ~ω , (2.29)

E0,↑ = +~ωL/2 +
(
~Ω2

r/4
) [

(ω + ωL)−1 + (ωL − ω)−1
]
. (2.30)

The inclusion of the CR terms lead to a shift in the resonance frequencies,
which was first encountered in reference [34] and is coined the Bloch-Siegert
shift. It was necessary to use second-order perturbation theory since, due to
the nature of the interaction, the first-order shifts vanish. As the detuning
tends to zero, the previous approach is not valid. In this case, we must con-
sider perturbation theory for degenerate states and see the problem as an
RWA Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.10), plus a perturbation caused by the CR cou-
pling. Applying second order perturbation theory over the RWA eigenstates
is equivalent to considering the shift given by Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30), and the
Hamiltonian

H̃N = ~
(
ωL − ω + Ω2

r

2 (ω + ωL)

)
σ̂3/2 + (~Ωr/2) (σ̂+ + σ̂−) , (2.31)

which, by following through the RWA scenario once again, provides the quasi-
energies

~q± = ±~
2

Ω2
r +

(
ωL − ω + Ω2

r

2 (ω + ωL)

)2
1/2

. (2.32)

While this formula would allow us to transition between large and small
detuning, it is worth mentioning that, when the detuning is much larger than
the Rabi frequency, the perturbative shift described by Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30)
is recovered

~q±|(ωL−ω)2�Ω2
r
' ±~ (ω − ωL) /2±

(
~Ω2

r/4
) [

(ω + ωL)−1 + (ωL − ω)−1
]
.

(2.33)
The resonances are seen to shift when the amplitude of the magnetic field is
increased. Notable calculations beyond second order perturbation are found
in references [39, 41, 42].
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Floquet theory and Bloch equations: A continued fraction solution

In this section, we obtain an analytical formula for the paths traced by the
steady-states, Φα, as they move around the Bloch sphere. The formula is
obtained from the Bloch equations using a continuous fraction approach that
allows us to move past low orders in perturbation theory.

Under the action of the NMR Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (2.5), the evo-
lution of the dipole moment β = 〈σ̂−〉 and population imbalance ξ = 〈σ̂3〉 is
determined by the Bloch equations

β̇ = −iωLβ + i (Ωr/2)
(
eiωt + e−iωt

)
ξ , (2.34)

ξ̇ = iΩr

(
eiωt + e−iωt

)
(β − β∗) . (2.35)

These equations represent an oscillating nuclear spin and imply conservation
of the pseudo-angular momentum

4|β|2 + ξ2 = 1 . (2.36)

Given the periodic nature of the Bloch equations, Floquet’s theorem can be
applied to find the elementary solutions. A general solution of this three-
dimensional system is then constructed by combining these elementary solu-
tions and will display oscillations at frequencies determined by the coefficients
q and the harmonic frequency ω. Since any state-vector can be represented as
a linear superposition of the steady-states, their natural frequencies must be
imprinted in operator expectations and these q coefficients become related to
the quasi-energies ~qα found in the previous section. For example, under the
RWA, the oscillations of the dipole moment can be decomposed into three
frequencies [43, 44, 45]:

ω, ω ±
[
Ω2
r + (ωL − ω)2

]1/2
, (2.37)

which can be obtained from the beating of frequencies found in Eq. (2.24)
and the harmonic frequency. In the following, we find the solution with the
coefficient q = 0, corresponding to the operator expectations being evaluated
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at the steady states.

We begin by performing a Fourier decomposition of Eqs. (2.34) and (2.35),
with the Fourier coefficients b±n , ξn satisfying the recurrence relations1

(ωL ± nω) b±n = (Ωr/2) [ξn−1 + ξn+1] , (2.38)

nωξn = −2Ωr

[(
(n+ 1)ω

ωL + (n+ 1)ω

)
b−n+1 +

(
(n− 1)ω

ωL + (n− 1)ω

)
b−n−1

]
. (2.39)

Notice that the even (odd) ξn only couple to the odd (even) b±n coefficients,
so the system is effectively divided into two independent branches. The even
b±n are identically zero since the coupling between spin projections requires
the exchange of an odd number of excitations.

To determine the resonance shift caused by the CR coupling, consider a
regime where it can be added as a perturbation. Here, the system is said to
be in resonance when the frequency of the driving field is such that a initial
state located at one pole of the Bloch sphere is periodically transferred to the
opposing pole with probability one. This is only possible when ξ0 vanishes
and the steady states are centred on the equator of the Bloch sphere and
opposed to each other. In this case, a dipole initially pointing north will
move through a meridian and eventually point south; since the probability
of an arbitrary state to remain in an eigenstate is a constant over time, the
state will remain equally separated from both steady states throughout its
evolution [see Fig. 2.1]. With this in mind, the resonance condition can now
be obtained from Eq. (2.38). In the n = 1 case,

(ωL − ω) b−1 = (Ωr/2) [ξ0 + ξ2] , (2.40)

the addition of ξ2 is traced back to the CR coupling, and, in its absence,
the system is in resonance for ω = ωL in accordance with the RWA results.
Beyond the RWA, the ξ2 coefficient can be written in terms of b−1 , b−3 using

1The ± index is used to denote coefficients evolving with ±inωt. Given that the
population imbalance is a real function, it is not necessary to add this label in the ξn

coefficients.
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the recurrence relations (2.38) and (2.39); Equation (2.40) then becomes
(
ωL − ω + Ω2

r

2 (ωL + ω)

)
b−1 = (Ωr/2)

[
ξ0 −

3Ωr

ωL + 3ωb
−
3

]
, (2.41)

signalling a shift in the resonance frequency. If the effect of the term b−3

can be neglected, Eq. (2.41) determines the second-order Bloch-Siegert shift
in accordance with Eq. (2.32). In the case b−3 can not be neglected, it is
written in terms of ξ2 and ξ4 using the recurrence relations, afterwards ξ2 is
displayed in terms of b−1 corresponding to a new correction to the resonance
shift [See Fig. 2.2]. This process is repeated to the desired order and the
corrections to the resonance frequency obtained perturbatively. Notice that,
as mentioned above and confirmed by experiment [46], only the even orders
of the perturbation expansion shift the resonance.

ξ2

b−1

b−3

ξ4

b−3

b−5

ξ2

b−1

Figure 2.2: Recurrence relations and perturbation theory. The recur-
rence relations given by Eqs. (2.38) and (2.39) are used to write Eq. (2.40)
in terms of b−1 and ξ0 and obtain the resonance shift.

The resonance shift caused by the CR coupling is obtained by defining the
on-resonance condition ξ0 = 0. Out of resonance, the system does not need
to satisfy such condition and, by writing the recurrence relations Eqs. (2.38)
and (2.39) in a different form, we can obtain the representation of the steady
states on the Bloch sphere. Introducing the definitions

∆±n = ωL ± nω, Kn = 1
∆+
n

− 1
∆−n

, (2.42)
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the recurrence relations take the form

[
nω − 2 (Ωr/2)2 (Kn+1 +Kn−1)

]
ξn = 2 (Ωr/2)2 [Kn+1ξn+2 +Kn−1ξn−2] ,

(2.43)

which allows for a solution in continued fractions [41, 47]:

ξn
ξn−2

=: Zn = 2 (Ωr/2)2Kn−1

nω − 2 (Ωr/2)2 (Kn+1 +Kn−1)− 2 (Ωr/2)2Kn+1Zn+2
.

(2.44)
Once the solution for Zn is computed, it is necessary to obtain the value for
ξ0. Given that the dipole moment is constrained to the surface of the Bloch
sphere by Eq. (2.36), the continued fractions must satisfy

∑
n

[
1 + (Ωr/2)2

∆−n+1∆+
n+1

]
[1 + 4Zn+2]2 ξ2

n = 1 , (2.45)

which, using the identity ξn = ξ0
∏n
m=0 Zm and Eq. (2.44), allow us to com-

pute the steady state.
In Figure 2.3(a) the steady states are displayed in the rotating frame

for a scenario where the CR coupling must be taken into account. Due to
the presence of rotating and counter-rotating couplings, the solutions (red
and blue) are no longer aligned with the effective field Beff in the rotating
frame (black), but follow a closed loop resembling a piriform (pear-shaped
curve). In frames (b) and (c) the initial condition is selected in such a way
that the nuclear spin is slightly tilted from the steady solution. The spin
will then oscillate around this solution, in the manner displayed by the Rabi
oscillations for the RWA case; this behaviour is shown for long and short
times in frames (b) and (c), respectively. As discussed above, the oscillation
of the dipole will be divided into natural frequencies, and given that these
frequencies are not necessarily commensurable to the harmonic frequency,
the path followed by the dipole under an arbitrary initial condition will not
trace a closed loop; although the steady solutions do. This will cause the
path of the dipole to densely fill a region in the Bloch sphere, a behaviour
reminiscent of the Lissajous curves in classical mechanics [48].
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Figure 2.3: Evolution of the nuclear spin outside the RWA in a ro-
tating frame. Bloch sphere representation of a nuclear spin in the presence
of an external magnetic field for ω = 51GHz, ωL = 50GHz and Ωr = 50GHz.
(a) Steady solutions corresponding to aligned (red) and antialigned (blue)
spin with the alignment of the effective magnetic fieldBeff displayed (black).
(b) Path followed by a dipole initially displaced from the steady solution
(yellow); after a long time the path fills a region of the Bloch sphere. (c)
Projection onto the SySz plane of the path followed for the dipole for a time
interval of τ = 5π/2Ωr.

The previous sections were devoted to introduce the effects of the CR
coupling over resonance frequencies and the overall dynamics of the system.
It is important, however, to stress out that the discrete structure encountered
in the description of the field is a formal consequence of the formalism. While
it allows us to think of an harmonic decomposition of the field promoting
transitions between spin eigenstates, this discreteness is separate from the
stronger and deeper concept of the photon. In the following section we will
look for other effects that can be traced back to the CR coupling, however,
to appreciate the subtleties of the interaction it is necessary to submerge into
the quantum formalism, only there can we introduce the other character in
play, the photon.

2.2 Enter the photon

The electromagnetic field was found at the centre of the quantum revolution.
Given that light displays coherence (wave aspect) in diffraction experiments,
and while discrete packets of light (quanta aspect) seem to describe atomic
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absorption and emission naturally, a unified theory of radiation connecting
both ends was required. The concept of the photon arises to fill this need,
as a discrete packet of light whose energy is proportional to the frequency of
an electromagnetic plane wave.

The standard quantization rules introduced by Dirac [49, 50] begin from
a decomposition of the vector potential, A(x, t;K), into modes K. Since,
in otherwise free space, the electromagnetic field can always be decomposed
as a superposition of plane waves, in the textbook quantization the field is
confined inside a cubic volume of sides L [15, 51]. Under this geometry,
the vector potential is naturally decomposed in a plane wave normal-mode
expansion,

A(x, t) =
∑
k

∑
j

εk,jAkck,jei(k·x−ωt) + ε∗k,jA∗kck,je−i(k·x−ωt) , (2.46)

where εk,j determines a polarization basis and Ak, ck,j the field components;
periodic boundary conditions require that the components of the wave vector
satisfy kl = 2πnl/L. The electric and magnetic fields are obtained from the
vector potential up to a gauge transformation. In the Coulomb gauge and
considering Gaussian units

E(x, t) = − ∂

∂ct
A(x, t), B(x, t) = ∇×A(x, t) , (2.47)

thus reflecting the transverse structure of the field, ∇ · E = 0. Two modes
with the same polarization will satisfy the orthonormalization condition

1
4π

∫
dVE(x, t;K) ·E∗(x, t;K ′) +B(x, t;K) ·B∗(x, t;K ′)

=
(
L3ω2

k/π
)
|Akck,s|2δ3

k,k′ , (2.48)

underlying that, in this case, the mode indexes K are the components of the
wavevector. The energy of the electromagnetic field is then decomposed as
a sum of the different normal mode energies

U(K) = 1
8π

∫
dV

[
|E(x, t;K)|2 + |B(x, t;K)|2

]
, (2.49)
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with the field amplitudes, Ak, selected such that the total energy takes the
normalized form

∑
K

U(K) = 1
2
∑
k

∑
j

~ωk
(
ck,jc

∗
k,j + c∗k,jck,j

)
, (2.50)

establishing a first connection between the energy of the normal modes and
Einstein’s hypothesis of the photon. The field variables ck,j can then be
written as a pair of real canonical variables

qk,j =
ck,j + c∗k,j√

2
, pk,j =

ck,j − c∗k,j
i
√

2
, (2.51)

where the harmonic evolution of the potential is obtained from Hamilton’s
equation of motion with Eq. (2.50) acting as the Hamiltonian. At this point
the canonical quantization requires that we promote dynamical variables into
operators: qk,j → q̂k,j, pk,j → p̂k,j satisfying the commutation relation

[
q̂k,j, p̂k′,j′

]
= iδk,k′δj,j′ . (2.52)

The quantization of the electromagnetic field will now follow the quantization
of the harmonic oscillator closely. The quadratures of the electromagnetic
field, q̂k,j, p̂k,j, play the role of scaled position and momentum operators of
the oscillator [52, 53], and can be measured through homodyne or heterodyne
detection [16], for example. The evolution of the electromagnetic field is then
ruled by the Hamiltonian

HEM =
∑
k

∑
j

~ωk
(
â†k,j âk,j + 1

2

)
, (2.53)

with creation and annihilation operators, â†k,j and âk,j, respectively, related
to the dynamical variables by

q̂k,j =
âk,j + â†k,j√

2
, p̂k,j =

âk,j − â†k,j
i
√

2
, (2.54)
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which, from Eq. (2.54), satisfy the bosonic commutation relations

[
âk,j, â

†
k,j

]
= δk,k′δi,j . (2.55)

The relation between harmonic oscillator and electromagnetic field stems
from the harmonic oscillation of each mode, under Maxwell’s wave equation,
in a normal mode decomposition. There is not, however, a fundamental
reason to tie the electromagnetic field to a Cartesian description. While a
cubic geometry and periodic boundary conditions naturally lead to plane
waves, the system could have been chosen to present a different symmetry.
For example, in the case of a travelling wave with cylindrical symmetry the
normal modes are determined by Bessel functions [54], and the normalization
condition satisfies
∫ dV

4π E(x, t;K) ·E∗(x, t;K ′)+B(x, t;K) ·B∗(x, t;K ′)

= N−2
K δ(k3 − k′3)δ(k⊥ − k′⊥)δm,m′ , (2.56)

where the modes K are characterized by (i) a wavevector along the main
direction of propagation, k3, (ii) projection of the orbital angular momentum
along the direction of propagation, m, and (iii) a frequency through the
dispersion relation (ω/c)2 = k2

3 + k2
⊥. Considering a one photon excitation,

the normalization is once again selected so the energy of each mode matches
~ω. Meanwhile, in travelling waves with parabolic-cylindrical symmetry [55]
the modes are described by Weber functions and satisfy
∫ dV

4π E(x, t;K) ·E∗(x, t;K ′) +B(x, t;K) ·B∗(x, t;K ′)

= N−2
K δ(k3 − k′3)δ(k⊥ − k′⊥)δ(a− a′) , (2.57)

with the modes characterized by the continuous wave order a. In both sce-
narios the system is decomposed into normal modes portraying harmonic os-
cillations, and the quantization rules used for the rectangular cavity follow,
but the boundary conditions restrict the dynamical variables that character-
ize the field. More than a mathematical curiosity, the underlying symmetries
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of the problem will determine the dynamical variables of the field, and, in
turn, its mechanical identity [56].

2.2.1 Light-matter interaction

The structure of the electromagnetic field will have quantifiable effects on
matter, e.g., transfer linear momentum, orbital angular momentum [57], or
alter transition rates [58]. The interaction between the electromagnetic field
and a particle of mass m, charge e, and momentum p̂ in an external potential
V (r), is governed by the minimal coupling Hamiltonian

HI = 1
2m

(
p̂− e

c
A
)2

+ eφ+ V (r) , (2.58)

which is constructed in such a way that the equations of motion are consis-
tent with the Lorentz force and Maxwell equations. To simplify the descrip-
tion and acquire intuition on the subject, we consider the particle to be a
hydrogen-like atom in the following.

The electromagnetic field will induce transitions between different atomic
levels, with the transition probabilities dictated by selection rules determined
by the structure of both the field and the atom [58]. If the relevant atomic
size [59] is much smaller than the radiation wavelength, such that the varia-
tion of the field can be neglected when calculating transition rates,

[p̂,A] = 0 , (2.59)

and the description is said to satisfy the dipole approximation [60]. Further-
more, if a particular mode of the electromagnetic field is close to resonance
with an atomic transition, it is customary to represent the atom as a two-
level system described completely by internal degrees of freedom. Under
these assumptions, the evolution of the light-matter system is governed by
the Hamiltonian [15, 51]

H = ~ωâ†â+ ~
ωa
2 σ̂3 + ~g

(
â+ â†

)
(σ̂+ + σ̂−) , (2.60)
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where ~ωa is the energy difference between the two atomic levels, and only one
mode of the electromagnetic field is considered relevant for the interaction.
In the case of a field confined to a cubic cavity of volume V , the interaction
between one mode, with frequency ω and polarization ε, and a two-level atom
with transition dipole d, has coupling strength

~g = −
√
~ω
V
d · ε , (2.61)

times a mode function evaluated at the center-of-mass position of the atom
that we take to be unity. This model Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.60), was introduced
in the early days of quantum optics. While it was presented to describe the
interaction between a hydrogen-like atom and the electromagnetic field, it
also describes the simplified interaction between a qubit and a harmonic os-
cillator, and for this reason is ubiquitous in modern physics. Equation (2.60)
plays a central role in cavity QED, trapped ion physics, and circuit QED, to
name a few examples, and has been extensively studied since the early days
of quantum optics.

Generalized interaction: old problem new perspective

The previous approximations have allowed us to simplify the problem of light
interacting with matter by focusing on the internal degrees of freedom, which
are now enclosed in the Pauli and ladder operators. Under this interaction the
electromagnetic field will dress the atomic states and the atom will radiate
affecting the field in return. The state vector of this light-matter system can
be written in the uncoupled basis

|Ψ〉 =
∑
m

∑
n

cn,m|m〉 ⊗ |n〉 (2.62)

where the atomic states |m〉 are eigenstates of σ̂3 and the electromagnetic
field is described using a Fock state basis |n〉, with n the photon number. In
comparison to the semiclassical results, the Hilbert space of the system is ex-
panded to accommodate the degrees of freedom of the electromagnetic field.
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This expansion will lead to more transparent procedures when studying the
resulting dynamics, e.g., there is no need for the Fourier decomposition of
Floquet’s theory when this information is naturally imprinted on the quan-
tum state of the field. In order to understand the effect of the CR coupling,
we introduce a generalized interaction Hamiltonian

H = ~ωâ†â+ ~
ωa
2 σ̂3 + ~gr

(
âσ̂+ + â†σ̂−

)
+ ~ηgr

(
âσ̂− + â†σ̂+

)
, (2.63)

where the parameters gr and η can be tuned independently, and in some
cases we allow the coupling strengths to reach values higher than the transi-
tion frequencies. With the liberty provided by this generalized Hamiltonian
we can transition between coupling regimes and—systematically—create a
bridge between RWA and general dynamics.

|0〉

|2〉

|3〉

|1〉

g3

g2

(∆2 −∆1)

Ω2

ω2,1

Ω3

ω3,0

∆3

Figure 2.4: Raman channels to realize the generalized Hamiltonian.
Stable and auxiliary atomic states are connected through laser (vertical solid
black) and cavity (vertical dashed gray) mediated transitions.

More than a theoretical model, the generalized Hamiltonian can be ex-
perimentally realized using a cavity QED architecture as proposed in Refer-
ence [7]. This proposal relies on an atomic ensemble inside a cavity, with two
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stable atomic states coupled through a pair of Raman channels as portrayed
in Fig. 2.4. The laser-mediated transitions can be studied in terms of the
semiclassical formalism, with the Hamiltonian

Hat = ~ω2|2〉〈2|+ ~ω3|3〉〈3|+ ~ω1|1〉〈1|

+
{
~Ω2e

−iω2,1t|2〉〈1|+ ~Ω3e
−iω3,0t|3〉〈0|+ H.c.

}
(2.64)

describing the channels between stable (|0〉, |1〉) and auxiliary (|2〉, |3〉) atomic
states, and the last term stands for Hermitian conjugate. These channels are
complemented by two cavity induced channels:

Hac = ~ωcâ†â+ {~g2|2〉〈0|â+ ~g3|3〉〈1|â+ H.c.} , (2.65)

where the quantized nature of the EM field must be taken into account. In
a simple extension to Eq. (2.10), the explicit time-dependence of Eq. (2.64)
can be dropped by moving to an interaction picture, where the evolution of
the system satisfies

H̃at + H̃ac = ∆câ
†â+

3∑
j=1

∆j|j〉〈j|

+ {Ω2|2〉〈1|+ Ω3|3〉〈0|+ g2|2〉〈0|â+ g3|3〉〈1|â+ H.c.} , (2.66)

with the detunings

∆c = ωc −
ω3,0 + ω2,1

2 , (2.67)

∆1 = ω1 −
ω3,0 − ω2,1

2 , (2.68)

∆2 = ω2 −
ω3,0 + ω2,1

2 , (2.69)

∆3 = ω3 − ω3,0 . (2.70)

The natural time scales of this extended problem are now determined by
an interplay of cavity couplings, atomic transition rates, and laser frequencies
and amplitudes; this provides a lot of liberty for simplification. To exploit
this liberty, consider the evolution of the probability amplitudes defined in
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Eq. (2.62) under the Hamiltonian (2.66):

iċ0,n = g2
√
nc2,n−1 + Ω3c3,n , (2.71)

iċ1,n = ∆1c1,n + g3
√
nc3,n−1 + Ω2c2,n , (2.72)

iċ2,n = ∆2c2,n + g2
√
n+ 1c0,n+1 + Ω2c1,n , (2.73)

iċ3,n = ∆3c3,n + g3
√
n+ 1c1,n+1 + Ω3c0,n , (2.74)

where the detuning ∆c was absorbed in the definition of the amplitudes:

ei∆ctcj,n → cj,n . (2.75)

Highly detuned lasers (∆r,s � gr,s,Ωr,s) will induce rapid oscillations in the
auxiliary-state amplitudes, which can then be approximated by average val-
ues obtained through the conditions ċr,n, ċs,n = 0. When the auxiliary states
are adiabatically eliminated in this way, the evolution of the system is given
by

iċ0,n = ~ (ω(n+ 1)− ωa/2) c0,n + ~gr
√
nc1,n−1 + ~ηgr

√
n+ 1c1,n+1 , (2.76)

iċ1,n = ~ (ωn+ ωa/2) c1,n + ~gr
√
n+ 1c0,n+1 + ~ηgr

√
nc0,n+1 , (2.77)

with the coupling strengths and transition frequencies externally tunable:

ω = ∆c + 1
2

(
g2

2
∆2

+ g2
3

∆3

)
, gr = g2Ω2

∆2
,

ωa = ∆1 +
(

Ω2
2

∆2
− Ω2

3
∆3

)
, ηgr = g3Ω3

∆3
. (2.78)

The same equations would be obtained from the dynamical evolution of a
two-level system under the generalized Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.63). In an effec-
tive manner, the generalized Hamiltonian has been simulated by this system.
While other methods of accessing the CR coupling are available (e.g., manip-
ulation of artificial gauge fields [61, 62] or kicked dynamics [63]), the versa-
tility to explore the parameter space provided by this realization has proved
to be useful in quantum optics configurations of driven damped systems [8].
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2.2.2 Dynamics under the Jaynes-Cummings Hamilto-
nian

The generalized Hamiltonian will allow us to explore the system dynamics
for different coupling regimes. We begin with the RWA where CR terms
vanish (η = 0) and an analytical solution is obtained. The evolution of the
system is ruled by the Jaynes-Cummings (JC) Hamiltonian

HJC = ~ωâ†â+ ~
ωa
2 σ̂3 + ~gr

(
âσ̂+ + â†σ̂−

)
. (2.79)

This Hamiltonian was introduced in the early sixties to clarify the connection
between quantum and semiclassical theories of radiation [2]. The apparent
simplicity of the model is deceptive, for it provides important insight into
the dynamical behaviour of interacting light-matter systems when subject to
the subtleties of the quantum.

In the absence of CR coupling, the evolution of the system is divided
into independent manifolds (subspaces) characterized by excitation number
N̂ = σ̂+σ̂− + n̂, a trace of these manifolds was found in the Floquet theory
above, where the matrix divided into independent blocks. The subspaces
appear as a result of the commutation relation

[HJC , n̂+ σ̂+σ̂−] = 0 , (2.80)

from which we conclude that the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are also
eigenstates of the excitation number. Inside a single subspace, and within
the uncoupled basis, the Hamiltonian takes the matrix form

[HJC ]N+1 = ~

 ω(n+ 1)− δ
2 gr

√
n+ 1

gr
√
n+ 1 ω(n+ 1) + δ

2

 , (2.81)

with the detuning δ = ωa − ω. The matrix can be readily diagonalized to
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yield the eigenstates, the well-known dressed states [64, 65]:

|+, n〉 = sin (θ/2) |g, n+ 1〉+ cos (θ/2) |e, n〉 , (2.82)

|−, n〉 = cos (θ/2) |g, n+ 1〉 − sin (θ/2) |e, n〉 , (2.83)

where
cot θ = δ/Ωn , (2.84)

with Ωn =: 2gr
√
n+ 1 the Rabi frequency. The form of these eigenstates is

found in clear analogy to the semiclassical results, Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13).
The energies of the dressed states are given by the corresponding eigenvalues
of Eq. (2.81)

E±,n = ~ω (n+ 1/2)± (~/2)
(
Ω2
n + δ2

)1/2
, (2.85)

Eg,0 = −~ωa/2 . (2.86)

The energy levels exhibit a nonlinear dependence on excitation number, a
departure from Floquet theory that will have deep physical consequences.
This nonlinear structure provides a direct test of the quantization of the
electromagnetic field, and its experimental measurement is considered one of
the crowning achievements of CQED [1].

In Figure 2.5(a) we portray the energy levels associated with the cou-
pled (dashed red and blue) and uncoupled (solid black) basis for a system in
resonance. The nonlinear light-atom interaction transforms the equidistant
harmonic spectrum into a ladder of unequal steps. This view is comple-
mented by Figure 2.5(b), where the dressed state energies are portrayed as a
function of detuning for a given manifold, Eq. (2.85). On resonance, the cou-
pling breaks the degeneracy between atom and cavity, inducing an avoided
crossing. Notice that far from resonance, the dressed-state energy is tangent
to the uncoupled state energies, with only a small displacement

E±,n = ~ω (n+ 1/2)± ~
(
δ

2 + Ω2
n

4δ

)
(2.87)

produced by the coupling. This displacement depends on the atomic state
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Figure 2.5: Dressed states energy spectrum. (a) Energy levels for zero
coupling (solid black) compared to the dressed state energy ladder for finite
coupling (dashed red and blue), in both cases zero detuning is considered.
(b) Dressed state energies as a function of detuning in Rabi frequency units.

and photon number, it can be taken into account by introducing an effective
interaction potential

VI = g2
r

δ
(n̂+ 1) σ̂3 (2.88)

in the uncoupled Hamiltonian. On one hand, the displacement can be inter-
preted as a shift in the energy levels of the atom depending on the intensity
of the electromagnetic field, as in the well-known Stark shift. On the other,
it can be interpreted as a shift in the cavity frequency caused by an effective
refractive index dependent on the atomic state. The dispersive interaction
VI will entangle the field and the atom, but, contrasting the resonant case,
photon number and population inversion are conserved independently. This
feature can be exploited to perform non-demolition measurements of the pho-
ton number stored in a cavity [66] or to use the light escaping from a cavity
to measure the atomic state [67].

Many atoms and the superradiant phase transition

The refractive index interpretation points towards an interesting aspect of
the current framework; namely, while we have built a formalism around single
atoms interacting with light, the given semiclassical interpretations rest upon
effects commonly understood for many-atom systems. The interpretations
are extrapolated by adding up single-atom results and, in doing so, we neglect
collective interactions or correlations, which will rise between the atoms. The
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light-matter interaction under the RWA provides a context where such many-
body effects can be taken into account.

Consider N identical atoms interacting with one mode of the electro-
magnetic field. If atom-atom interactions are neglected, the system will be
described by the Hamiltonian [68]

HTC = ~ωâ†â+ ~ωaĴ3 + ~gr
(
âĴ+ + â†Ĵ−

)
, (2.89)

with the collective operators

Ĵ3 = 1
2

N∑
i=1

σ̂
(i)
3 , Ĵ± =

N∑
i=1

σ̂
(i)
± , (2.90)

defined in terms of single-atom operators σ̂(i). The Ĵi operators satisfy the
angular momentum algebra and were introduced in this context by Dicke [69],
recognizing the importance of treating the ensemble of atoms as a single
quantum system. In the limit of large atomic numbers, the system can be
studied using the methods of equilibrium statistical mechanics, by calculating
the partition function and free energy of the system [70, 71], where it is found
to undergo a phase transition at the critical coupling gc =

√
ωωa/4N . The

transition is characterized by a steady state with vanishing photon number
below the critical point and macroscopic occupation of the electromagnetic
mode above it; the transition is known as the normal to superradiant phase
transition. A hand-waving explanation of the change in behaviour can be
given in terms of the correlations that arise between the atoms. When the
transition frequencies dominate over the coupling strength, fluctuations in
〈Ĵ3〉 become energetically expensive and the atomic ensemble state will tend
to localize around the poles of the angular momentum sphere where atomic
correlations vanish. As the coupling strength increases, however, the atomic
state will tend to localize at the equator of the sphere with an angle provided
by the electromagnetic field. Since the effect of Ĵ± over the states is of the
form

Ĵ±|j,m〉 =
√

(j ±m+ 1) (j ∓m)|j,m± 1〉 (2.91)
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and the total angular momentum is j = N/2, when the system is found near
the equator (m � j) the intensity of the radiated field will be proportional
to

〈j,m|Ĵ+Ĵ−|j,m〉 ' (N/2) (N/2− 1) , (2.92)

displaying the high correlation between single atoms and hinting towards the√
N proportionality of the critical coupling constant.

The many-body aspects introduced above will be extended throughout
the thesis. We will revisit the superradiant phase transition from a mean-
field perspective in Sec. 2.3.3 and, in Chapter 3, extend it to account for CR
coupling and an external drive. Chapter 5 will be devoted to composite open
systems, where we will discuss how correlations arise, not only by a coherent
evolution, but also from the measurement process.

The previous results exemplify the power of the JC Hamiltonian. By
considering the effect of the coupling on the energy spectrum and eigen-
states of the system a bridge between semiclassical and quantum results was
constructed. In the following, however, we study the departure from the JC
model when the CR coupling induces a fundamental change in the dynamical
structure of the system.

Of symmetries and integrability

The JC model is solvable due to the conserved excitation number that gives
rise to a continuous U(1) symmetry [72]. When the CR term is introduced
in Eq. (2.63), the continuous symmetry breaks and a discrete symmetry,
associated to parity conservation, remains:

[H, exp (iπ(n̂+ σ̂+σ̂−))] = 0 . (2.93)

We first encountered a vestige of this symmetry in the Floquet analysis pre-
sented above, where the energy shift was due to even terms of the pertur-
bative decomposition. Other than defining selection rules for the transition
probabilities of the system, is there a fundamental change when the symme-
try moves from continuous to discrete? To answer this question we refer to
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a classical dynamical context.

The dynamical equations of motion for the light-qubit interaction, as
determined from the Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.63), are found in a similar manner
to the Bloch equations. The expected values of the population imbalance
ξ = 〈σ̂3〉, magnetic dipole β = 〈σ̂−〉 and field amplitude α = 〈â〉 correspond
to the dynamical variables. The evolution of each one of these variables is
obtained through the Heisenberg equations of motion

d

dt
〈Â〉 = 1

i~
〈
[
Â,H

]
〉 (2.94)

by factorizing operator products under the mean-field approximation:

〈ÂB̂〉 → 〈Â〉〈B̂〉 . (2.95)

The resulting equations of motion take the form

α̇ = 〈â〉 = −iωα− igrβ − iηgrβ∗ , (2.96)

β̇ = 〈σ̂−〉 = −iωaβ + igrαξ + iηgrα
∗ξ , (2.97)

ξ̇ = 〈σ̂3〉 = −2igr (αβ∗ − α∗β)− 2iηgr (α∗β∗ − αβ) . (2.98)

These equations can be studied from a dynamical systems perspective. A
system with n degrees of freedom is called integrable if it has n integrals
of motion in involution. Integrable systems are solvable since the integrals
of motion confine the trajectories in the 2n dimensional phase-space into
smaller dimensional spaces. This is the case for the JC model, where the
system admits three conserved quantities: total energy, polarization, and
|α|2 +ξ/2, relating the cavity and radiated field intensities [2]. These quanti-
ties reduce the system of five first-order differential equations to two, and an
analytical solution is obtained [73]. External perturbations, however, can al-
ter this dynamic. When an external perturbation breaks any symmetry, the
trajectories of the system are not necessarily confined to lower dimensional
spaces and the system becomes nonintegrable; for strong-enough perturba-
tions, deterministic chaos is expected. This behaviour is seen when the CR
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coupling is included in the light-matter interaction. This coupling breaks
the last symmetry (associated to field intensities) and the system displays
symptoms of chaos [74] proved by numerical computation of the Liapunov
exponents [75] or by mapping the equations to a classical system known to
display chaos [76].

The associated dynamical equations suggest that the system does not
admit an analytical solution; however, the possibility of an exact solution for
the quantum spectra resurfaced recently. In his seminal paper, Braak [72]
was able to find the solution of the Rabi Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.60), in terms of
transcendental functions. The algebraic approach was based on the idea that
while a discrete symmetry is not enough to accommodate classical degrees
of freedom, it can accommodate quantum degrees. The spectrum is seen to
allow unique labels to each state given by parity and an undisclosed label
n generalizing the excitation number. Shortly after the work of Braak, the
same approach was considered to solve the generalized Hamiltonian [77]. The
results found in Ref. [72] sparked a discussion about the definition of quantum
chaos and coincided with the renaissance of the CR coupling. This topic
has gained importance recently due to the experimental access to the ultra-
strong coupling regime, where the coupling strength is of the same order as
transition frequencies and greater than the dissipation rate. In this regime a
description of the system must include the CR interaction. Different coupling
regimes appear naturally when the interaction with an external environment
is considered. While our study of the qubit interacting with a two-level
system has been founded in the conservative case, we are now ready to add
the final piece to the choreography between light and matter, the audience
or observer. The audience provides an external element that is monitoring
the system and, as we will see in the following section, alters the evolution
of the system in a fundamental way.
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2.3 Underlying environment and open quan-
tum systems

All measured quantum systems are open systems. The measurements are
performed by an experimenter or an external environment which is contin-
uously monitoring the system. Different physical mechanisms can cause the
coupling between system and environment, e.g., stray atomic collisions or
the underlying electromagnetic vacuum. The latter is of particular impor-
tance in optical systems where, even if thermal fluctuations can be neglected
for optical frequencies, shielding them from the vacuum is an experimentally
challenging task.

2.3.1 Born-Markov approximation

To describe the dynamics of open systems we must account for the envi-
ronment or reservoir. Under standard conditions, system and reservoir are
considered to satisfy the Born-Markov approximation. The Born aspect ar-
rives as a parallel to scattering theory, where the evolution—determined by
the Dyson equation—permits us to neglect terms above second order in the
system-environment interaction. The Markov aspect, in turn, rests upon an
analysis of the natural time scales. When the correlation times of the reser-
voir are shorter than the time scales that characterize a significant change in
the system, the information imprinted on the reservoir by the system is lost
and the evolution of the system depends only on its current state. The small
correlation times also allow us to consider infinite interaction times, greatly
simplifying the algebra and ensuing interpretation [15, 16, 23, 51].

For systems satisfying the Born-Markov approximation, the dynamics
can be described in the Heisenberg or Schrödinger picture. In the former,
the evolution of the system is described by an operator stochastic differential
equation that can be seen as an analogue of Langevin theory in statistical
physics; in the latter, two complementary approaches are considered: the
master equation and quantum trajectory theory. The master equation em-
braces the fact that we wish to ignore the state of the environment, therefore,
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its degrees of freedom are traced out of the standard Liouville equation. The
state of the system is then determined by a density matrix whose evolution is
ruled by a master equation of the Lindblad form [16, 23, 78], it can be thought
of as an analogue to the Fokker-Planck equation of statistical physics. The
quantum trajectory theory (which will be introduced in detail in the next
chapter) relies on a particular environment that monitors the system in a
defined fashion, thus disentangling system and environment. Usually, the
system is described by a wave function evolving under a Schrödinger equa-
tion with a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian interrupted, at random times, by
sudden changes in the wave function.

2.3.2 Master equation and coupling regimes

We adopt the master equation to present the effect of dissipation on the
evolution of a two-level system (qubit) coupled to a cavity mode. Both qubit
and cavity are coupled to the electromagnetic vacuum. In the case of the
qubit, the effect of the environment is contained in its spontaneous decay
Γ and dephasing Γp rates. The effect on the cavity mode is given by a
dissipation rate κ. The dissipation rates will define a natural linewidth for
the energy levels of the system. With the advent of cavity QED it has become
possible to work in a regime where spontaneous decay can be neglected at a
first approximation and dissipation only occurs through the cavity walls [23,
35]. The evolution of the system is then described by the Lindblad master
equation [16, 23, 51, 78]

ρ̇ = 1
i~

[H, ρ] + κ
(
2âρâ† − â†âρ− ρâ†â

)
. (2.99)

As was shown in the previous sections, in the absence of dissipation the
coupling between light and qubit, gr, determines a natural time-scale for the
evolution of the system. This is not the case when dissipation is considered.
Dissipation affects the evolution of the system in a fundamental way. For ex-
ample, the behaviour under the JC Hamiltonian alone is universal, regardless
of the coupling strength, but as the effect of the reservoir is added the ratio
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between κ and gr determines the character of the evolution and frequency
spectra of the system. When dissipation dominates, κ � gr, the system is
found in the weak coupling regime, and a quick decay to the ground state
is found. The opposite scenario, where coherence dominates and κ � gr is
named the strong coupling regime; here, coherence dominates over decay and
several Rabi cycles can be seen before the system reaches the ground state.
In the strong coupling regime, the energy spectra is determined by sharp
resonances and the splitting of the first excited state of the JC Hamiltonian,
as illustrated by Fig. 2.5, can be resolved, while in the weak coupling regime
JC resonances labelled by different n (in the typical Poisson distribution of
the coherent state) overlap.

2.3.3 Driven quantum optical systems:
dissipative quantum phase transitions

Regardless of the coupling regime, an undriven system will eventually relax
into the ground state. To reach a non-trivial behaviour in the long-time limit
the system must be externally driven. We consider an external coherent field
with amplitude E and frequency ωe driving the cavity mode. The evolution
is then ruled by the master equation

ρ̇ = 1
i~
[
H + ~E

(
âeiωet + â†e−iωet

)
, ρ
]

+ κ
(
2âρâ† − â†âρ− ρâ†â

)
. (2.100)

The competition between E and gr will cause the system to display different
stationary states as one parameter or the other dominates. The fundamen-
tal change in the stationary solutions can be described in analogy to phase
transitions of systems in equilibrium [17] and, as such, we refer to them as
dissipative quantum phase transitions (DQPT). This behaviour will provide
striking evidence regarding the effect of microscopic fluctuations on macro-
scopic variables at zero temperature. In the following we present a quick
overlook of two DQPT that we will connect in the next chapter by way
of the CR coupling: the breakdown of photon blockade [9] and the driven
superradiant phase transition.
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Driven Jaynes-Cummings model: photon blockade and its break-
down

In the strong coupling regime, the energy spectra of the Jaynes-Cummings
Hamiltonian is composed of well-resolved resonances centered at the dressed
states energies, Eqs. (2.85) and (2.86). Starting from the ground state, an
external driving field tuned to a particular JC resonance will populate the
relevant dressed state and lead to the creation of cavity photons. For weak
drive amplitudes, the creation of a photon will shift the cavity out of res-
onance for the addition of another photon due to the anharmonicity of the
dressed-state spectrum. The frequency shift will inhibit the population of
higher excited states and the creation of additional cavity photons, i.e., the
excitation of one photon will block the excitation of a second one. This pho-
ton blockade caused by a single atom was predicted in the nineties [11, 12]
and experimentally measured using a cavity QED [13, 79] and circuit QED
implementation [80].

Due to its nature, photon blockade does not provide an absolute obstruc-
tion. As the drive amplitude is ramped up, the resonances will broaden and
virtual transitions will begin to provide a path towards high photon-number
states, where the spectrum behaves quasi-harmonically. The entrance to
this regime, where excited states begin to be populated and the cavity pho-
ton number grows with the square of the drive amplitude, determines the
breakdown of the photon blockade [9]. The experimental conditions required
to realize the breakdown of photon blockade were recently realized using a
circuit QED architecture [10].

When cavity, atom, and driving field share the same frequency, the break-
down of the photon blockade can be constructed in analogy to a second-order
phase transition at the critical point Ec = gr/2 [9]. To understand the mech-
anism behind the transition we begin by studying the system when the effect
of fluctuations is neglected. The steady states found under the mean-field
approximation will provide a semiclassical blueprint for the behaviour of the
system. The evolution of the cavity amplitude, Eq. (2.96), must be updated
to account for the environment and external drive. By transferring to a frame
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rotating at the drive frequency, the dynamical variables satisfy

α̇ = −(κ+ i∆ω)α− igrβ − iE , (2.101)

β̇ = −∆ωβ + igrαξ , (2.102)

ξ̇ = −2igr (αβ∗ − α∗β) , (2.103)

where cavity and atomic frequencies are considered to be equal and, in this
rotating frame, are included through the detuning ∆ω = ω − ωe. With the
drive brought to resonance (∆ω = 0), the steady states of Eqs. (2.101)-(2.103)
are given by

α = −i (grβ + E) /κ , (2.104)

αξ = 0 , (2.105)

αβ∗ = α∗β , (2.106)

and allow for direct interpretation. Below the critical drive, the atomic dipole
will radiate out of phase with the driving field, thus acting as a dielectric
mirror and cancelling the field in the cavity. Since the dipole moment is
limited to the surface of the Bloch sphere, the strongest field it can radiate is
gr/2; therefore, above the critical drive, the dipole can no longer cancel the
incident field and a finite cavity field is encountered. The finite field dresses
the atom and the atom radiates accordingly, adjusting to the external and
radiated fields to reach a steady state, this self-consistent dressing marks a
spontaneous ordering of the system and the transition at hand. Since we are
working in semiclassical terms, the transition refers to a spontaneous dressed
state polarization [14] rather than breakdown of a photon blockade.

A similar analysis can be performed when the drive is out of resonance
and the steady states are given in terms of a fourth-order polynomial. We will
follow this approach in detail over the next chapter; for the moment we just
display some results in Fig. 2.6. The behaviour of the cavity field intensity is
displayed in the upper row, where locally stable solutions (solid red lines) are
seen to be connected by locally unstable solutions (dashed blue lines). For
finite detuning the system will present a region of optical bistability. This
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section of the parameter space is determined by two coexisting states, one
with the dipole in quadrature with the external drive and another with the
dipole in quadrature with the dressed field. The behaviour of the steady state
of the dipole is displayed in the lower row of Fig. 2.6 (red dots). To make
the analogy with the dressed states transparent an effective field is defined
by

Beff =: ∆ωê3 + 2gr (αRê1 + αI ê2) , (2.107)

portrayed as the black line in the figure; the dipole will tend to align with
this field in the steady state.
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Figure 2.6: Spontaneous dressed state polarization. Steady-state so-
lutions of Eqs. (2.101)-(2.103) for gr = 30κ. Upper Photon-number ex-
pectations with stable solutions (solid red) connected through unstable ones
(dashed blue). Lower The dipole (red dots) aligns with Beff , Eq. (2.107),
(black line) providing a geometrical interpretation of the self-consistent
dressed states.

The picture given by the mean-field approximation can be extended to
include fluctuations. Fluctuations will create channels between locally-stable
states in regions where bistability is expected, and will cause the system to
display hysteresis cycles, a precursor to a first-order phase transition when
discussing systems in equilibrium. The complete dynamics can not be de-
scribed by a mean-field treatment with the addition of classical stochastic
noise, so quantum features signalling the phase transition obtained from a
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quantum description must be sought. This will be presented in the next
chapter where master equation evolution and quantum trajectory theory are
exploited to study the system.

Driven Rabi Hamiltonian: superradiance

In Sec. 2.2.2 we mentioned the effects of the collective interaction of an atomic
ensemble over a cavity mode. The discussion centered around the normal
to superradiant phase transition reached for strong light-matter coupling.
However, as was shown at the beginning of this chapter, in atomic systems the
RWA approximation breaks down in this ultra-strong coupling regime and the
CR term must be included. In fact, even with the addition of CR coupling,
many of our initial approximations are not valid in this regime, e.g., the
term related to the square of the electromagnetic vector potential obtained
from the minimal coupling Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.58), must also be considered.
The incorporation of these effects will inhibit the superradiant transition
in the context presented above [81, 82, 83]. The traditional superradiant
transition can, nevertheless, be studied as a dynamical transition using the
experimental scheme proposed in Reference [7] and explored above. It will
be seen that, in this context, considering the CR coupling to be equal to the
rotating terms (η = 1), a transition resembling the superradiant transition
is reached even in the absence of an external driving field.

To build upon the analysis considered for the driven JC model, we will
perform our analysis under the mean-field approximation. In the case where
η = 1, the coherent evolution of an ensemble of N atoms coupled to one
mode is governed by the many-atom Rabi Hamiltonian

HR = ~∆ω
(
â†â+ Ĵ3

)
+ ~gr

(
â+ â†

) (
Ĵ+ + Ĵ−

)
. (2.108)

The Heisenberg equations are obtained from Eq. (2.100) under the action of
HR. The mean-field equations then present a similar form to Eqs. (2.101)-
(2.103), with the dynamical variables β̄N = 〈Ĵ−〉 and ξ̄N = 〈Ĵ3〉 defined in
terms of the collective operators and the total dipole living on the surface of
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the angular momentum sphere, with

|β̄N |2 + ξ̄2
N = N2/4 (2.109)

generalizing Eq. (2.36) for the many-atom case. The steady states of the
mean-field equations are seen to satisfy

(κ+ i∆ω)α = −igr
(
β̄N + β̄∗N

)
− iE , (2.110)

∆ωβ̄N = 2grξN (α + α∗) , (2.111)

0 = (α + α∗)
(
β̄N − β̄∗N

)
. (2.112)

As will be shown in detail for a general case in the next chapter, it is pos-
sible to manipulate Eqs. (2.109)-(2.112) for finite detuning to arrive at the
polynomial

(
N2/4− ξ̄2

N

) [
2ξ̄N +

(
κ2 + ∆ω2

)
/(4g2

r)
]2

= (E/gr)2(ξ̄2
N) , (2.113)

which contains the steady-state solutions of the system.

The simplicity of Eq. (2.113) allows us to interpret the possible phases
of the system in extreme scenarios. Since the dynamical variables are con-
strained to the surface of the angular momentum sphere, the behaviour of
the system will change drastically when it can no longer sustain an ongoing
process. For example, in the zero driving case, we will encounter a response
resembling the superradiant phase transition at the critical coupling

gc =
√
κ2 + ∆ω2

4N . (2.114)

For couplings below gc, and with E = 0, the admissible solutions to Eq. (2.113)
correspond to ξN = ±N/2, resulting in a vanishing cavity field. In contrast,
above gc, a finite βN and a macroscopic occupation of the cavity mode is
made possible and the system changes from normal to superradiant. The
reason for the Rabi Hamiltonian to display non-trivial solutions in the long-
time limit is that the CR terms break the conservation of excitation number,
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a concept that appears natural with the current open systems approach.
In Figure 2.7 the intensity of the cavity field is displayed for finite drive

amplitude. From Eq. (2.111) it can be seen that the dipole moment will
always be real, therefore, the phase of the radiated field is determined re-
gardless of the strength of the driving field. In our scenario, radiated and
driving field will interfere in such a way that, close to resonance, a resulting
field of possible amplitudes (E ± grN) is obtained. This field will drive the
cavity and, given that both choices are stable, a region of optical bistabil-
ity will be encountered. When the driving field reaches the critical value
E = grN , one of the resulting fields becomes unstable and the cavity will
only allow one solution, in contrast to the driven JC-model.
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Figure 2.7: Driven Rabi model. Steady-state solutions of Eqs. (2.110)-
(2.112) for gr = 30κ. The stable solutions (solid red) resemble the Lorentzian
distributions obtained for a driven-damped harmonic oscillator. Close to
resonance, the maximum photon numbers are in accordance with effective
driving fields of amplitudes (E ± grN). The solutions are portrayed for (a)
E = 0.2gr and (b) E = 0.6gr.

The driven JC and Rabi models are seen to present wildly different re-
sponses to the external environment and driving fields. These sharp differ-
ences appear magnified by the fact that we are focused on the possible states
a system can acquire in analogy to quantum phase transitions in equilibrium.
By definition, quantum phase transitions are characterized by a fundamental
change in the behaviour of the system due to microscopic fluctuations and
are driven by competing terms in the underlying Hamiltonian. As such, dif-
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ferences are expected; what is unexpected is that we are going to construct
a bridge between these two apparently contradictory behaviours through a
study of the possible states of the system themselves. In the next chapter,
we are going to show how the emergence of the CR coupling will allow us to
understand the transition between the JC and Rabi limits, shedding some
light on the behaviour of both scenarios. The discussion will revolve around
the phases the system can acquire and the role of fluctuations inherent to
the quantum treatment.
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Chapter 3

Phase Transitions Under the
Generalized Rabi Hamiltonian

In essence, the changes experienced by a system as it undergoes a quantum
phase transition can be traced back to the underlying Hamiltonian. Com-
posed of different competing terms, this Hamiltonian will change its structure
as different terms dominate. The change is reflected in the overall behaviour
of the system, which can be seen as a change in the energy spectrum or
the fluctuations displayed by its ground state, for example. In the idealized
light-matter system presented in the previous chapter, this serves as a moti-
vation to study the effect of the CR coupling through the phase transitions
the system can undergo as the strength of this term is varied.

The idealized light-matter interaction was shown to be governed by the
Hamiltonian

H = ~∆â†â+~
∆a

2 σ̂3+~gr(âσ̂++â†σ̂−)+~ηgr(âσ̂−+â†σ̂+)+~E(â+â†) , (3.1)

where different behaviours are expected as we explore the parameter space.
Being an optical system, it is inherently coupled to the environment and must
be studied from an open-system perspective, where its evolution is described
by a master equation in the Lindblad form

ρ̇ = 1
i~

[H, ρ] + κ
(
2âρâ† − â†âρ− ρâ†â

)
. (3.2)

51
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In this Chapter, we will study the effect of the emerging CR coupling by
focusing on the possible changes the state of the system can undergo in steady
state. This will allow us to create a bridge between the Jaynes-Cummings
and Rabi dynamics.

We begin with the mean-field description in Sec. 3.1, where the equa-
tion of state is found to satisfy a sixth order polynomial. We study the
limiting scenarios where an analytical solution is encountered and determine
the critical points that signal a change in the behaviour of the system. A
phase diagram is built around these points, displaying three possible phases
that are distinguished by the number of locally stable solutions and provide
a blueprint for the expected behaviour in the fully quantum scenario. In
Sec. 3.2 the effect of the environment is omitted, but quantum fluctuations
are introduced through the Schödinger equation. We then determine the
eigenstates and energy spectrum of Eq. (3.1) for zero detuning; the solutions
are seen to display a change in the energy level structure, transitioning from
discrete to continuous, at one of the critical points encountered under the
mean-field approximation. This striking change in the behaviour of the sys-
tem signals a quantum phase transition. For this zero detuning scenario, the
structure of the underlying Hamiltonian allows us to make a fruitful connec-
tion to relativistic systems, where the phase transition acquires a different
physical meaning and the continuous eigenstates can be determined. Sec-
tions 3.3 and 3.4 are devoted to the fully quantum problem,which is treated
from complementary perspectives. First, a quantum master equation is nu-
merically solved and the solutions displayed in phase space. Here, the the
phase-space representations will be used to display the coexistence of differ-
ent states. Second, we will use quantum trajectory theory to complement
these results. In a quantum trajectory theory, the state of the system is
inferred from the measurement records obtain through a particular measure-
ment scheme. This will allow us to study the dynamical evolution of the
system, and use it to determine other properties signalling a change of state
in the system.
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3.1 Mean-field description

The previous chapter was built around three main themes: the qubit, the
photon, and the environment. When working under a mean-field description,
each theme introduced new elements to the dynamical equations through the
addition of dynamical variables and parameters. We began from the Bloch
equations describing a qubit in an external field, extended those equations to
the optical Bloch equations when field and qubit interacted self-consistently,
and arrived at optical Bloch equations with cavity loss when the interaction
with the environment induced losses that occurred at a rate κ.

In this Chapter, we focus on the open-system evolution under the action
of the generalized Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (3.1). The mean-field equations
are obtained from expectations in the Heisenberg equation

〈 ˙̂
O〉 = Tr

(
Ôρ
)

= i~−1Tr
([
H, Ô

]
ρ
)

+ κTr
([
â†â, Ô

]
ρ
)
− 2κTr

([
â, Ô

]
ρâ†

)
,

(3.3)
under the assumption that expectations of operator products factorize. The
evolution of the dynamical variables—field amplitude α, dipole moment β,
and population imbalance ξ—is then given by:

〈 ˙̂a〉 = α̇ = − (κ+ i∆)α− igrβ − iηgrβ∗ − iE , (3.4)

〈 ˙̂σ−〉 = β̇ = −i∆aβ + igrαξ + iηgrα
∗ξ , (3.5)

〈 ˙̂σ3〉 = ξ̇ = −2igr (αβ∗ − α∗β)− 2iηgr (α∗β∗ − αβ) . (3.6)

As mentioned in the previous chapter, conservation of pseudo angular mo-
mentum allows us to restrict the qubit dynamical variables to the surface of
the Bloch sphere. Equations (3.4)-(3.6) can be extended to describe the
evolution of an ensemble of N atoms interacting with one cavity mode.
This property is possible since the quantum state of an ensemble of N non-
interacting qubits is described by the total pseudo-angular momentum oper-
ator Ĵ with [see Eq. (2.90) Chapter 2]

ξ̄N = 〈Ĵ3〉 = 1
2

N∑
i=1
〈σ̂(i)

3 〉, β̄N = 〈Ĵ−〉 =
N∑
i=1
〈σ̂(i)
− 〉 . (3.7)
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Since the Pauli vectors can be renormalized to satisfy the angular momen-
tum algebra, the single- and many-body Heisenberg equations can be shown
to be—in essence—the same. The connection between these equations is
achieved through a change from the intensive variables (α, β, and ξ) to the
many-body variables:

ᾱ =
√
Nα, β̄N = Nβ, ξ̄N = Nξ/2 , (3.8)

in Eqs. (3.4)-(3.6), with the renormalized parameters:

ḡr = gr/
√
N, Ē =

√
NE , (3.9)

Our analysis of the mean-field equations, Eqs. (3.4)-(3.6), will be centred
around their steady states. Since the algebraic approach to find these solu-
tions is invariant under the change of variable, we can solve the system for
one body and trivially extend to the many-body scenario. In both cases, the
steady states provide a blueprint of the expected behaviour of the system
for different regions of the parameter space. While a general form of the
behaviour is hidden in this multi-dimensional space, the physical mechanism
behind each solution can be understood through limiting cases obtained by
keeping selected parameters at constant values. In the following we sys-
tematically reduce the parameter space before the general solution of the
mean-field equations is determined.

3.1.1 Zero detuning: generalized spontaneous dressed-
state polarization

We begin with the qubit and cavity in resonance with the drive, ∆ = ∆a = 0.
The steady state of Eq. (3.5) requires that either α = 0 or ξ = 0 for η < 1.
The case where the field vanishes, i.e., α = 0, is accompanied by a dipole
radiating in phase with the drive

β = − E
gr (1 + η) , ξ = ±

√√√√1− 4E2

g2
r (1 + η)2 . (3.10)
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This behaviour can only be sustained for driving amplitudes below a critical
value

2Eη = gr (1 + η) . (3.11)

Above this value, the dipole will settle in the equatorial plane of the Bloch
sphere, with

β = ±1
2

[
α + ηα∗

|α + ηα∗|

]
, ξ = 0 , (3.12)

and a non-zero cavity field. The change of state sustained at the critical drive
amplitude provides an immediate extension of the spontaneous dressed-state
polarization [14] discussed in the absence of CR coupling in the previous
chapter. The phase of the dipole, or, if preferred, the response of the cavity
to an external drive, will signal a drastic change at the transition point.

This behaviour is to be contrasted with the η = 1 case, where, regardless
of the drive amplitude, the dipole and cavity field phases are no longer locked
to one another. A transition similar to the one seen as the system changed
from satisfying Eq. (3.10) to satisfying Eq. (3.12) is then inhibited. The
steady-states in this case, however, are obtained directly from the underlying
Hamiltonian

H = ~
(
â+ â†

)
(grσ̂1 + E) . (3.13)

Since the environment does not act on the qubit, and [σ̂1,H] = 0, then σ̂1 is
a constant of motion. This conservation law implies that, for arbitrary initial
conditions, the state of the qubit will oscillate around the ê1 axis with an
angular velocity determined by the cavity field in a non-trivial fashion; the
stationary states correspond to the eigenstates of σ̂1 and will not perform
this oscillation. Having a non-vanishing dipole implies that the qubit will
radiate a field that, superposed with the external drive, will displace the
cavity ground state an amount determined by the qubit state. In the mean-
field approximation, the steady states satisfy

β = ±1/2, α = −i (E ± gr) /κ , (3.14)

allowing us to perform a non-demolition measurement of the field in the
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manner described at the end of Sec. 2.2.2 in the previous chapter. The
amplitude of the driving field is immaterial to the phase of the dipole and
the change of state seems to be suppressed when the CR coupling has the
same strength as the rotating one.

3.1.2 Non-zero detuning: optical bi- and multi-stability

From the previous results it is clear that, while in resonance, a change in the
state of the system is ruled by the relation between the dipole and cavity
field phases. This will not be the case for non-zero detuning where

β = ±
 grα√

∆2
a + 4g2

r |α + ηα∗|2
+ ηgrα

∗√
∆2
a + 4g2

r |α + ηα∗|2

 , (3.15)

ξ = ± ∆a√
∆2
a + 4g2

r |α + ηα∗|2
. (3.16)

Equations (3.15) and (3.16) show that the phases adjust in order to find
a self-consistent configuration, thus excluding the possibility of a critical
drive amplitude where they become independent. These equations, however,
maintain the possibility of the system exhibiting several metastable states at
certain regions of the parameter space. We will study the physical nature of
these states and characterize the regions in the parameter space where they
are found. Notice that Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) clarify the distinction between
rotating and counter-rotating fields, as the rotating coupling forces the dipole
to align with α while counter-rotating coupling forces an alignment with α∗.

The maximum number of solutions the system can display at any given
point in parameter space must be determined in order to characterize the
possible states. As a first step, notice that the self-consistent field is reflected
in the behaviour of the qubit, and, in a complementing fashion, the resulting
cavity field reflects the state of the qubit through its real and imaginary
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components, which are coupled through the equations

καR −
[
∆ + g2

r

(1− η)2

∆a

ξ

]
αI = 0 , (3.17)

καI +
[
∆ + g2

r

(1 + η)2

∆a

ξ

]
αR = −E . (3.18)

Light and qubit mirror the behaviour of one another and by measuring the
state of either we can reconstruct the whole system. Algebraically, we can
exploit this condition by writing the equation of state in terms of only one of
the dynamical variables. Since it is real and bounded, we select the popula-
tion imbalance as the preferred variable. We begin to determine the equation
of state by eliminating the dipole moment from the equations of motion. The
norm of the dipole moment is written in terms of the population imbalance
through the conservation of pseudo angular momentum and in terms of popu-
lation imbalance and cavity field quadratures through Eq. (3.5). By equating
both results, we arrive at

(
1− ξ2

)
= 4g2

r

∆2
a

[
(1 + η)2 α2

R + (1− η)2 α2
I

]
ξ2 . (3.19)

The field quadratures can now be written in terms of ξ from Eqs. (3.17)
and (3.18) and inserted into Eq. (3.19), resulting in the equation of state

(
1− ξ2

)
[P (ξ)]2 = 4g2

rE2
[
ξ2Q(ξ)

]
, (3.20)

with

P (ξ) = g4
r (1− η2)2

∆a

ξ2 + 2∆g2
r

(
1 + η2

)
ξ + ∆a

(
∆2 + κ2

)
, (3.21)

Q(ξ) = (1 + η)2
[
g4
r(1− η)4

∆2
a

ξ2 + 2∆g2
r(1− η)2

∆a

ξ + ∆2
]

+ (1− η)2κ2. (3.22)

The steady-state solutions will be given by the roots of the sixth-order
polynomial given in Eq. (3.20). A property that will remain useful through-
out the study of the solutions is the invariance of the polynomial under a
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change in sign of the product ∆∆a. With this equation of state enclosing
all possible remaining solutions, we continue to explore simplified scenarios
where the behaviour of the system can be extracted from algebraic manipu-
lation before reconstructing the complete phase diagram numerically.

Undriven scenario (E = 0)

When the driving field is turned off, Eq. (3.20) takes the form

(
1− ξ2

)
[P (ξ)]2 = 0 . (3.23)

The solutions are divided into trivial solutions composed of ξ = ±1, with
vanishing cavity field, and solutions given by the roots of P (ξ) with non-
zero field amplitude. The trivial solutions are always allowed in this reduced
parameter space, but the roots of P (ξ) are constrained to regions where the
population imbalance is real and restricted to the surface of the Bloch sphere.
The borders of the regions where non-trivial roots exist mark a change in the
response of the system. For example, in the case η = 1 the non-trivial roots
are given by

ξ = −∆a

(
∆2 + κ2

)
/4∆g2

r , (3.24)

but, being restricted to |ξ| ≤ 1, are only admissible when the coupling
strength is above the critical value

gc =

√√√√∆a

∆

(
∆2 + κ2

4

)
. (3.25)

The critical value, gc, marks the transition point between normal and super-
radiant states for the Rabi Hamiltonian [see Eq. (2.114) in Chapter 2]. Using
Eq. (3.23), this behaviour is extended to the case where η 6= 1 and the roots
of P (ξ) are given by

ξ± = − ∆∆a

g2
r (1− η2)2

1 + η2 ∓ 2η

√√√√1− (1− η2)2

4η2
κ2

∆2

 , (3.26)
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The roots are real when the CR coupling satisfies

2|∆|η ≥ κ
(
1− η2

)
, (3.27)

a condition that, as expected, excludes the possibility of a non-vanishing field
for the dispersive JC limit where, in the absence of a driving field, the system
will relax to the vacuum in the long-time limit [see Section 2.2.2 in Chapter 2
for the κ = 0 case]. The existence of a steady state with non-zero cavity field
amplitude in the absence of an external input is related to the fact that the
CR coupling breaks the conservation of excitation number; considering the
generalized Rabi-Hamiltonian as realized from an open-system proposal [7]
provides a reassuring scenario where the CR coupling acts as an excitation
source. Both roots ξ± are admissible in a region bordered by the critical
couplings

g±η =

√
|∆∆a|

(1− η2)

1 + η2 ∓ 2η

√√√√1− (1− η2)2

4η2
κ2

∆2


1/2

. (3.28)

Using Eqs. (3.17)-(3.19), the field intensity stored in the cavity for this region
is given by

|α±|2 = −∆a

4∆
1− ξ2

±
ξ±

, (3.29)

which in the limit κ→ 0 reduces to

|α±|2 = ∆a

4∆
g4
r − g±4

η(
grg±η

)2 , (3.30)

thus generalizing the superradiant field encountered in the Rabi limit [84] to
account for different CR coupling strengths.

Driven Jaynes-Cummings scenario (η = 0)

When the CR coupling is neglected under the RWA, the Q(ξ) and P (ξ)
polynomials become proportional to one another and can be factored out of
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the equation of state, which becomes:

(
1− ξ2

) [
g2
rξ

2 + 2∆∆aξ + ∆2
a (∆2 + κ2)

g2
r

]
= 4E2ξ2 . (3.31)

The solutions are then determined by the roots of a fourth-order polynomial.
Regardless of the nature of these roots, general properties of the system can
be recovered from the equation for the field amplitude,[

κ+ i

(
∆ + g2

r

∆a

ξ

)]
α = −iE . (3.32)

In the absence of CR coupling, the light-matter interaction will shift the
cavity resonance frequency and cause it to display a nonlinear dispersion
through Eq. (3.16). The frequency shift is a direct consequence of the dipole
and cavity field being phase-locked, we will call the solution aligned when the
positive sign for the dipole moment in Eq. (3.15) is taken and anti-aligned
otherwise. By separating into real and imaginary field components, it is
possible to eliminate the shifted cavity frequency of Eq. (3.32), thus allowing
us to write the equation of state as solutions of

α2
R +

(
αI + E2κ

)2
=
( E

2κ

)2
. (3.33)

The amplitude exists on the border of a displaced circle that provides a
maximal bound for the intensity of

Max
(
|α|2

)
= (E/κ)2 . (3.34)

The precise nature of the nonlinear dispersion was not used to obtain Eq. (3.33).
Consider, for example, a scenario where the qubit is entirely removed; here,
the same maximal bound would have been obtained, since—under the JC
model—the interaction Hamiltonian conserves excitation number. Actually,
in an optical context, Eq. (3.33) is commonly found in the description of
driven-damped linear harmonic oscillators, characterized by a Lorentzian
broadened spectrum around the resonance frequency. While the nonlinearity
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will certainly deform the Lorentzian structure and shift the resonance fre-
quency, intuition can be gathered from comparing the solution of Eq. (3.32)
to these well-known systems.
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Figure 3.1: Steady states for η = 0. Photon number (upper) and popu-
lation imbalance (lower) expectations as a function of detuning in the strong
coupling regime (gr = 30κ). Locally stable (red) and unstable (blue) so-
lutions are displayed for the drive amplitudes: (a) E = 9κ, (b) E = 15κ,
and (c) E = 21κ, corresponding to below, at, and above critical amplitude,
respectively. The maximum photon number expectation (orange) is given by
(E/κ)2.

Steady state solutions of Eq. (3.32) are portrayed in Fig. 3.1 for different
intensities, where a linear stability analysis has been used to distinguish
between locally stable (solid red) and locally unstable (dashed blue) solutions;
for all cases we have considered the cavity and qubit to share the same
frequency (∆ = ∆a). In columns (a), the results below critical drive show
a Lorentzian-like structure that is deformed in order to accommodate the
vanishing field encountered for ∆ = 0. The maximum values of the field
intensity are found at

∆2 = ∆2
a = (2Egr/κ)2

[√
1 + (κ/2E)2 − 1

]
, (3.35)
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a result that is obtained by substituting the values for αR,I from Eq. (3.33)
into Eqs. (3.15)-(3.18). The maximum values are reached when the aligned
(antialigned) qubit shifts the cavity towards resonance and coexist with a
stable nearly-vanishing field obtained from the antialigned (aligned) qubit
shifting the cavity far from resonance; both responses are connected through
an unstable solution. As the critical drive is reached in column (b), the
nearly-vanishing field becomes an unstable solution and the cavity response
is given by two solutions, representing the aligned and antialigned qubit, that
connect at ∆ = 0. In column (c), far above the critical drive two independent
Lorentzian-like structures are obtained, each one shifted by the effect of the
qubit.

The regions of optical bistability found below the critical drive are dis-
played in Fig. 3.2. The coexistence of a nearly-empty cavity mode solution
with a macroscopically occupied one was explained from the possible orien-
tations of the qubit. For a given detuning, the alignment of the qubit will
shift the cavity in or out of resonance, giving rise to solutions with different
intensities. This behaviour is to be compared to the zero detuning scenario,
where both solutions display the same intensity and lead to a region of phase
bistability above the critical drive. Having ∆ = 0, the intensity obtained
from Eq. (3.32) is independent of the qubit orientation as both, aligned and
antialigned states, cause the same cavity response. As can be shown ana-
lytically from the linear stability analysis and portrayed in Fig. 3.1(c), only
one solution remains stable when this symmetry is broken by introducing a
non-zero detuning above the critical drive amplitude. The region of phase
bistability is reduced to the zero detuning line above critical drive amplitude.
When the fully quantum formalism is introduced in the next section the two
solutions will be seen to be related to the possible excitation paths associated
to the JC dressed states [9, 14].

Driven Rabi scenario (η = 1)

The equation of state for the Rabi scenario can also be written as a fourth-
order polynomial:
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Figure 3.2: Optical bistability for η = 0. Coloured lines mark the bound-
ary of the bistable region (dashed) predicted by a linear stability analysis
below critical drive for and varying coupling strength. The region shrinks as
we transition into the weak coupling regime.

(
1− ξ2

) [
ξ + g2

c

g2
r

]2

=
(
E
gr

)2

ξ2 , (3.36)

with the critical coupling gc defined in Eq. (3.25) and field amplitude deter-
mined by [

1 + g2
r

g2
c

ξ

]
αI = − Eκ

κ2 + ∆2 , αR = ∆αI/κ . (3.37)

The superposition of rotating and counter-rotating couplings causes the dipole
to align with the real part of the field [Eq. (3.15)] and the nonlinear disper-
sion that ruled the behaviour in the JC limit is lost. The cavity response,
however, can still be interpreted in terms of driven-damped linear oscilla-
tors. While on resonance, Eq. (3.14) describes a superradiant state with the
qubit settled on the equator of the Bloch sphere, with ξ = 0. If we consider
the strong coupling regime close to resonance, then gr � gc, and the non-
trivial solutions of Eq. (3.36) can be approximated by roots of the quadratic
polynomial [

ξ + g2
c

g2
r

]2

=
(
E
gr

)2

ξ2 , (3.38)
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which are directly obtained as

ξ± = −g2
c

(
g2
r ± grE

)−1
. (3.39)

The field radiated by the qubit will superpose with the external drive and
lead to a field intensity of the form

|α±|2 = (gr ± E)2

∆2 + κ2 . (3.40)

Close to resonance, this corresponds to a damped linear oscillator driven by
a field with amplitude (gr ± E). In Figure 3.3, the solutions to the state
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Figure 3.3: Steady states for η = 1. Photon number (upper) and popu-
lation imbalance (lower) expectations as a function of detuning in the strong
coupling regime (gr = 30κ). Locally stable (red) and unstable (blue) solu-
tions are displayed for the drive amplitudes: (a) E = 9κ, (b) E = 30κ, and
(c) E = 39κ. The photon number plots display two independent solutions
with maximum photon expectations of [(E ±gr)/κ]2 (yellow and orange). An
inset is added where the low-intensity solution can be appreciated.

equation, Eq. (3.36), are displayed for driving amplitudes below gr in col-
umn (a), equal to gr in column (b), and above gr in column (c). For strong
coupling, when E < gr, four solutions are found with two of these solutions
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being stable and corresponding to the high and low intensity solutions given
by Eq. (3.39). As the driving field is ramped up, the low intensity solution
only exists for smaller detuning until it vanishes close to gr = E . Above this
limiting driving field amplitude the system only displays two solutions cor-
responding to high and low intensities, with the latter being unstable. This
change in behaviour for the low intensity solutions coincides with a change in
the sign of the population imbalance as the driving field amplitude is tuned
from below the limiting value to above it.

A map of the regions of bistability is displayed in Fig. 3.4. Notice that as
we transition into the weak-coupling regime, the region of bistability shrinks.
To delimit the region of optical bistability in this regime we must calculate
the discriminant of the polynomial. While the discriminant, D, does not
provide information regarding the stability of the solutions, it will allow us
to obtain the boundary between regions where optical bistability is expected
by delimiting the number of real solutions; it takes the form

D =
(

2gc
gr

)4 (E2

g2
r

)
1−

(
gc
gr

)4

−
(
E
gr

)2
3

− 27
(
gc
gr

)4 (E2

g2
r

) . (3.41)

When D < 0 the system has two real solutions; from the general behaviour
portrayed in Fig. 3.3 only one of them will be stable. A sufficient condition
for the discriminant to be negative is

g2
c ≥ (gr − E) (gr + E) , (3.42)

a condition that, for zero drive amplitude, provides the critical coupling for
Dicke superradiance.

Intermediate Regime (0 < η < 1)

As we have argued throughout this section, the mean-field steady states of
the system are solutions to the equation of state, Eq. (3.20). The extensive
study of limiting scenarios has allowed us to create a general idea regarding
the phase diagram of the system. The diagram is built around five critical
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Figure 3.4: Optical bistability for η = 1. Coloured lines mark the bound-
ary of the bistable region predicted by a linear stability analysis for η = 1
and different coupling strengths.

points: the critical drive Eη, defined in Eq. (3.11), that marks the spontaneous
polarization while on resonance, and four critical detuning, obtained from
the two critical couplings g±η given in Eq. (3.28), that delimit a region of
superradiance for zero drive amplitude. In Figure 3.5 we plot the phase
diagram of the system for η = 0.3. It is divided into regions characterized
by the number of stable solutions at a given point. Since the equation of
state is given by a sixth-order polynomial, in addition to presenting optical
bistability as we just discussed, the system admits regions where three locally
stable solutions are found.

The physical distinction between the possible states of the system in
different regions of the parameter space may be expressed in terms of the
phase of the dipole. When the dipole and field are locked in phase (η =
0), the cavity frequency is shifted with a nonlinear dispersion relation; in
contrast, when the dipole is locked to one point of the Bloch sphere regardless
of the field (η = 1), the cavity resonance frequency is unaffected by the
qubit, which acts a self-consistent effective drive. To understand how the
phase-diagram arises as a combination of these two effects, we portray the
response of the cavity and dipole for a region where three stable solutions
are found in Fig. 3.6. The stable states are divided into a solution with
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Figure 3.5: Phase Diagram. The number of stable solutions determine the
state of the system. In this case, the phase diagram is portrayed for gr = 50κ
and η = 0.2. Roman numbers indicate the number of stable solutions for a
given region. The borders between the regions seem to be a superposition of
the JC bistability border and a displaced Rabi bistability border, as depicted
in Figs. 3.2 and 3.4.

a nearly vanishing cavity field and two solutions characterized by high and
low field amplitudes with approximate maximum values of (E + ηgr) and
(E − ηgr), respectively. While the maximum intensity is a consequence of
the superposition of superradiant and driven fields, the displaced resonance
frequency is a consequence of the phase of the dipole locking to the effective
field, with a larger shift for the weak effective drive, as Eq. (3.35) suggests.
Consider the equations for the coupled real and imaginary parts of the field
amplitude:

καR −∆αI − gr(1− η)βI = 0 , (3.43)

καR −∆αI − gr(1− η)βR = −E −
[
2g2

rη (η + 1) ξ/∆a

]
αR . (3.44)

that we have rewritten from Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) using Eq. (3.15) to clarify
the effect of the phase. When the system enters a region of superradiance
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Figure 3.6: Regions of optical multi-stability. Dynamical variables rep-
resenteing the steady states for gr = 30κ, η = 0.3 and E = gr/8. (a) Photon
number expectations, where yellow and orange lines represent the effective
field intensities [(E ± ηgr)/κ]2. (b) Population imbalance displaying a com-
bination of JC and Rabi behaviours. (c) Real part of the dipole moment.
Insets in frames (a) and (b) are included to highlight the existence of six
distinct solutions.

the qubit settles near the equator, with

βR = [gr (η + 1) ξ/∆a]αR ' ±1/2 . (3.45)

Each of the two possible radiated fields will superpose with the external drive,
thus creating solutions with finite intensity.

As in the Rabi scenario, the weak solution will vanish for fields where
E & grη, however the CR coupling will allow the system to still present two
solutions. When the field is ramped up past this point, the solution behaves
as it does in the JC scenario, albeit with an effective field. In Fig. 3.7 the
behaviour of the system is portrayed for different driving field amplitudes.

3.2 Beyond mean-field: quantum phase tran-
sition

The phase diagram found under the mean-field approximation provides a
blueprint for the expected behaviour of the system. By studying the effect
of the emergent CR coupling on the dynamical response of the system, we
have built a bridge between the JC and Rabi limits. Ultimately, we want to
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Figure 3.7: Steady states for the general solution. Photon number
(upper) and population imbalance (lower) for gr = 30κ and η = 0.3. The
driving amplitudes are: (a) E = gr/8 displaying optical multistability, (b)
critical amplitude E = Eη, (c) E = 3gr/4.

extend this treatment beyond the mean-field approximation to account for
fluctuations and determine if a similar bridge can be constructed in this case.
In the remainder of this chapter we will study the departure from mean-field
results and additional features that emerge from the quantum evolution.

3.2.1 Exact eigenstates and eigenvalues when on reso-
nance

When on resonance, the steady-state solutions for the mean-field equations
derived from the Hamiltonian

HB = ~gr
(
âσ̂+ + â†σ̂−

)
+ ~ηgr

(
âσ̂− + â†σ̂+

)
+ ~E

(
â+ â†

)
, (3.46)

described a system that underwent a phase transition. At a critical drive
amplitude Eη, defined in Eq. (3.11), the steady-states change from satisfying
Eq. (3.10) to satisfying Eq. (3.12); this transition generalizes the sponta-
neous dressed state polarization to a scenario with CR coupling. Beyond
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the mean-field approximation, the system still displays a phase transition in
the absence of dissipation as can be seen from the eigenvalues of HB. The
eigenstates and eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian are obtained in the following
by generalizing an approach presented for the driven JC model in Ref. [85].
Physically, the eigenvalues correspond to the quasi-energies of the system,
since the time-independent Hamiltonian is obtained by moving to the inter-
action representation [see Sections 2.1.2 and 2.2.1 in the previous chapter].
The quasi-energy level structure collapses at Eη, signalling a quantum phase
transition. While the results presented in this section describe the system
when it is shielded from the environment, they will pave the way towards an
understanding of the critical behaviour in a general scenario.

In the uncoupled basis, the solutions of HB|ψE〉 = E|ψE〉 take the form

|ψE〉 = 1√
2
(
|g〉|ψ(0)

E 〉+ |e〉|ψ(1)
E 〉

)
. (3.47)

If we explicitly applyHB to |ψE〉 and exploit the orthogonality between qubit
states |g〉 and |e〉, a pair of coupled equations that determine the state of the
photon field |ψ(0)

E 〉 and |ψ(1)
E 〉 are obtained:

[
~E

(
â+ â†

)
− E

]
|ψ(0)
E 〉+ ~gr

[
â† + ηâ

]
|ψ(1)
E 〉 = 0 , (3.48)[

~E
(
â+ â†

)
− E

]
|ψ(1)
E 〉+ ~gr

[
â+ ηâ†

]
|ψ(0)
E 〉 = 0 . (3.49)

To uncouple the two photonic states, we begin by applying the operator(
â+ ηâ†

)
to Eq. (3.48) and

(
â† + ηâ

)
to Eq. (3.49), which yields the result

[
E(â+ â†)− E/~

]
(â+ ηâ†)|ψ(0)

E 〉+ gr[η(â2 + â†2)+ââ† + η2â†â]|ψ(1)
E 〉

= −E(1− η)|ψ(0)
E 〉 , (3.50)[

E
(
â+ â†

)
− E/~

]
(â† + ηâ)|ψ(1)

E 〉+ gr[η(â2 + â†2)+â†â+ η2ââ†]|ψ(0)
E 〉

= +E(1− η)|ψ(1)
E 〉 . (3.51)

Then, by using Eq. (3.48) [Eq. (3.49)], we can eliminate |ψ(1)
E 〉 (|ψ(0)

E 〉) from
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the left-hand side of Eq. (3.51) [Eq. (3.50)], thus obtaining
[
Ô(E) + g2

r

1− η2

2

]
|ψ(1)
E 〉+ Egr (1− η) |ψ(0)

E 〉 = 0 , (3.52)[
Ô(E)− g2

r

1− η2

2

]
|ψ(0)
E 〉 − Egr (1− η) |ψ(1)

E 〉 = 0 , (3.53)

with the operator

Ô(E) = (1+η2)g2
r

(
ââ† + â†â

2

)
+ηg2

r(â2+â†2)−
[
E
(
â+ â†

)
− E/~

]2
. (3.54)

This operator is written in symmetric order and has a quadratic dependence
on creation and annihilation operators. While the nonlinearity arises from
the coupling between the qubit and the field, the symmetric order appears
naturally from Eqs. (3.48)-(3.51), since, besides a global sign, the equations
followed by |ψ(0)〉 and |ψ(1)〉 are related through an exchange of â and â†. A
set of uncoupled equations for the field states can now be obtained, since,
from Eqs. (3.52) and (3.53), |ψ(0)

E 〉 is seen to satisfy
{[
Ô(E) + g2

r

(
1− η2

2

)] [
Ô(E)− g2

r

(
1− η2

2

)]
+ g2

rE2 (1− η)2
}
|ψ(0)
E 〉 = 0.

(3.55)

Equation (3.55) can be rearranged and properly normalized such that it takes
the form

Ô+(E)Ô−(E)|ψ(0)
E 〉 = 0 , (3.56)

with the definitions

Ô±(E) = N−1Ô(E)± 1, N = g2
r

(
1− η2

2

)√√√√1− 4E2

g2
r(1 + η)2 . (3.57)

Since Ô+(E) and Ô−(E) commute with one another, it can be seen from
Eqs. (3.52) and (3.53) that |ψ(1)

E 〉 must satisfy the same equation; further-
more, the commutation relation assures that the states will have the general
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form
|ψ(i)
E 〉 = c

(i)
+ |ψ+

E〉+ c
(i)
− |ψ−E〉 , (3.58)

where the c(i)
± amplitudes are chosen to guarantee a normalized global state

that satisfies Eqs. (3.48) and (3.49), and the |ψ±E〉 states satisfy

Ô±(E)|ψ±E〉 = 0 . (3.59)

Solutions to Eq. (3.59) can be obtained through a Bogoliubov transfor-
mation, given the quadratic form of Ô±(E). Bogoliubov transformations are
used to determine the normal modes of a system; they are unitary, and, in
this case, composed of a product of squeezing, Ŝ(z), and displacement, D̂(r),
operators. Under this transformation, the annihilation operator becomes

D̂(r)Ŝ(z)âŜ†(z)D̂†(r) = (â+ r) cosh z +
(
â† + r∗

)
sinh z , (3.60)

with the creation operator obtained through complex conjugation. The pa-
rameters z, r required to diagonalize the O±(E) operator must satisfy

Ô±(E) = D̂(r)Ŝ(z)
(
â†â+ ââ†

)
Ŝ†(z)D̂†(r) + C± , (3.61)

with C± a constant, and are found to be

r = 2E(E/~)
g2
r (1 + η)2 − 4E2

, exp (2z) = 1 + η

1− η

√√√√1− 4E2

g2
r(1 + η)2 , (3.62)

with the constant

C± = − 2 (E/~)2

g2
r (1− η2)

(
1− 4E2

g2
r(1 + η)2

)−3/2

± 1 . (3.63)

At this point it is also convenient to define the parameter

Ξ =

√√√√1− 4E2

g2
r(1 + η)2 , (3.64)
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which will appear throughout the calculations, and clarifies the connection
with the mean-field results [see Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11)]. The photonic states
are readily obtained; from Eqs. (3.59) and (3.61), they must satisfy

D̂(r)Ŝ(z)
(
â†â+ ââ†

)
Ŝ†(z)D̂†(r)|ψ±E〉 = −C±|ψ±E〉 , (3.65)

which, after substituting C± and using the commutator
[
â, â†

]
= 1, takes the

familiar form

[
â†â

]
Ŝ†(z)D̂†(r)|ψ+

E〉 =
[

(E/~)2

g2
r (1− η2) Ξ3 − 1

]
Ŝ†(z)D̂†(r)|ψ+

E〉 , (3.66)

[
â†â

]
Ŝ†(z)D̂†(r)|ψ−E〉 =

[
(E/~)2

g2
r (1− η2) Ξ3

]
Ŝ†(z)D̂†(r)|ψ−E〉 . (3.67)

The photonic states are then recognized as eigenstates of the harmonic os-
cillator, with

Ŝ†(z)D̂†(r)|ψ+
E〉 = |n− 1〉 , Ŝ†(z)D̂†(r)|ψ−E〉 = |n〉 , (3.68)

and the quasi-energies

En,± = ±~
[
g2
r

(
1− η2

)
Ξ3
]1/2√

n , for n ≥ 1 . (3.69)

Before commenting on the general properties of these solutions, we need
to determine the amplitudes c(i)

± . The ratio between these amplitudes can be
obtained from Eq. (3.53) by decomposing Ô(E) as a sum of Ô±(E) operators
and exploiting the orthogonality of the |ψ±E〉 states, thus obtaining

c
(1)
± = −gr(1 + η)

2E (1± Ξ) c(0)
± . (3.70)

Finally, by using these relations, Eq. (3.49) can be written in terms of c(0)
± and

squeezed annihilation operators applied over Fock states. If the orthogonality
of the Fock states is used, the amplitudes are seen to be related by

c
(0)
+ = ∓ 2E

gr (1 + η) [1 + Ξ]−1 c
(0)
− . (3.71)
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The final condition to determine c(0)
± , up to a phase factor, is given by the nor-

malization of the state. Thus, the normalized eigenstates of the on-resonance
Hamiltonian HB are found to be

|ψEn,±〉 = 1√
2
(
|g〉|ψ(0)

En,±〉+ |e〉|ψ(1)
En,±〉

)
, (3.72)

where

|ψ(0)
En,±〉 = +D̂(r)Ŝ(z)

√1− Ξ
2 |n− 1〉 ∓

√
1 + Ξ

2 |n〉

 , (3.73)

|ψ(1)
En,±〉 = −D̂(r)Ŝ(z)

√1 + Ξ
2 |n− 1〉 ∓

√
1− Ξ

2 |n〉

 . (3.74)

The Hamiltonian also presents an E = 0 eigenvalue with the correspond-
ing eigenstates being obtained from the previous method. The only difference
arises from Eq. (3.66), which now requires |ψ+

E〉 = 0. The eigenstate becomes
a separable product of qubit and photonic states

|ψ0〉 =
√1 + Ξ

2 |g〉 −
√

1− Ξ
2 |e〉

 Ŝ(z)|0〉 . (3.75)

3.2.2 Quasi-energy collapse and the quantum phase
transition

Equations (3.69) and (3.72)-(3.74) display the discrete eigenvalues and eigen-
states of HB and are arguably the main results of the previous calculation.
The eigenvalue spectrum corresponds to the discrete quasi-energy spectrum;
it displays the

√
n-splitting that has become characteristic of light-qubit in-

teractions due to the gr couplings [Figure 3.8]. This discrete spectrum is
valid below a critical drive amplitude, Eη, and collapses to zero above it. To
determine the nature of the quasi-energy spectrum above the critical point
we have to return to Eq. (3.59) where the |ψ±E〉 states are defined as linear
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combinations of eigenstates of the generalized squeezed operator

Ŝ(z̃, r̃, ν) = exp
[1
2
(
r̃a†2 − r̃â2

)
+ iz̃

2
(
â†â+ ââ†

)
+ ν

(
â† − â

)]
. (3.76)

This generalized operator includes squeezing and displacement transforma-
tions as is suggested by the inclusion of the ν parameter. In Ref. [87] the
eigenstates and eigenvalues of this operator are seen to be normalizable with
discrete spectrum for z̃ > r̃ and continuum δ-normalized eigenstates with
continuous spectrum for z̃ < r̃. Unsurprisingly, from Eq. (3.54), for our case
where

z̃ = 2ηgr − 2E , r̃ = (1 + η2)gr − 4E , (3.77)

the critical drive marks the transition from discrete to continuum solutions,
i.e. the system undergoes a quantum phase transition.
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Figure 3.8: Quasi-energy level collapse. The
√
n quasi-energy level split-

ting and the collapse at the critical point can be obtained by computing
the eigenvalues of HB in a truncated basis. The lowest quasi-energies are
displayed for η = 0.2. As the critical point is approached, the basis of the
truncated Hamiltonian must be extended.

While the properties of the generalized squeezed operator allow us to es-
tablish the existence of the continuous quasi-energy spectrum above the crit-
ical point, the previous method can not be used to obtain the eigenstates.
The eigenstates can not be determined from a Bogoliubov transformation
since, once the discrete level structure has collapsed, the quasi-energies ob-
tained with this method become purely imaginary. In Appendix A, we obtain
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the discrete and continuous eigenstates of the system by establishing a for-
mal connection between the problem at hand and the dynamics of a Dirac
electron in the presence of an electromagnetic field. Through this connec-
tion, we can determine the eigenstates by exploiting the Lorentz invariance
of the Dirac equation. These eigenstates are naturally expressed in terms
of the field quadratures q̂ and p̂ which, as shown in the appendix, can be
introduced in the Hamiltonian through

â = 1√
2

(
gr√
2c
q̂ + i

√
2c

~gr
p̂

)
, â† = 1√

2

(
gr√
2c
q̂ − i

√
2c

~gr
p̂

)
, (3.78)

with c the speed of light. In the position representation, the zero quasi-energy
state for η = 0 is found to be [see Eq. (A.34) in Appendix A]

ψ0(x) =
[√

1 + Ξc + i
√

1− Ξc

]
D0(ξ)|e〉 − i

[√
1 + Ξc − i

√
1− Ξc

]
D0(ξ)|g〉 ,

(3.79)
where

D0(ξ) = exp
(
−iΞcgrE

2c2 q2
)
, Ξc =

√
1− g2

r

4E2 . (3.80)

The change in the behaviour of the zero quasi-energy eigenstate reflects the
transition at hand and highlights the importance of dissipation in driven
optical systems. Below the critical drive amplitude, the zero quasi-energy
state is given by Eq. (3.75); it displays a finite photon number expectation,

〈n̂〉 = 1
4

[
(1 + η)2Ξ2 + (1− η)2

(1− η2)Ξ − 1
]
, (3.81)

and a dipole moment expectation of

〈σ̂−〉 = −E/gr (1 + η) , (3.82)

the latter is in accordance with mean-field results [Eq. (3.10)]. In contrast,
above the critical drive the state is determined by Eq. (3.79) with a photon
number expectation that diverges; by removing the damping mechanism, an
external drive will cause the photon number to grow without boundary.
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3.2.3 States in the parameter space

The collapse of the energy-level structure overshadows the effect of the CR
coupling on the eigenstates found below the critical drive. These states are
defined in Eqs. (3.72)-(3.74) as squeezed and displaced Fock states. The
displacement parameter, determined in Eq. (3.62), comes as a direct conse-
quence of the external driving field; the degree of squeezing, however, can be
varied at will by changing the amplitude of the CR coupling. In particular,
there is a drive amplitude

ES = √ηgr , (3.83)

where the system does not present squeezing. Above (below) this amplitude,
the fluctuations in the q̂ (p̂) quadrature are increased (decreased) as displayed
in Fig. 3.9, where the Wigner distribution [16, 23, 109] has been used to
represent the eigenstates (traced over the qubit variables) in phase space.
As is shown in Appendix B, the Wigner distribution of the system can be
written in terms of generalized Laguerre functions Lm−nn and takes the form

W (α, α∗) = (−1)n
π

e−2|α̃|2
{
Ln(4|α̃|2)− Ln−1(4|α̃|2)

±
√

1− Ξ2

n
(2α̃ + 2α̃∗)L1

n−1(4|α̃|2)
}
, (3.84)

with the effect of squeezing and displacement imprinted on the phase space
variables through the transformation

α̃ = ezRe (α + r) + ie−zIm (α + r) . (3.85)

3.3 Quantum master equation: multi-photon
resonances

The results found in the previous section show that the physics revolving
around the generalized dressed spontaneous polarization found at zero de-
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Figure 3.9: CR controlled squeezing. Wigner distribution for n = 3,
η = 0.4, and drive amplitude: (a) E = 0.75ES, (b) E = ES, (c) E = 1.2ES.

tuning are contained in the structure of the underlying Hamiltonian. To
build upon this result for finite detuning we will work in the strong coupling
regime, where coherent effects are expected to be imprinted on the system
rather than lost through the interaction with the environment. A departure
from mean-field results is also expected in this regime as can be shown from
the exact Heisenberg equation,

d

dt
〈σ−â〉 =− [κ+ i (∆ + ∆a)] 〈âσ−〉 − iE〈σ−〉+ igr〈â2σz〉

+ iηgr〈σ+σ− +
(
â†â− 1

)
σz〉 , (3.86)

with corresponding mean-field equation

d

dt
(αβ) =− [κ+ i (∆ + ∆a)]αβ − iEβ + igrα

2ξ

+ iηgr
(
|β|2 +

(
|α|2 − 1

)
ξ
)
, (3.87)

which should be compared to the result obtained from Eqs. (3.4)-(3.5):

α̇β+αβ̇ = − [κ+ i (∆ + ∆a)]αβ−iEβ+igrα2ξ+iηgr
(
|β|2 + |α|2ξ

)
. (3.88)

Equations (3.87) and (3.88) disagree due to the existence of the ηgrξ term.
This term is traced back to the quantization of the electromagnetic field and
can only be neglected in the weak-coupling regime κ� gr, where the photon
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expectation is expected to be much larger than one. As we have argued, far
from this regime the quantum nature of the electromagnetic field must be
taken into account. In the JC scenario, this quantum nature manifests in the
√
n-splitting of the energy spectra and plays a central role in the breakdown

of the photon blockade at non-zero detuning [9].

3.3.1 Multi-photon resonances

The generalized Hamiltonian [Eq. (3.1)] can be studied using perturbation
theory when the driving field amplitude and CR terms are sufficiently small
(E/gr, η � 1). In this regime, the external drive and CR coupling create exci-
tation paths between the ground state and the excited states of the JC model
without a big alteration of its resonance spectra. As coupling strengths are
ramped up, two main effects are seen: when in resonance, virtual transitions
will cause states with a high-excitation number to become populated and
these probed resonances will broaden and eventually merge. These effects
will lead to a macroscopic occupation of the cavity mode and the breakdown
of the photon blockade away from zero detuning.

For a system initially found in the ground state, the transition probability
amplitude can be decomposed in a perturbative series,

〈±, n|U(t, to)|g, 0〉 =
∞∑
N=0

(i~)N 〈±, n|U (N)(t, to)|g, 0〉 , (3.89)

with the Nth-order perturbation determined by the evolution operator in the
interaction picture

U (N) (t; to) =
∫ t

to
dτN

∫ τN

to
dτN−1...

∫ τ2

to
dτ1V (τN)...V (τ1) . (3.90)

The nature of the interaction potential V (t) will determine selection rules for
the possible transitions to follow and is defined by the external coupling.

We begin with the case where the CR coupling is neglected (η = 0) and
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the potential becomes

V (t) = E exp [itHJC/~]
(
â+ â†

)
exp [−itHJC/~] . (3.91)

In this case, the interaction is composed of single photon absorption and
emission events. Since single photon absorption can only connect adjacent
dressed-state manifolds, we have to resort to the n-th order perturbation
to reach the nth dressed-state manifold. Besides this selection rule, the
transition probability amplitude is dependent on the driving field parameters
and the density of states of the system. The maximum probability is found
when the on-resonance condition

n∆ = ±
√
ngr (3.92)

is met. The coupling with the environment creates one-way channels for ex-
cited states to reach the ground state by emitting photons; these channels
cause a broadening of the δ-distributed density of states of the JC Hamilto-
nian into Lorentzian distributions centred on the resonance frequencies. The
interplay between the excitation introduced by the drive and the loss intro-
duced by the environment causes the system to come to a balance at a finite
photon number expectation, from which the multi-photon resonances can be
seen, as displayed in Fig. 3.10 (a). For small drive amplitudes only single-
photon resonances are found; successive multi-photon resonances then appear
as the drive is ramped up. Notice that in the vicinity of a resonance, the max-
imum photon number is bounded by the excitation number of the resonant
dressed-state manifold; this behaviour is to be compared to the mean-field
scenario where the intensity is bounded by (E/κ)2, Eq. (3.33). The maximum
photon number expectation comes as a consequence of multi-photon block-
ade and is explained on the same grounds as single-photon blockade [89].
The nonlinear spectrum means that when a state is populated through a
particular multi-photon excitation path, it detunes from the higher excited
states, inhibiting their population. Increasing the drive amplitude causes
resonances to be shifted and power broadened. Since high-photon-number
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resonances are clustered together, this broadening causes the excitation paths
towards several high-photon-number-states to merge and allow macroscopic
occupation for finite detuning, the breakdown of multi-photon blockade. The
symmetry between positive and negative detuning refers to the two possible
dressed-state energies [see Eq. (2.85) in Chapter 2].
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Figure 3.10: Multi-photon resonances. In the strong coupling regime
(gr = 30κ), the multi-photon resonances can be probed using the coherent
drive or the CR coupling. (a) For η = 0 the drive amplitude is increased
from κ to 4κ. (b) For E = 0 the CR coupling, ηgr, is increased from κ to
4κ. For clarity, in both cases the photon numbers are displaced by 0.1 each
time the drive or CR coupling is increased.

It becomes natural to ask if the CR coupling will have a similar effect over
the photon number expectations and ultimately over the states the system
has access to when the driving field is turned off. After all, this coupling
excites the ground state, and the mean-field results suggest that for finite
detuning it plays the role of a driving field. In fact, when the CR coupling is
introduced through the Raman scheme in an open quantum system context
[see Fig. 2.4 in Chapter 2], it actually corresponds to an input channel pump-
ing photons into the cavity. Consider then the case η � 1 and E = 0, the
transition amplitudes can be calculated from Eq. (3.89) with the interaction

V (t) = ηgr exp [itHJC/~]
(
âσ− + â†σ+

)
exp [−itHJC/~] . (3.93)
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This interaction introduces a new selection rule where only manifolds of even
parity are excited. The resonance condition now becomes

2n∆ = ±
√

2ngr . (3.94)

In Fig. 3.10 (b) we portray the JC resonance spectra as probed by the CR
coupling, where, as expected, only even resonances are encountered. As the
coupling strength is increased, the resonances merge together and lead to a
macroscopic occupation of the cavity mode. This picture provides a quantum
mechanism where the CR coupling is explicitly considered as a driving field
and induces a finite photon number expectation.

We now shift our focus beyond the perturbative regime where rotating,
counter-rotating and driving field interact self-consistently and lead to a non-
trivial light-matter state.

3.3.2 Steady-states Q distributions and Wigner func-
tions

As it was mentioned, the symmetry between positive and negative detuning
in the resonance spectrum is a reflection of the JC energy splitting. This
means that, as the drive amplitude is ramped up with non-zero detuning,
one excitation path up the energy ladder is privileged over the other. The
likelihood of climbing each path determines the steady state and, in this
case, will allow for the coexistence of finite- and vanishing-field solutions
encountered under the mean-field approach. Both solutions will be connected
through quantum fluctuations and channels created by photon decay, but the
effect of these channels can not be extracted directly from the photon-number
expectations. This information is, however, contained in the density matrix
of the system.

In this subsection we compute the steady-state density matrix of the sys-
tem by solving numerically the Lindblad master equation given in Eq. (3.2).
The results will be portrayed in phase-space using the Wigner and Q dis-
tributions [16, 23]. We have already encountered the Wigner distribution
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in Sec. 3.2.3, where it was used to portray the eigenstates of the system.
This distribution is defined as the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the
symmetric-order characteristic function [see Eq. (B.2) in Appendix B]. The
Q distribution is obtained from the anti-normal-order characteristic function,

χan(x, x∗) = Tr
[
ρe−x

∗âexâ
†]
, (3.95)

by applying the two-dimensional Fourier transform

Q (α, α∗) = π−2
∫
d2xeαx

∗−α∗xχan (x, x∗) = π−1〈α|ρ|α〉 . (3.96)

Notice that, under this definition, the qubit degrees of freedom are averaged
out, i.e., the density matrix appearing in Eq. (3.95) is obtained from the full
density matrix by tracing over the state of the qubit. The last equality in
Eq. (3.96) connects the Q distribution to the expectation value of the density
matrix in a coherent state [23]. Since the coherent states are the eigenstates
of the annihilation operator, it would be expected for the local maximum of
the Q distribution to be localized around the field amplitudes predicted from
the mean-field results when the approximation is valid.

We use a multi-peaked Q distribution as a signal of coexisting states,
and as seen in the mean-field approach, the appearance of multiple peaks
indicates a change in the state of the system. For example, in Fig. 3.11 the
steady-state Q distribution is displayed for the cases of zero detuning and
driving field amplitude above and below the critical value. The collapse of
the energy levels signal a phase transition at this point, and the shape of the
Q distribution reflects this change.

The behaviour translates to the regions of optical multi-stability. In
Fig. 3.12 we display the Q distribution for a region where optical multi-
stability is expected [see Fig. 3.5]. While the distribution displays three local
maximum, the height of the empty state is significantly smaller that the
other two peaks. This suggests that the system will only use this state as
a connection between the finite photon number ones. As the detuning is
swept, the relative heights will follow the change in the state of the system.
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Figure 3.11: Q distribution for zero detuning. Q distribution function
for zero detuning in the strong coupling regime, for gr = 20κ, η = 0.4. The
multiple peaks of the distribution are used as a signal of coexisting states.
(a) Below critical drive, with E = 0.4gr(1 +η), the distribution only displays
one peak. (b) Above the critical drive, for E = 0.6gr(1 + η) two peaks are
encountered.

The phase space distributions help us to illustrate how fluctuations provide
channels that connect the mean-field steady states, with the local maxima of
the distribution corresponding to the steady states. In the next section we
will present a complementary way to study the problem, where the effect of
fluctuations takes a primary role.

3.4 Quantum trajectories

The master equation accounts for the evolution of a system coupled to an
environment that is continuously monitoring its state; but since we do not
access the information transferred to the environment, the environment is
traced out. In this way, our ignorance regarding the monitoring is admitted
by applying a partial trace and an average over all possible ways of monitoring
is understood. In this section, we consider a different approach, where, by
selecting a particular way of monitoring the environment, with accompanying
measurement records, the system is disentangled from the environment [16].
The state of the system, |ψREC(t)〉, is then conditioned to a particular record
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Figure 3.12: Optical multi-stability and Q distribution. Q distribution
function for gr = 20κ η = 0.4 E = 0.1gr(1 + η) and ∆ = 2.8κ. Three local
maxima are seen signalling the existence of the locally stable solutions.

and the density operator decomposed into a sum over these records:

ρ =
∑
REC

P (REC) |ψREC(t)〉〈ψREC(t)| . (3.97)

The factor P (REC) refers to the probability for each record to occur, and is
constructed in such a way that ρ satisfies the master equation [Eq. (3.2)]. The
formalism behind this approach is known as quantum trajectory theory [11,
16, 99]; it describes a stochastic random process where a measurement record
is obtained and the state of the system inferred from that record. Since the
system must adapt to the information acquired from an idealized monitoring
of the environment, the interaction generally takes the form of a non-local
description in contrast to the master equation evolution.

We are going to introduce the general ideas behind quantum trajectory
theory and apply them to the problem at hand, with the objective of com-
plementing the results found in the previous sections. Quantum trajectories
will also allow us to find another characteristic that signals a first-order phase
transition, which remains hidden in the master equation formalism; namely,
the hysteresis cycles found under a dynamical change of the system param-
eters.
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3.4.1 Photon counting for output fields: photon block-
ade

The information about a system at optical frequencies is commonly gathered
from escaping photons that are collected in the far-field region [90]. The
photons are collected by detectors that constitute an ideal monitoring of the
environment, which, according to the way the photons are collected, lead
to different measurement records, e.g, photoelectron counting (Sec. 3.4.1) or
homodyne and heterodyne records (Sec. 3.4.3).

An idealized photoelectron counting set-up is portrayed in Fig. 3.13, along
with an accompanying measurement record. Photoelectron counting records
are composed of discrete events, signalling the detection of a photon, sepa-
rated by dark intervals where no events are recorded. Each detection corre-
sponds to a discrete and countable event, a sudden change in our knowledge
of the system that is reflected in the system state as a “collapse of the wave-
function”, or quantum jump [100, 101, 102]. The evolution between jumps,
however, is ruled by a continuous process where coherence between quantum
states is allowed. During these dark intervals, information is gathered pre-
cisely from the lack of emitted photons and the deterministic state-evolution
is conditioned to null measurements [103, 104]. The exclusive probabilities
dictating how likely it is for a particular record to unfold connect photoelec-
tron counting with master equation and quantum trajectory evolutions, as
we are about to show.

The probability for an idealized detector to collect a straying photon
during an infinitesimal time interval [t, t+ ∆t) is

P (t+ ∆t) = Tr
(
Ê†(t)Ê(t)ρ

)
∆t , (3.98)

which, under the definition Ê = ηÊ, depends on the field (in photon flux
units) arriving at the detector, Ê, and a response function η [90, 99, 105, 106].
This implies that the probability of not collecting a photon in the same
interval is

PND(t+ ∆t) = 1− P (t+ ∆t) , (3.99)
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Figure 3.13: Photoelectron counting records and quantum jumps.
Two stable states (red and blue) of a multi-level atom are connected through
cavity (black) and laser induced transitions (orange and dark blue). Being
driven by an external coherent field (light blue), this set-up simulates a two-
level system interacting with one mode of the elecotrmagnetic field through
the generalized Hamiltonian, Eq. (3.1). The photons that leave the driven
quantum system are gathered by a detector to compose a measurement record
(upper right) from which the state of the system is inferred, in this case the
probability of having zero or one photons in the cavity (lower right). Record
taken for gr = 20κ, η = 0, ∆ = gr and E = κ.

and, by selecting ∆t small enough enough so the probability of collecting
two photons in ∆t becomes negligible, it is possible to chain several of this
no-detection events together and express their product as an exponential.
The exclusive probability of encountering a record during a time interval
[t0, t0+t) where photons are detected at times tm, separated by times without
detection, becomes

PREC(t) =
〈

: exp
[
−
∫ t

tm
dτ Ê†(τ)Ê(τ)

]
Ê†(tm)Ê(tm) exp

[
−
∫ tm

tm−1
dτ Ê†(τ)Ê(τ)

]

×Ê†(tm−1)Ê(tm−1) exp
[
−
∫ tm−1

tm−2
dτ Ê†(τ)Ê(τ)

]
· · ·

×Ê†(t1)Ê(t1) exp
[
−
∫ t1

t0
dτ Ê†(τ)Ê(τ)

]
:
〉
dt1 · · · dtm . (3.100)

If we are monitoring a quantum system, the field reaching the detector
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is given by a superposition of system outputs and free fields Ê = Êf +
√

2κâ
(e.g., the direct reflection of the light blue input field in Fig. 3.13 corresponds
to a free field). While the free field is usually considered in the vacuum state
and its expectation zero, the system output must be accounted for by the
master equation. With this in mind, let us obtain the record probabilities
from the master equation,

ρ̇ = L [ρ] = (L − S) [ρ] + S [ρ] , (3.101)

which we have written by decomposition the right-hand side into the action
of two superoperators:

L − S [·] = 1
i~
(
H− i~κâ†â

)
·− · 1

i~
(
H + i~κâ†â

)
, (3.102)

S [·] = 2κâ · â† . (3.103)

By dividing the master equation into a contribution of two superopera-
tors, it is recognized that (L − S) and S play two physically distinct roles.
The superoperator (L − S) determines the evolution under a non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian and is related to null measurements [104], i.e., the system evo-
lution when no photon detection occurs, while S describes a jump and is
related to detection events as seen from Eq. (3.98). A formal solution to
Eq. (3.101) is given by the Dyson expansion,

ρ(t) =
∞∑
n=0

∫ t

0
dtn

∫ tn

0
dtn−1...

∫ t2

0
dt1R(t|tn, tn−1, ..., t1) , (3.104)

where the operator

R(t|tn, tn−1, ..., t1) = e(L−S)(t−tn)Se(L−S)(tn−tn−1)S ·· ·Se(L−S)(t1)ρ(0) , (3.105)

determines the evolution of the system conditioned on single photons being
detected at the times tn. Equation (3.104) then describes a sum over all
possible trajectories a system may follow throughout its evolution. The trace
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of the conditioned operator,

PREC(t) = Tr [R(t|tn, tn−1, ..., t1)] , (3.106)

determines the exclusive probability density for the system to follow a partic-
ular trajectory; it should be compared to the probability of activating a de-
tector in Eq. (3.100). Once normalized, the superoperator R(t|tn, tn−1, ..., t1)
can be interpreted as a density operator, ρc, conditioned on a record with
probability PREC(t). Equation (3.104) then becomes an average over records:

ρ(t) =
∞∑
n=0

∫ t

0
dtn

∫ tn

0
dtn−1...

∫ t2

0
dt1PREC(t)ρc . (3.107)
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Figure 3.14: Quantum trajectories in the photon blockade regime.
Quantum trajectory evolution in the absence of CR coupling for gr = 20κ,
E = 2κ and ∆ = gr/

√
2. (a) Mean photon number and Fock state probability

distribution for a sample quantum trajectory. The population of larger n
states becomes negligible, since the drive is in resonance with the transition
to the two-photon state. (b) Average photon number expectation for 50 and
5000 trajectories (blue) compared to the master equation results (red).

In Fig. 3.14(a), we display the photon number expectation and the prob-
ability for the system to be found in a given Fock state for a sample measure-
ment record, with the system in the multi-photon resonance regime where
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photon blockade is expected. While the probability distribution is hidden
from the experimentalist in the current set up, it can be measured, through
non-demolition measurements [107], for example. Every time a photon is de-
tected, the state of the system changes discontinuously, where we notice that
the photon number inferred from the detection increases (a signature of pho-
ton bunching). After several records are averaged together, the mean photon
number is equal to that obtained under the master equation evolution, as
displayed in Fig. 3.14(b). In this sense, the quantum trajectory theory com-
plements the results found in Sec. 3.3.1 by describing the expectation of the
steady state photon number as an average over several measurement records
composed from the system constantly changing between states. The sam-
ple measurement record presented in Fig. 3.14 was simulated using a Monte
Carlo algorithm. In the next subsection, we present this algorithm and use
it to simulate photoelectron counting sequences in parameter space regions
where multi-stability is expected .

3.4.2 Local stability and hysteresis cycles: Monte Carlo
algorithm

We have emphasized that the measurement record defining a sample quan-
tum trajectory is obtained from simulated photoelectron counting sequences,
where detection events occur at random time, governed by the probability

P (t) = 2∆tκTr
(
âρâ†

)
, (3.108)

which is obtained by considering the system output
√

2κâ in Eq. (3.98).
These events can be simulated using a Monte Carlo algorithm, where the
conditioned evolution of the system is dictated by a stochastic map. The
algorithm is implemented by dividing the evolution over a time interval t
into discrete time steps of length ∆t, with κ∆t � 1 so the probability for
two detection events happening during ∆t is negligible. At the beginning
of each time step a random number uniformly distributed over the interval
[0, 1] is generated and compared to the detection probability. If the random
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number, rk, is larger than the probability to detect a photon, we assume
there was no detection and the system evolves under the action of L − S
during this time step. In the opposite case, the detection of a photon will
be described by a quantum jump, i.e. the action of S over the system state.
We follow the same procedure for each time step until the desired time is
reached.

When a record is complete and the state of the system is determined with
certainty, we can drop the density matrix formalism and describe the system
by a state vector. In this case, the evolution between quantum jumps (rk >
P (t)) is ruled by the Schrödinger equation with a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian

|ψ(t+ ∆t)〉 =
[ 1
i~
H− κâ†â

]
|ψ(t)〉 , (3.109)

while the detection of a photon (rk > P (t)) is simulated by the map

|ψ(t+ ∆t)〉 =
√

2κâ|ψ(t)〉√
P (t)/∆t

. (3.110)

The
√
P (t)/∆t factor assures that the state vector will remain normalized

after a detection event. The diminishing state norm 〈ψ|ψ〉 found during
the non-Hermitian evolution, however, corresponds to the null-measurement
probability, i.e., the probability for no detection, up to the current time,
since the last detection.

Using the Monte-Carlo algorithm, we display the stochastic evolution of
the system as it follows a sample quantum trajectory and use it to illustrate
the effect of quantum fluctuations on expectation values in Fig. 3.15. We fo-
cus our study on regions of the parameter space where the system is expected
to display optical multi-stability. In these regions, the steady-states obtained
from a master equation evolution display a multi-peaked Q distribution, as
exemplified in frame (a) in the figure. To a good approximation, the location
of these peaks is predicted by the locally stable solutions found under the
mean-field approximation.

The bistable behaviour is seen from a different perspective under a quan-
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tum trajectory evolution; here the system is continuously exploring the phase
space and being attracted to one of the locally stable points, where it remains
trapped until quantum fluctuations cause it to escape and reach another sta-
ble point. The average time spent around a given locally stable solution is
related to the probability of being found in such a state, as will be discussed
in the next chapter using rate theory.
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Figure 3.15: Fluctuations in master equation and quantum trajec-
tory evolutions. Fluctuations create channels between locally stable solu-
tions. The results are shown for the parameters gr = 20κ, η = 0.4, ∆ = 3.92κ
and E = 2.8κ, where the system is expected to display multi-stable behaviour.
(a) Multi-peaked Q distribution, three locally-stable solutions can be seen
from the inset. (b) Sample quantum trajectory (blue) compared to the
mean-field photon expectations (red).

The photoelectron counting sequences obtained from quantum trajecto-
ries determine a stochastic map that can be used to simulate measured data.
This can be exploited to study the dynamical evolution of the system as pa-
rameters are varied with time. In particular, we want to change the frequency
of the driving field at a fast rate to show that the system displays hysteresis
cycles, a property characteristic of first-order phase transitions of systems in
equilibrium. In Fig. 3.16(a) we display the photon number expectation as the
detuning is changed at a constant rate, over a time interval of duration τ , for
two different initial conditions. By performing a fast sweep (κτ = 20), the
system is seen to display hysteresis cycles: it adiabatically follows a locally
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stable solution until that solution ceases to exist, or other solutions become
more likely, causing the trajectory to spend more time around a different
region of the phase space.
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Figure 3.16: Hysteresis cycles. Sample quantum trajectories for gr = 10κ,
η = 0.4, E = 1.4κ and sweeping the detuning over a given period, τ . (a)
For a fast rate, κτ = 20, the system displays hysteresis cycles as seen by
changing the initial detunning from ∆o = −0.5gr (blue) to ∆o = 0 (orange).
(b) For a slow rate, κτ = 4×103, quantum fluctuations will allow the system
to switch between different regions of phase space.

The algorithm can be extended to account for several decay channels, for
example, consider the case in which the spontaneous decay of the system is
not inhibited. In this case, if the detector can distinguish between the two
output channels, the detection probability is the sum of the cavity decay
probability, P1(t), and spontaneous decay probability, P2(t). The algorithm
is modified by considering the intervals within which the random number can
fall; if rk ∈ [0, P1] the map is given by Eq. (3.110), while if rk ∈ [P1, P1 + P2]
the map is given by

|ψ(t+ ∆t)〉 =
√

Γσ̂−|ψ(t)〉√
P2(t)

. (3.111)

In the third scenario, rk ∈ [P1+P2, 1], the system evolves under the Schrödinger
equation.
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3.4.3 Homodyne and heterodyne detection: bistability
in phase

The state of a system has been inferred from the information gathered
through measurement records. These records, however, are tied to a given
measurement scheme and no single scheme can provide all the information
concerning a particular system. Each scheme defines an idealized environ-
ment from which we can only obtain complementary pictures of the quantum
system under consideration [16, 108, 109].

If we consider our system at zero detuning and above the critical drive
amplitude, mean-field and quantum results display two steady states, which
coincide in photon number but differ in phase. Since direct photoelectron
counting records are insensitive to the phase of the field, it is not possible to
determine the phase-space location of these points from the set-up displayed
in Fig. 3.13. The information regarding the phase, however, can be extracted
from a homodyne or heterodyne measurement record [52, 53, 110, 111]. These
records are obtained by mixing the output signal with an intense coherent
field created by a local oscillator and detecting the resulting fields. The
simplified measurement scheme for balanced homodyne and heterodyne de-
tection is presented in Fig. 3.17, where the signals arriving at the detectors
are

Ê± = 1√
2
(
Êlo(t)±

√
2κâ

)
. (3.112)

If we restrict ourselves to homodyne detection, where the local oscillator
and output fields are centred at the same frequency ω, and consider the
local oscillator to be in a coherent state—essentially replacing Êlo(t) by
√

2κEloe−i(ωt−θ)—the difference between the intensities becomes

|E+|2 − |E−|2 =
√

2κElo
[
âei(ωt−θ) + âe−i(ωt−θ)

]
. (3.113)

The quadratures of the output field can then be measured by changing θ, the
phase of the local oscillator. Heterodyne measurements remove the restriction
of having the local oscillator and field centred at the same frequency and allow
the noisy measurement of both quadratures at the same time.
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Figure 3.17: Homodyne and heterodyne records. The quantum system
is the same as the one described in Fig. 3.13, but the output fields are mixed
with a coherent field (yellow) using a 50/50 beam-splitter and detected with
the help of two detectors. By substracting the records measured by each
detector, the quadratures of the field can be inferred. The record is taken
for ∆ = 0, gr = 20, η = 0.4 and E = 0.6gr(1 + η).

Deep down, homodyne and heterodyne records are still constructed from
photoelectron detection events, but with the fields arriving at each detector
given by Eq. (3.112). If the local oscillator field is very strong compared to
the quantum system output, the detectors will record an enormous number
of events, with the associated individual collapses,

|ψ(t+ ∆t)REC〉 =

(
Elo ±

√
2κâ

)
|ψ(t)〉

|〈ψ(t)|
(
Elo ±

√
2κâ

)
|ψ(t)REC〉|

, (3.114)

changing the state of the system only very slightly. In the limit of infinites-
imal time steps and infinite local oscillator amplitude, the evolution of the
system is not determined by a discrete map, but by a stochastic differential
equation:

d|ψ̄REC〉 =
[ 1
i~
HBdt+ e−iθ

√
2κâdq

]
|ψ̄REC〉 . (3.115)

Equation (3.115) is the stochastic Schrödinger equation conditioned to a
balanced homodyne current record [16]. It is composed of a deterministic
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evolution under the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian

HB = H− i~κâ†â , (3.116)

and presents its stochastic character through the photoelectron increment in
time dt,

dq =
√

2κ〈ψREC|
(
eiθâ+ e−iθâ†

)
|ψREC〉dt+ dW , (3.117)

with dW a Wiener increment, i.e., a Gaussian-distributed random variable
with zero mean and variance dt [15, 78, 112]. Physically, the photoelectron
increment corresponds to the difference between the charges deposited in the
detectors through the photoelectric effect in the time interval t + dt. When
filtered it corresponds to the current measured in the setup,

dI = −τ−1
f (Idt− dq) , (3.118)

where τ−1
f is the bandwidth of the filter. A similar equation can be obtained

for heterodyne measurement records, where, in this case, the local oscillator
is detuned with respect to the quantum source. In the interaction picture,
the detuning is responsible of a phase-shift that is growing linearly in time.
The effect of this ∆t phase-shift in the equivalent stochastic Schrödinger
equation,

d| ¯̃ψREC〉 =
[ 1
i~
HBdt+

√
2κâdq̃

]
| ¯̃ψREC〉 , (3.119)

is introduced through the slowly-varying complex photoelectron increment

dq̃ =
√

2κ〈ψREC|â†|ψREC〉dt+ dWx + idWy , (3.120)

composed of the real Wiener increments dWx and dWy. This complex incre-
ment allows us to measure two quadratures of the field. In Fig. 3.18 we plot
the heterodyne current record for the system with zero detuning and above
the critical drive. The results can be used to determine the amplitude and
phase expectations of the outgoing field. Notice how the value of the filter
will also affect the measurement record, a larger bandwidth will provide less
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Figure 3.18: Heterodyne current record. The system is expected to
display optical bistability for ∆ = 0, gr = 20κ, η = 0.4 and E = 0.6gr(1 + η).
(a) Q distribution function. (b) Heterodyne current records allowing us
to measure the quadratures of the field, with τ−1

f = κ for upper row and
τ−1
f = 10κ for lower row.

noise at the cost of time resolution, since both parameters are Fourier compo-
nents of one another. In Fig. 3.19, the system is displayed in a regime where
quantum fluctuations allow the system to transfer between the two locally
stable solutions in a relatively short time; the change of phase manifests as
a change in the heterodyne current measurements.

3.5 Reviewing the phase transitions

The effects of CR coupling on the dynamics and steady-states of a two-level
system interacting with a driven cavity mode have been studied over the last
two chapters. The subject of dissipative quantum phase transitions emerged
naturally during this study since it focuses on how changes in the underlying
Hamiltonian are translated to fundamental changes in the behaviour of the
system.

The JC and Rabi limiting scenarios were connected through changes the
state of the system underwent, and, in the mean-field approximation, were
traced back to the relative phase between qubit and light mode. Outside the
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Figure 3.19: Heterodyne current record. Quantum fluctuations connect
the two locally-stable solutions displayed for ∆ = 0, gr = 12.5κ, η = 0.4
and E = 0.525gr(1 + η). (a) Wigner distribution function. (b) Heterodyne
current records for τ−1

f = κ.

mean-field approximation, qubit and light merge into one quantum system
that displays a phase transition characterized by a collapse of the energy spec-
trum when in resonance, and a change of state determined by multi-peaked
phase-space distributions connected through quantum fluctuations out of res-
onance. The information regarding this quantum system was imprinted on
the escaping photons and could be extracted using different measurement
schemes.

How to access the information regarding the state of the system raises
different questions. As we delve deeper into the strong coupling regime the
system can change state with photon number expectations less than one, fluc-
tuations will also create stronger channels between mean-field locally-stable
solutions and our way of characterizing the system encounters problems. We
address the problems in the second part of the thesis, where a measurable
way to characterize the phases of driven optical systems in the strong cou-
pling regime is presented. We will also discuss the connection between these
systems and systems in equilibrium, where the language of phase transitions
was originally built.
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Chapter 4

On the Role of Quantum
Fluctuations

Traditionally, quantum phase transitions in driven optical systems are char-
acterized by a sharp increase in photon number when some control parameter
is changed, as exemplified by the laser and parametric oscillator thresholds
[16], and the so-called spontaneous dressed state polarization [127]. Attention
is increasingly drawn, however, to the strong-coupling regime, where changes
at the one-photon level induce nonlinear effects; thus, behaviour reminiscent
of phase transitions is encountered with just a few photons present.

For driven-dissipative systems in the strong coupling regime, the ques-
tion of which signatures of phase transitions should be sought resurfaces
constantly and has been a source of controversy [19, 21, 22]. Perhaps the
main reason for this controversy is related to a general lack of intuition for
systems where single quanta can lead to macroscopic changes. After all, our
intuition is developed around familiar concepts where ensembles rather than
single particles play a predominant role. This clash between semiclassical
ideas (often applicable in a many-photon limit) and single quanta results
can be quantified through the concept of system size. The system size re-
lates experimental parameters (coupling constants and decay rates) to the
number of particles needed to probe a nonlinearity. Thus, a system size
expansion provides a way to quantify the role of fluctuations on the dynam-

101
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ics of the system [16]. Ultimately, this expansion determines the departure
between fully quantum (ruled by a master equation) and statistical (ruled
by a linearized Fokker-Planck equation, for example) evolutions. For small
system size, a linearized Fokker-Planck equation is not expected to provide a
good approximation, and overextending the analogy with classical statistical
systems will lead to controversy. For instance, the idea of a threshold-less
laser [20] is built around an extension of the standard laser-phase transition
analogy [128, 129, 130] to the strong coupling regime. While deep into the
weak coupling regime the transition can be characterized by a steep change
in the photon number, this characteristic is unsatisfying in the strong cou-
pling regime. In this regime, changes at the single-photon level can induce
nonlinear effects and the idea of a threshold is washed away. By quantifying
the intensity fluctuations, Rice and Carmichael [19] argue that the concept
of threshold is grounded in the concept of a thermodynamic limit, a limit
of high excitation number where the effect of fluctuations can be neglected
(in the laser case a weak coupling limit). A departure from this limit is
accompanied by smoothed out thresholds, where, in the absence of sharp
discontinuities, a new way of characterizing transitions must be sought.

In this chapter we characterize the phases acquired by a nonlinear oscil-
lator when it is driven coherently and damped through its interaction with a
surrounding environment. Our goal is to present how the traditional way of
characterizing the phases of the system breaks down in the strong coupling
regime and to propose a new characterization. The crucial role played by
quantum fluctuations in phase transitions in and out of equilibrium make
them a leading candidate for this proposal, which can be generalized for
other phase transitions of driven-damped optical systems as those shown in
the previous Chapter.

We begin with Section 4.1, where the main properties of a nonlinear oscil-
lator are introduced by considering two relevant physical scenarios. The first
corresponds to an interacting Bose-Einstein condensate trapped in an elec-
tromagnetic trap, where long trapping times and small temperatures (low
enough for thermal effects to be disregarded in a first approximation) are
achievable in laboratories around the world [23, 131, 132]. Here, for small
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times, the time evolution can be modelled by a Schrödinger type equation. By
neglecting the effect of dissipation, the interaction strength becomes simply
a parameter that determines a natural time scale for the problem, e.g., the
BEC will present phase collapse and revivals at times determined solely by
the interaction strength [4]. This behaviour is compared to a second scenario
where light is stored in a cavity with an effective interaction between photons
given through a Kerr nonlinearity. While the interaction Hamiltonian has
the same form, and the collapse and revival phenomenon has been discussed
for this scenario too [133], realistically, the effect of the surrounding environ-
ment can not be disregarded, since photons will escape the cavity. The time
evolution is then modelled by a master equation of the Lindblad form and
the system must be driven out of the ground state. The competition between
decay, coherent drive and interaction strength in the second case is studied
in Section 4.2. Using a mean-field approach we encounter that for a given
drive field, the expected Lorentzian resonance of a driven-damped harmonic
oscillator is deformed to a varying degree by the effect of the nonlinearity.
The deformation causes the system to display optical bistability in selected
regions of the parameter space. Traditional methods following an analogy
between driven optical systems and equilibrium systems suggest that the
bistable behaviour signals a first-order phase transition, though the analogy
is challenged by two phenomena rooted on the strong coupling regime. First,
in this regime, the nonlinearity can be activated by single photons. Sec-
ond, the light field is expected to become non-classical when the nonlinearity
dominates. How accurate is a mean-field description then?

Section 4.3 is devoted to study the departure from mean-field dynam-
ics. The long time dynamics of the Lindblad master equation are computed
and represented in the phase-space using Wigner and Q distributions. As
anticipated, for weak driving fields, before the nonlinearity is activated, the
distributions resemble those of a low photon number coherent state. As we
transition to a regime where the nonlinearity dominates, the distributions are
displaced from the vacuum and display a diffusion in the phase of the field,
suggesting a localization in photon-number [66]. The diffusion can be quanti-
fied by the moments of the photon-number, 〈â†iâj〉, and following the work of
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Drummond and Walls [30] an analytical expression for these moments is ob-
tained. The quantum-classical correspondence in phase-space methods will
be revisited in this section. The discussion will revolve around the complex
P representation.

Armed with an exact solution for the moments, in Section 4.4 we turn to
the problem of determining the phase of the system by computing the fluc-
tuations. Deep into each phase, the optical field will display distinct photon
statistics which can be determined through the intensity second-order cor-
relation function. In contrast to the smoothly changing photon number, a
clear-cut difference between classical, coherent and non-classical light can de-
termine the phase of the system unambiguously. In the transition region the
two classically stable solutions coexist. The solutions are connected through
quantum fluctuations where a peak in the fluctuations, modelled by the Man-
del Q parameter, is expected. The Q parameter is chosen to quantify the
effect of fluctuations in this region since it scales as the order parameter (the
field amplitude in the thermodynamic limit).

Finally, in Section 4.4.3, we summarize the results by considering a sim-
ulated experiment. In this simulated set-up the photons escaping the cavity
are measured by a detector in a photon counting scheme. By varying the
driving field at a determined rate, the behaviour of the photon number can be
tracked as we pass through the transition region. The photon-number follows
the mean-field solution deep into the empty phase and presents a departure
caused by fluctuations in the filled phase. For fast rates the system displays
hysteresis cycles, such as those seen in first-order phase transitions of systems
in equilibrium. To study this behaviour we use a stochastic differential equa-
tion of the Ito form, and ultimately present a connection between the exact
solutions, mean-field equations and the role of fluctuations. The discussion is
centered around the statistical interpretation of quasi-distributions and the
physical interpretation of the mean-field solution, with quantum fluctuations
connecting (or detaching) both ends. As a final result of this discussion,
it is shown that the system under consideration does not satisfy a Maxwell
construction.
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4.1 Of interacting matter and light waves

The exquisite control acquired over quantum systems in recent years has
provided a playground for studies of transitions between different phases of
light and matter [134, 135]. The realization of the Bose-Einstein condensate
opened the door for quantum optics experiments using matter waves, while
the advent of circuit and cavity quantum electrodynamics has allowed for
strongly interacting systems to be simulated by light fields. In this section,
the apparent duality between light and matter is exploited to introduce the
anharmonic oscillator and understand how dissipation will affect the system.

4.1.1 Conservative dynamics: collapses and revivals

To acquire intuition on the subject it is convenient to begin with the case
of matter waves where interaction appears naturally. Consider, then, a cold
bosonic atomic gas trapped in a harmonic potential. The underlying particles
can be described by creation (â†) and annihilation (â) operators in a second
quantization formalism. Even if only weakly, these single particle states can
interact through collisions. Collisions which, when restricted to two-body
contact interactions, can be effectively described by the Hamiltonian

HK = ~g
2 n̂ (n̂− 1) . (4.1)

The system acquires a nonlinear spectrum dependent on the collisional cou-
pling g and density of states. The eigenstates of HK are Fock states, |n〉,
with eigenvalues En = ~gn(n−1)/2. This is to be expected, for the coupling
constant represents the energy cost of creating a particle in a field that al-
ready contains another particle (or particles), so when n interacting particles
are created the associated energy cost is

~g
n−1∑
m=0

m = ~gn (n− 1) /2 . (4.2)

For the current example the strength of the nonlinearity can be controlled
through an external magnetic field; this exemplifies the enviable control that
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the electromagnetic field provides over the interaction of matter waves.

In the case of the light field, photons do not interact with one another.
The linearity of Maxwell equations forbids this. Photons can interact in
an effective manner, however, through a mediating medium. To provide a
hint as to which nonlinear medium would lead to an interaction Hamiltonian
of the HK form, the effect of such Hamiltonian on the annihilation operator
might be determined. After all, in a region where there are no source charges,
the electromagnetic field is naturally expressed in terms of the annihilation
and creation operators of its normal modes. The temporal evolution of the
annihilation operator under HK is

Û †(t)âÛ(t) =
∞∑
k=0

(−igtn̂)k

k! â = e−igtn̂â , (4.3)

with Û(t) = exp
{
−igt2 â

†2â2
}

the evolution operator. This result can be
obtained from an algebraic (using the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff theorem)
or differential (using the Heisenberg equation of motion) approach. In the
latter, the conservative character of the evolution is made explicit, since the
annihilation operator satisfies

˙̂a = −igtn̂â , (4.4)

with the particle number, n̂, a constant of motion. Equation (4.3) follows
trivially from formal integration of Eq. (4.4). The effect of the nonlinearity
then translates into an electric field with a phase proportional to its intensity.
A media which has this effect on an external electric field is called a Kerr
media with the coupling constant, g, proportional to the Kerr constant [133].

The effect of g on the phase of the field is deeply impacted by the quanti-
zation of the EM field. As such, the granular structure of the field imprints
its signature on the dynamical evolution of an arbitrary state. It is natural to
look for this signature in the relative phase acquired between different Fock
states. The discrete nature of the Fock states means that, for time steps
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τm = 2π/mg, the evolution operator satisfies

Û(τm) = exp
{
−igτm2 n̂(n̂− 1)

}
= (−1)m−1 exp

{
−igτm2 (n̂+m)(n̂+m− 1)

}
, (4.5)

thus relating the phase of different particle number states after a time τm has
elapsed; in particular, the system will return to the initial state (revive) at
τrev = τ1. Furthermore, this property will allow for a Fourier decomposition
of the evolution operator:

exp
[
−iπ
m
n̂ (n̂− 1)

]
=

m−1∑
q=0

f (o)
q exp

[
−2πiq

m
n̂
]
, for odd m (4.6)

exp
[
−iπ
m
n̂2
]

=
m−1∑
q=0

f (e)
q exp

[
−2πiq

m
n̂
]
, for even m (4.7)

where the coefficients f (o,e)
q can be determined analytically [136]. From an

interference point of view, Eq. (4.5) implies that after a time τm Fock states
separated by the period m will acquire the same (opposite) phase for odd
(even) m. The relative phase between these terms will impose ordering on
the system. Striking evidence of the ordering is found for an initial coherent
state, |φ(t = 0)〉 = |α〉. At times τm the state is in a mesoscopic state
superposition, a multicomponent cat state,

|φ(τm)〉 =


∑
f (o)
q |αe−2πiq/m〉aaaa , for odd m∑
f (e)
q |αe−2πiq/m+iπ/m〉 , for even m

The ordering of the state will be accompanied by collapses and revivals of the
phase. The behaviour is portrayed in Fig. 4.1 where the Q-function of the
field is plotted for different times. For the case of 〈n̂〉 = 4, the mesoscopic
states can be distinguished at times τ2, τ3; these states are regularly dis-
tributed around the origin, with the local maximal distribution living inside
a ring, as conservation of particle number implies. The possibility of creating
cat states using a Kerr medium was pointed out by Yurke and Stoler [137],
with emphasis on the change of the Q-function as the cat state was reached
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and possible measurements that would evidence this behaviour.
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Figure 4.1: Collapses and revivals of phase. The Q distribution is plotted
at time steps τ = π/3g for an initial coherent state with photon number
〈n̂〉 = 4.

4.1.2 Dissipative dynamics: strong versus weak cou-
pling

More than a geometrical representation, the method presented above for
generating cat states accentuates the connection between interacting mat-
ter and light waves, with the dynamical evolution of both scenarios being
dominated by the underlying granular structure. However, the history un-
der the experimental implementation of both systems exhibits the mayor
difference between the two, i.e., dissipation. While matter waves can be con-
tained in an electromagnetic trap—for the necessary time scales—reaching
the appropriate conditions to conserve photon number is more challenging
[138]. The collapse and revival of phase was experimentally encountered for
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Bose-Einstein condensates in an optical lattice roughly seven years after the
first BEC realization [134]. In stark contrast, the realization for a photonic
system was achieved just recently [133]. In this sense, the limitations of the
model presented above for the dynamical evolution of a system under a Kerr
nonlinearity are evident. Under this model, the actual strength of the Kerr
coupling determines a natural time scale for the problem, but the dynamics
themselves remain unaltered by a change on this parameter. The system will
still display collapses and revivals at set times, the only difference being that
the time will be rescaled. However, this will not be the case once dissipation
is considered.

In what follows, the model will be extended to include dissipation through
coupling to the surrounding electromagnetic vacuum. The evolution will now
be given by the master equation of the Lindblad form

ρ̇ = 1
i~

[HK , ρ] + κ
(
2âρâ† − â†âρ− ρâ†â

)
, (4.8)

with the strength of the coupling to the electromagnetic vacuum given by
the decay rate κ. Due to the imminent photon loss, an initial coherent state
will eventually collapse to the vacuum state. Collapses and revivals become
a transient phenomenon, admissible for a coupling rate g sufficiently large
compared to κ. In Figure 4.2 the contrast between the evolution of an initial
coherent state in the weak (g < κ) and strong (g > κ) coupling regimes is
portrayed. For strong couplings the system displays imperfect collapses and
revivals, an indication of the coherent behaviour encountered in the absence
of dissipation, albeit for small times. This is not the case in the weak coupling
regime, where the system quickly spirals to a vacuum state.

The effect of the environment goes beyond that of a classical damping
mechanism. By constantly monitoring the cavity, the environment induces
a fast dissipation of macroscopic coherences. This decoherence mechanism
will test the delicacy of the multicomponent cat states generated through the
nonlinearity. For a superposition of mesoscopic states, the rate of decoherence
is related to the overlap between these states, and, as such, it will depend
on the photon number [1, 138]. In Fig. 4.3 the evolution of the Wigner
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Figure 4.2: Weak and strong coupling regimes. Q distributions depict
the evolution of an initial coherent state (〈n̂〉 = 4) in the weak versus the
strong coupling regime. Left Weak coupling (g = κ/2) for time steps τ =
1/3κ. Right Strong coupling (g = 20κ) for time steps τ = π/3g.

distribution is used to exemplify the loss of coherence of the system in the
strong coupling regime. For a small photon number (〈n̂〉 = 4) the cavity
displays a revival in phase after a time τrev has elapsed. For a large photon
number (〈n̂〉 = 9) the information regarding the phase of the field is lost by
the first revival time. In both cases, due to the strong nonlinearity, the cavity
mode relaxes through states with high uncertainty on the phase of the field;
unlike the behaviour experienced in the linear harmonic oscillator where an
initial coherent state spirals to the vacuum.

4.1.3 Driven-dissipative dynamics: multiphoton reso-
nances

Regardless of the coupling strength, the cavity mode will relax to the vacuum
state in the long time limit. To acquire a nontrivial behaviour, an external
field must be used to drive the system out of the ground state and overcome
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Figure 4.3: Decoherence of multicomponent cat states. Evolution of
the Wigner distribution for initial coherent states in the strong coupling
regime g = 20κ. For an initial photon number of: upper row 〈n̂〉 = 4,
lower row 〈n̂〉 = 9.

photon loss. The driving field is introduced through the Hamiltonian

HKd = ~∆ω
(
â†â+ 1/2

)
+ 1

2~gn̂ (n̂− 1) + ~E
(
â+ â†

)
. (4.9)

Equation (4.9) differs from Eq. (4.1) by the inclusion of a coherent field of
strength E detuned from the cavity mode by ∆ω. It will be shown that the
addition of dissipation and an external drive affects the form of the evolution
in a fundamental way. The coupling strength g will now be promoted from a
time-scaling factor to a parameter whose competition with the detuned drive
and dissipation will determine the phase of the system.

The advent of circuit quantum electrodynamics [24, 25] has opened the
door to explore the strong coupling regime in driven and undriven optical
systems. One of the significant characteristics of the strong coupling regime
is that single-photon fluctuations are able to induce strong nonlinear effects.
For weak driving fields, multiphoton resonances provide a striking example
of these effects.

For small drive strengths (E/g � 1) the multiphoton resonances can be
obtained using time dependent perturbation theory. Parting from the ground
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state, the np photon state can be reached in a single step through np virtual
photon transitions. The perturbative description ultimately depends on

[
â†(t)

]np |0〉 =
[
â†ei(∆ω+gn̂)t

]np |0〉 = (
√
np!)eitnp(∆ω+g(np−1)/2)|np〉 , (4.10)

so the system will be in resonance when ∆ωp = −g(np − 1)/2. The time
dependence of the creation operator resembles the familiar form first en-
countered in Eq. (4.3). In the present case, the refractive index dresses the
frequency of the normal modes. The natural frequencies are now given by
adding the bare frequency ω and an intensity dependent term gn̂. In that
sense, Eq. (4.10) states that for the resonance condition to be satisfied the
frequency of the incoming electromagnetic field must match the frequency of
the dressed cavity modes. The result is in accordance with recent supercon-
ducting circuit experiments [139].

Given that the multiphoton resonance frequencies depend on photon num-
ber, the system will display multiphoton blockade. The blockade effect can
be exploited to create an effective two level system [140]. In a toy model,
this can be explained by considering the Hamiltonian in the interaction pic-
ture with the np multiphotonic resonance. The states |0〉 and |np〉 are then
degenerate. The external drive strength will lift this degeneracy and create
a channel for both levels to communicate and the system will then act as a
two level system. This property is used in the CQED community to simulate
two level fermionic systems using optical fields and as we will see in the next
Chapter will lead to phase transitions of its own [21].

In essence, the physical explanation for multiphoton blockade in the Kerr
model follows the same ideas as that for the Jaynes-Cummings model pre-
sented in Chapter 3. The existence of a medium (resonant qubit or Kerr non-
linearity) dresses the harmonic spectrum of the cavity modes. Therefore, if a
single mode external field is used to drive the system out of the ground state,
the anharmonicity will determine the resulting photon number by shifting the
resonance frequency for each successive photon created. As the decay rate
and drive strength are increased, the multiphoton resonances broaden and
are eventually washed away. The key difference between the two media is the
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behaviour of the multiphoton resonance spectrum as the number of photons
is increased. For the driven Jaynes-Cummings model, the resonances merge
together creating a region where the vacuum coexists with a state where the
blockade has been broken through [9], inducing a phase transition. On the
other hand, the spectrum of the Kerr media presents regularly spaced peaks.
It seems natural to ask what will happen to the system as the parameter space
is explored. Clearly, the phase transition that the system undergoes in the
Kerr model will present a rather different nature than the breakdown of pho-
ton blockade encountered in the Jaynes-Cummings model. In the following
we first depart from the physical picture introduced by photon blockade and
begin the study of the phase transition through a mean-field approximation,
with the effects of fluctuations neglected. The results obtained through this
approximation are then complemented by a fully quantum approach where
the role of quantum fluctuations will be emphasized.

4.2 Dissipative phases of cavity-mediated pho-
ton interactions

4.2.1 Mean-field approximation

As a first approximation, the state of the system is considered to be composed
of a coherent state with time varying amplitude α(t). The evolution of the
amplitude is obtained from a Heisenberg equation

α̇ = 〈 ˙̂a〉 = Tr (âρ̇) = i~−1Tr (: [HKd, â] : ρ)− κTr (âρ) , (4.11)

where the invariance of the trace under cyclic permutations was used and
:: denotes normal ordering. By performing the coherent state ansatz and
normal ordering, the expectation value of operator products factorizes

〈â†pâq〉 = 〈â†p〉〈âq〉 = α∗pαq . (4.12)
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The effect of fluctuations are then neglected under this mean-field approxi-
mation. Under the action of HKd, the amplitude equation corresponds to a
Lorentzian broadened cavity with an intensity dependent detuning,

α̇ = − [κ+ i (∆ω + gn)]α− iE , (4.13)

requiring the stationary solutions for the field amplitude to satisfy

α = −iE
κ+ i (∆ω + gn) , (4.14)

which can be solved by computing the roots of the polynomial

n3 + 2∆ω
g

n2 + κ2 + ∆ω2

g2 n− E
2

g2 = 0 . (4.15)

The order of the polynomial hints at the existence of a region of the parameter
space where more than one stable solution is physically acceptable. The
discriminant of the polynomial provides a first step towards calculating the
borders of this region; when the discriminant,

Ξ = E4

4g4 + E
2

g2

(
∆ω
3g

)κ2

g2 +
(

∆ω
3g

)2
+ κ2

3g2

 κ2

3g2 + 3
(

∆ω
3g

)2
2

, (4.16)

satisfies Ξ ≤ 0, the system will allow three real solutions. While the re-
gions for multiple solutions are readily obtained from this condition, little
is said about the stability of such solutions. A complementary calculation,
where the stability is provided, consists of linearizing the equations of motion,
Eq. (4.11), around the stationary solutions, where α and the field relate in a
self-consistent manner via Eq. (4.14), and calculating the eigenvalues. Unsta-
ble solutions are encountered for field intensities such that n− > |α|2 > n+,
with

n± = −2∆ω ± (∆ω2 − 3κ2)1/2

3g . (4.17)

The system presents optical bistability in the parameter space region where
Ξ ≤ 0 and the field intensity is bordered by n± in this region. For high detun-
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ing (∆ω � κ) the decay rate can be omitted at first order from Eq. (4.17),
and optical bistability is then marked by the coexistence of a nearly empty
(|α|2 ≤ |∆ω/3g|) and an almost full cavity1 (|α|2 ≥ |∆ω/g|). In Fig. 4.4 the
stationary solutions of the intensity are plotted. For weak driving fields the
cavity is found in the empty state where the high detuning causes it to re-
flect the incoming field. As the driving field is increased, the empty solution
becomes unstable and the system transitions to the filled state. The filled
state is allowed when the driving field becomes strong enough to activate
the Kerr nonlinearity, shifting the cavity towards resonance. Notice that, on
resonance, when the photon number

nact = κ/g (4.18)

is reached, the nonlinearity is activated; moreover, energy conservation re-
quires that the photon number be dependent on the drive strength

nres = (E/κ)2 . (4.19)

From these observations, the parameters and field variables can be rescaled
as

E = √nactẼκ, ∆ω = ∆ω̃κ, α = α̃
√
nact, n = nactñ (4.20)

leaving the mean-field equations in a dimensionless form. In particular,
Eq. (4.14) is replaced by

α̃ = −iẼ
(1 + i (∆ω̃ + ñ)) , (4.21)

with the coupling g absorbed into the scaling, i.e., the ratio κ/g sets the scale
of the photon numbers involved, but the mean-field phase-space diagram
depends only on the scaled parameters Ẽ and ∆ω̃. As the system transitions
from the weak to the strong coupling regime a less intense drive is required
to activate the nonlinearity.

The mean-field approach presents a sharp change in the field intensity as
1For simplicity, the solutions will be referred to as empty and full solutions.
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Figure 4.4: Optical bistability in the mean-field approximation. (a)
Steady-state mean-field photon number for ∆ω̃ = −10. Stable (unstable)
states are plotted as solid (dashed) red (blue) lines. The unstable solution is
delimited by the intensities n+ and n− (orange dashed lines). (b) The region
of bistability in the parameter space is bordered by the red lines, obtained
through Ξ = 0.

the drive strength is swept, ramping up (down) when the drive is increased
(decreased). This asymmetric response of the system to external parameters
will lead to hysteresis cycles, a signal of first order phase transitions in equi-
librium systems. Notice, however, from the rescaling of the intensity, that
the abrupt change displayed in the weak coupling regime can be expected
to soften as the system delves into the strong coupling regime. While the
departure from the mean-field solution is expected in the strong coupling
regime, due the reduced photon number and hence expected increase in the
role of fluctuations, a fully quantum description is required to present the
path through which this departure is followed.

4.3 Quantum master equation: phase-space
distribution

By construction, the mean-field predictions are expected to depart from the
master equation solutions when the effects of fluctuations become relevant.
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Figure 4.5: Departure from mean-field solution. Scaled photon number
predicted by the mean-field approximation compared to fully quantum results
for coupling strengths ranging from weak (dashed lines) to strong (solid lines)
coupling and ∆ω̃ = −10.

From the results of the previous section, the departure is expected in the
strong coupling regime. After all, deep down, the factorization induced by
the coherent state ansatz determines a way to truncate the moment hierarchy
equations

d

dt
〈â†pâq〉 =− [κ(p+ q) + i∆ω(q − p)]〈â†pâq〉 − iE

(
q〈â†pâq−1〉 − p〈â†p−1âq〉

)
−ig2

[
(q(q − 1)− p(p− 1)) 〈â†pâq〉+ 2(q − p)〈â†p+1âq+1〉

]
, (4.22)

allowing all the moments 〈âq〉 to be obtained from the first moment 〈â〉. The
conditions for the mean-field approximation to be valid can be seen from the
case q = 2, where under the coherent state ansatz Eq. (4.22) becomes

dα2

dt
= 2 (− [κ+ i(∆ω + gn)]− iE)α2 − igα2 . (4.23)

Equation (4.23) is inconsistent with Eq. (4.13) due to the existence of the
term igα2. In order to justify the mean-field results, this extra term must be
neglected, and thus weak coupling is a necessary condition for the validity
of the approximation. Departures from the mean-field solutions are then ex-
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pected in the strong coupling regime, where single-photon fluctuations can
induce nonlinear effects, and also in the region of bistability, where fluctua-
tions create channels connecting the two locally stable mean-field solutions.
However, as shown in Fig. 4.5, the mean photon number is also expected to
depart from the mean-field prediction in the filled cavity phase, even in the
weak coupling regime. Deep into this phase, the dynamics are dominated by
the gn̂(n̂− 1) term in the Hamiltonian. Fluctuations in photon number be-
come energetically expensive and a determined photon number is preferred;
the state of the light field becomes non-classical.

4.3.1 Phase-space distributions

Besides the expected departure from mean-field dynamics, the present sce-
nario provides a new challenge to determine a consistent way of characterizing
damped-driven dissipative phase transitions. In the previous chapter the Q
distribution was used to represent the solution of the system in the long time
limit. The distribution transitioned from single- to two-peaked as the system
underwent a phase transition, a behaviour roughly predicted by the mean-
field solution. It was then possible to characterize the phase of the system
from the modality of the Q distribution, and obtain a parameter-space por-
trait of the possible phases. In the present case, however, the system only
displays one stable solution deep into each phase, with the transition being—
apparently—characterized by a change in the field intensity. So even if the
Q distribution roughly follows the mean-field results, two questions arise, be-
sides its displacement from the origin, what properties of the Q distribution
can be used to create the parameter-space portrait? Can these properties
be generalized to other driven-dissipative optical systems such as the driven
Jaynes-Cummings model? These questions are addressed in the following by
letting the system evolve under the Lindblad master equation and comput-
ing the Q distribution. The departure from the mean-field approach and the
quantum signature of the transition at hand will provide a hint as to what
measurable quantities can be used to characterize a phase transition of this
type.
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Figure 4.6: Long time limit in the weak coupling regime. Long time
solutions for g = 0.6κ. (a) Contours of the mean photon number (〈n̂〉/nact)
as a function of the drive amplitude and detuning; dashed lines indicate
the semiclassical bistable region. The steep change in the photon number
is enclosed in this region. (b)-(d) Q distributions for Ẽ = 0.77, 2.77, 3.48
at ∆ω̃ = −3.5. The system is seen to transition from a vacuum state to a
distribution displaying a spread in phase. (e)-(g) Wigner distributions for
the same parameters.

In Fig. 4.6 the steady-state photon number and associated phase-space
distributions in the weak coupling regime are portrayed as a function of drive
strength and detuning. The sudden change in the photon number is com-
pared to the border of bistability [dashed white curve in (a)] as predicted
by the mean-field condition Ξ = 0. In the empty cavity domain, the Q dis-
tribution resembles a vacuum state [frame (b)]. Then, as the driving field
is increased, and the system enters the region of bistability, the distribu-
tion changes from one- to two-peaked [frame (c)], with the peaks connected
through quantum fluctuations. Finally, when the system is found in the filled
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domain, the distribution corresponds to a displaced single peak with a non-
trivial structure. In summary, the sudden change in the photon number is
accompanied by a change in the shape of the Q distribution.
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Figure 4.7: Long time limit in the strong coupling regime. Longtime
solutions for g = 16κ. (a) Contours of the mean photon number (〈n̂〉/nact)
as a function of the drive amplitude and detuning; dashed lines indicate
the semiclassical bistable region. The system is seen to display multiphoton
resonances as predicted by Eq. (4.10). (b)-(d) Q distributions for Ẽ =
4, 20, 40 at a detuning ∆ω̃ = −12.5. The system displays the same behaviour
as in the weak coupling regime. (e)-(g) Wigner distributions for the same
parameters. The Wigner distribution displays interference fringes transverse
to the paths connecting the two stable solutions.

The results obtained for the Q distribution are to be compared with those
for the Wigner distribution [Fig. 4.6(e)-(g)]. Both distributions uniquely de-
fine the density operator, and it is expected for both distributions to main-
tain broad features such as bistability and phase spread. However, certain
features may show up more clearly in one over the other, e.g., interference
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fringes. Being a convolution of two Wigner distributions, distribution for
the measured state and vacuum state [109], the Q distribution is expected
to present a lower resolution, which can, in some cases, veil the interference
fringes.

It is important to mention that Fig. 4.6 contains an underlying theme
related to measurement records. In frame (a) the average value of the pho-
ton number, an observable readily measured by direct photon detection, is
shown. Frames (b)-(d) display the Q distribution, Q(α) ∝ Tr[|α〉〈α|ρ], a
quantity that can be reconstructed from multiple measurements of the field
quadratures through heterodyne detection. Frames (e)-(f), in turn, display
the Wigner distribution, W (α) ∝ Tr[D(−α)ρD(α)P ], the average value of
the parity operator P in a state displaced by an amount −α. The Wigner
distribution can be topographically reconstructed from data acquired by ho-
modyne measurements or using a cavity QED environment [142]. Direct
photon detection, and homodyne and heterodyne detection correspond to
different ways of probing an open system, leading to complementary mea-
surement records. The measurement record generated through each scheme
can be visualized through the quantum trajectory formalism, where the un-
ravelling of the master equation is conditioned to a specific environment.
Quantum trajectory theory provides a different conceptual outlook from the
standard master equation evolution, as will be exemplified in Sec. 4.4.3 where
we study the fluctuations of the system.

The nonlinear effects for low photon number are magnified in the strong
coupling regime. In Fig 4.7 the photon number is seen to display multiphoton
resonances for ∆ω = g(n − 1)/2. Regardless of the resonances, the sudden
change in photon number is seen to be contained between the bistability
borders predicted in the mean-field approach (white dashed lines). The be-
haviour of the Wigner and Q distributions resemble that of the weak coupling
regime, but with a more marked structure.
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4.3.2 Analytical solution for phase-space distributions

In the spirit of Wigner’s original proposal [143], the power of phase-space
representations lies in their ability to correctly calculate the average of oper-
ator valued functions, e.g., the moments 〈â†iâj〉. In this section, an extension
to the Glauber-Sudarshan P distribution will be used to obtain the exact
form of the moments following the work of Drummond and Walls [30] where
generalized representations are considered [147].

The P representation is obtained by expanding the density matrix in a
diagonal coherent state basis:

ρ =
∫
dα2|α〉P (α, α∗) 〈α| . (4.24)

It can be shown [16] that the temporal evolution of the distribution func-
tion P (α, α∗) follows a familiar form. Beginning with the master equation,
Eq. (4.8), and performing an integration by parts, under the assumption that
the distribution function vanishes at infinity fast enough, it can be shown that

∂

∂t
P (α, α∗) = ∂

∂α

[
(κ+ i (∆ω + gα∗α))α + iE − ig2

∂

∂α
α2
]
P (α, α∗)

+ ∂

∂α∗

[
(κ− i (∆ω + gα∗α))α∗ − iE + i

g

2
∂

∂α∗
α∗2

]
P (α, α∗) .

(4.25)

In the case where P (α, α∗) satisfies the conditions required of a probability
density (e.g., it is a real, positive distribution) then Eq. (4.25) is known as
a Fokker-Planck equation and standard statistical methods apply. Physical
intuition is then acquired by rewriting Eq. (4.25) as a continuity equation:

∂

∂t
P(α, α∗) = ∂µ

[
Aµ + 1

2∂νD
µν
]
P(α, α∗) = ∂µj

µ , (4.26)

where Einstein notation is adopted, Aµ corresponds to the µ component of
the drift vector , andDµν to the µ,ν component of the diffusion matrix . Under
the P representation, the drift vector and diffusion matrix take the explicit
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forms

A =
 (κ+ i∆ω)α + igα∗α2 + iE

(κ− i∆ω)α∗ − igα∗2α− iE

 , (4.27)

D =
 −igα2 0

0 igα∗2

 . (4.28)

Considering an exponential solution as an ansatz ,

P(α, α∗) = exp {−φ(α, α∗)} , (4.29)

the probability current

jµ = e−φ
[
Aµ + 1

2∂νD
µν − 1

2D
µν∂νφ

]
(4.30)

is obtained. A sufficient condition for a steady-state solution is a vanish-
ing current. In terms of the potential φ(α, α∗), this condition is met, from
Eq. (4.30), when

∂νφ =
(
D−1

)
µν

[
2Aµ + ∂ξDµξ

]
=: Vν . (4.31)

By construction, a steady-state is reached when each component of the prob-
ability current is balanced individually. A viable potential can be obtained
from this solution when the integrability condition

∂µVν = ∂νVµ (4.32)

is met, assuring the analyticity of the potential φ. Equations (4.31) and (4.32)
determine the detailed balance conditions [144]. As can be shown by direct
substitution, the drift vector and diffusion matrix given in Eqs. (4.27) and
(4.28) satisfy the detailed balance conditions, and therefore the P distribution
becomes:

P(α, α∗) = αcα∗d exp
[
2α∗α− 2E

g

( 1
α

+ 1
α∗

)]
, (4.33)
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with the coefficients

c = (−2i/g)(κ+ i∆ω), d = (2i/g)(κ− i∆ω) . (4.34)

Notice that in the limit αα∗ →∞ the distribution diverges, therefore P(α, α∗)
can only exist as a generalized function [145, 146]. To circumvent this prob-
lem, Drummond and Walls resort to the use of generalized P representations.
Generalized P representations can be defined through a non-diagonal coher-
ent state expansion of the density matrix

ρ =
∫
dµg|α〉

Pg (α, α∗)
〈α∗|α〉

〈α∗| , (4.35)

where α, α∗ are two independent complex variables and dµg an integration
measure. A particular class of generalized representations is generated by a
choice of dµg; of interest for this work are the positive P (dµg = dα2dα2

∗)
and complex P (dµg = dαdα∗) representations [147]. Both the positive P
and complex P representations satisfy a Fokker-Planck equation that can be
obtained from the change (α, α∗)→ (α, α∗), with α∗ an independent complex
variable, i.e., no longer the complex conjugate of α. The versatility provided
by the choice of integration measure allows the representation to be molded
to the problem at hand and attack it from different angles. The positive P
representation is constructed from

ρ =
∫
dα2

∫
dα2
∗|α〉
Pg (α, α∗)
〈α∗|α〉

〈α∗| (4.36)

by extending the space from two to four dimensions, and the characteristic
function

χ(x, x∗) =: Tr[ρeix∗a†eixa] (4.37)

will then take the form

χ(x, x∗) =
∫
dα2

∫
dα2
∗Pg (α, α∗) eix∗α∗eixα . (4.38)

Given that χ(x, x∗) and Pg (α, α∗) are no longer Fourier conjugates of one
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another, the P distribution is not uniquely defined. It is always possible,
however, to construct a Pg (α, α∗) that is positive, and therefore determines
a bona fide probability distribution. Even more, the resulting representation
satisfies a Fokker-Planck equation with a positive semi-definite diffusion, al-
lowing an exact correspondence with a stochastic differential equation, an
approach that will turn useful in Sec. 4.4.3. The moments are still obtained
in the usual fashion, though, by taking partial derivatives of the characteristic
function

〈â†pâq〉 =
∫
dα2

∫
dα2
∗Pg (α, α∗)αp∗αq =

(
∂p+qχ

∂xp∗∂xq

) ∣∣∣∣∣
x=x∗=0

. (4.39)

Alternatively, the functional form of the P distribution obtained above, Eq. (4.33),
suggests that it is possible to avoid the divergence by extending the space
and choosing a sensible path of integration C, i.e., by using the complex P
representation

ρ =
∫
C
dα
∫
C′
dα∗|α〉

Pg (α, α∗)
〈α∗|α〉

〈α∗| . (4.40)

Under this representation, the integral

I(c, d) =
∫
C

∫
C′
Pg (α, α∗) dαdα∗ (4.41)

is now solvable. In fact, considering the change of variable β = α−1, β∗ = α−1
∗

and expanding the exponential in Eq. (4.33), I(c, d) can be expanded as a
series of gamma functions,

[Γ(c+ n)]−1 = t1−c−n

2πi

∫
C
βc−neβtdβ , (4.42)

where the integration is taken along the Hankel path. The integral then takes
the explicit form

I(c, d) = −4π2
∞∑
n=0

(2n
n!

) (−2E/g)c+d+2n−2

Γ (c+ n) Γ (d+ n) , (4.43)
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and the moments can be immediately calculated, since

〈â†pâq〉 =
∫
C

∫
C′
Pg (α, α∗)αqαp∗dαdα∗ (4.44)

has the same functional form as Eq. (4.41) with the change c→ (c+ q) and
d→ (d+ p). After normalization, the moments acquire the exact form

〈â†pâq〉 = Γ (c) Γ (d)
Γ (c+ q) Γ (d+ p)

(
−2E
g

)q+p
0F2(c+ q, d+ p, 2(2E/g)2)

0F2(c, d, 2(2E/g)2) , (4.45)

with 0F2(c, d, z) a generalized hypergeometric function, [148]

0F2(c, d, z) =
∞∑
n=0

znΓ(c)Γ(d)
Γ(c+ n)Γ(d+ n)n! . (4.46)

The generalized P representations have proven to be strong tools to solve
the problem at hand, whether it is by constructing a bona fide probability
distribution that allows the existence of stochastic equation analogues to a
Fokker Planck equation, or to obtain an exact expression of the moments,
both at the cost of expanding the phase-space of the system. The addition
of the extra degrees of freedom changes the approach in a fundamental way,
however, and challenges the validity of commonly used methods. The first
issue is related to the derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation itself, as
nonvanishing surface terms arise in its derivation from the master equation
[149]. Another difficulty can be of a technical nature, as seen when computing
the stochastic equations equivalent to the Fokker-Planck equation [16]; or
when considering the interpretation of phase-space distributions beyond their
use as a computational tool. While such pathologies are not expected in the
analytical calculation, it would be recommended to have an independent way
of proving the validity of Eq. (4.45).

In this regard, it is possible to prove that the provided moment expres-
sions are steady-states solutions to the master equation by using an algebraic
argument. Under the master equation, the evolution of the moments satisfies
the coupled hierarchy given by Eq. (4.22). By using the definitions of c and
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d [Eq. (4.34)], it is possible to factorize the coupled hierarchy as

d

dt
〈â†pâq〉 = gq

2i

[
(q + c− 1) 〈â†pâq〉+ 2E

g
〈â†pâq−1〉+ 2〈â†p+1âq+1〉

]

−gp2i

[
(p+ d− 1) 〈â†pâq〉+ 2E

g
〈â†p−1âq〉+ 2〈â†p+1âq+1〉

]
. (4.47)

Then substituting the analytical solution (4.45) into (4.47), the evolution of
the moments takes the simplified form

d

dt
〈â†pâq〉 = Γ (c) Γ (d)

Γ (c+ q) Γ (d+ p)

(
−2E
g

)q+p
g

2i0F2(c+ q, d+ p, z) (qTq − pTp) ,

(4.48)

where z = 2(2E/g)2 and the terms Tq and Tp are defined as

Tq =:(c+ q − 1) [0F2(c+ q, d+ p, z)− 0F2(c+ q − 1, d+ p, z)]

+ z
0F2(c+ q + 1, d+ p+ 1, z)

(c+ q + 1)(d+ p+ 1) , (4.49)

Tp =:(d+ p− 1) [0F2(c+ q, d+ p, z)− 0F2(c+ q, d+ p− 1, z)]

+ z
0F2(c+ q + 1, d+ p+ 1, z)

(c+ q + 1)(d+ p+ 1) . (4.50)

It is possible to see that Tq and Tp vanish independently using the recurrence
relations

0F2(c− 1, d, z) = 0F2(c, d, z) + z

dc(c− 1)0F2(c+ 1, d+ 1, z) ,

0F2(c, d− 1, z) = 0F2(c, d, z) + z

dc(d− 1)0F2(c+ 1, d+ 1, z) . (4.51)

The system has thus reached a steady state. Since the moment hierarchy
determines the density matrix, the steady state solution is unique, and its
validity has been verified using an algebraic approach.
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4.4 Harnessing the fluctuations

So far the photon number has been used to characterize the phases the sys-
tem can acquire. A phase transition is then related to a steep change in the
photon number and is attributed to a switch between stable solutions pre-
dicted by the mean-field approach. The results are complemented by Q, or
Wigner, distributions that present two maxima around the bistability region
and distinguishable properties deep into each phase. However, the Q distri-
bution, for example, is not bistable in the strict sense; quantum fluctuation
create channels that connect two quasi-stable, or metastable, regions. The
effect of these fluctuations can then appear enhanced or reduced in different
phase-space representations (e.g. Wigner vs Q) and a quantitative result
based on measurable quantities would be preferred.

4.4.1 Photon number correlations

The central role played by quantum fluctuations suggests that information re-
garding the different phases can be acquired from a study of the fluctuations
themselves. In the following, fluctuations measured through the moments
〈â†iâj〉 are considered. Using the exact solution obtained above [Eq. (4.45)],
these moments can be computed and used to characterize—in a quantitative
manner—the phases of the system. In particular, the second-order correla-
tion function,

g(2)(t, t+ τ) = 〈â†(t)â†(t+ τ)â(t+ τ)â(t)〉
〈â†(t+ τ)â(t+ τ)〉〈â†(t)â(t)〉 , (4.52)

provides information regarding the photon statistics. In the long-time limit
(when a stationary state is reached) with τ = 0, the correlation function will
determine if the statistics of the light field are super-Poissonian (g(2)(0) > 1),
Poissonian (g(2)(0) = 1), or sub-Poissonian (g(2)(0) < 1). A change in the
nature of the intensity fluctuations is expected for systems that display a
sudden change in photon flux in the thermodynamic limit (see below); there-
fore a passage between any of the three statistical regimes (sub- or super-
Poissonian) will indicate a fundamental change of the field inside the cavity
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and, as such, will determine a phase transition. While far from the thermody-
namic limit the change in photon flux might not be as pronounced, quantum
fluctuations can still determine the nature of the light field. The clear cut
between classical and quantum states given by g(2)(0) makes the correlations,
rather than the photon number, a natural parameter to determine the phase
of the system. It identifies a property of the fluctuations that appears to
be general for driven dissipative phase transitions of this kind as exemplified
by the parametric oscillator [16], laser [19, 128], bistable absorber [18], and
superradiant [119] phase transitions.

In the present case of a driven cavity with a Kerr nonlinearity, the system
will transition from classical (g(2)(0) > 1) in the empty cavity regime to
quantum (g(2)(0) < 1) deep into the full cavity regime, as shown in Fig. 4.8.
This transition arises from a competition between the coherent drive and the
nonlinear coupling: a linear response to E advocates for a determined phase
and g for a determined photon number.
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Figure 4.8: Photon number and statistics. Correlation g(2)(0) and pho-
ton distribution for g = 4κ and ∆ω̃ = −10. (a) The correlation g(2)(0) (solid,
blue) and the expected value of the photon number (dashed, orange). (b)
Photon distribution (black bars) compared to a Poisson distribution (red
line) for weak drive, Ẽ = 4; the field presents super-Poissonian statistics
[g(2)(0) = 1.77] and 〈n̂〉 = 4.13 · 10−2. (c) For strong drive, Ẽ = 15, the field
presents sub-Poissonian statistics [g(2)(0) = 0.89] and 〈n̂〉 = 3.71.

The value of the second-order correlation function deep into each regime
can be understood from the underlying energy spectrum. The spectrum
is composed of a ladder of unequal steps, broadened by dissipation and—
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eventually—photon number. The driving field provides a way to climb the
ladder. The semiclassical solution (Eq. (4.17)) hints that a strong detuning
is required to reach a phase transition (∆ω2 > 3κ2). Considering high detun-
ing, the photon number in the cavity will be close to zero for weak driving
fields, independently of the coupling regime. The effect of the nonlinearity
is then negligible and the light in the cavity will behave classically with cor-
relation g(2)(0) ≥ 1. As the drive strength is increased, the system will be
able to climb through the ladder by means of multiphoton resonances. The
nonlinear terms dominate and the photon number distribution is localized
around one of the steps, with a small distribution to other states due to power
broadening and spontaneous emission as shown in Figure 4.8(c). When the
photon distribution is highly localized around a photon number N and one
photon is detected at the cavity output, the emission of a second photon will
follow after an average time of [(N − 1)2κ]−1, the system will then present
antibunching and g(2)(0) < 1.

4.4.2 Mandel parameter and the thermodynamic limit

The effect of fluctuations is not limited to determining the photon number
statistics deep into each regime; near the phase transition, where the sys-
tem presents bistable behaviour, fluctuations can drive the system from one
metastable solution to the other one, thus creating channels between these
metastable solutions. We can expect an increase in fluctuations around the
transition region, a behaviour that can be identified using the Mandel Q
parameter

Q = 〈(∆n)2〉 − 〈n̂〉
〈n̂〉

. (4.53)

Like the second-order correlation function, Q determines a departure from
Poisson statistics and provides a way to quantify intensity fluctuations. The
advantage of using Q is that—unlike g(2)(0)—it displays the dependence of
the fluctuations on the scaling parameter nact [Eq. (4.20)] in a transparent
way, a property that will become useful when the thermodynamic limit is
defined below. As expected, notice from Fig. 4.9 that the Mandel Q displays a
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maxima around the region where the system undergoes a phase transition. A
natural question to ask, then, is what will happen toQ in the thermodynamic
limit, a limit of high photon number where the effect of quantum fluctuations
on measurable quantities of the system vanishes. In this limit, we would
expect the Mandel Q to present a discontinuity at the transition point. The
thermodynamic limit can be determined from the steady-state solution in
the semiclassical regime encountered above,

α = −E
κ+ i (∆ω + gn) . (4.54)

Fluctuations would come into play when the nonlinearity ceases to be a neg-
ligible perturbation. As seen in Section 4.2, the nonlinearity is activated at
nact, and energy conservation requires that the photon number be depen-
dent on the drive strength nres = (E/κ)2. The thermodynamic limit will
be reached when nact, nres → ∞ with the rate N = nres/nact fixed, a weak
coupling limit. Notice that this scaling is in accordance to Ref. [22]. In
Figure 4.9 we show the behaviour of the Mandel Q as this limit is reached;
it presents a steeper maxima and becomes more narrow as we approach the
thermodynamic limit, signaling a discontinuity as the limit is reached.

Given that the mean-field equations are invariant under the rescaled pa-
rameters, it is possible to compare the exact and mean-field solutions as
we delve into the thermodynamic limit. In Fig. 4.10 the Mandel parameter
is plotted in the rescaled parameter space. It is shown that the maximum
value of the fluctuations is found between the bistability borders. As the
thermodynamic limit is reached the phase transition appears to be localized
at the middle of the bistability border, raising the possibility of a Maxwell
construction. This possibility will be addressed below, where the analogy
between long time dynamics of driven systems and systems in equilibrium is
put to test.

Before addressing the possibility of a Maxwell construction, it is necessary
to make a connection between mean-field stable solutions and quantum mas-
ter equation results, where the effect of fluctuations, as channels connecting
the stationary solutions, is shown explicitly. The connection can be presented
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Figure 4.9: Mandel parameter. Mandel parameter for different coupling
strengths. The system is seen to display quasi-Poissonian statistics in the
empty phase and a transition to sub-Poissonian statistics in the filled phase.
As the system approaches the thermodynamic limit the fluctuations around
the transition point increase and become localized. (b) The concept of
a threshhold in the thermodynamic limit is portrayed for a rescaled drive
strength.

using a quantum trajectory algorithm; by unravelling the master equation,
it is possible to show—in real time—how fluctuations connect different sta-
tionary solutions, and how fluctuations are responsible for a departure from
mean-field results deep into the full regime.

4.4.3 Fluctuations as channels: quantum trajectories

The system can be interrogated with photon counters that detect the es-
caping photons directly. Direct photo-electron counting is considered in this
section in order to emphasize the effect of fluctuations on the photon number;
fluctuations on other dynamical variables would require a different measure-
ment record, such as those obtained with homodyne or heterodyne detection,
for example. As discussed in Chapter 3, in the quantum trajectory algorithm
under direct photon counting, the evolution of the system is given by a de-
terministic Schrödinger evolution interrupted, at random times, by discrete
collapses of the wave function when a photon is detected. In the following,
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Figure 4.10: Mandel parameter and thermodynamic limit. Mandel Q
in the parameter space for (a) g = 8κ, (b) g = 2κ and (c) g = κ, where,
for comparison, dashed lines represent the mean-field bistable region. As the
system approaches the thermodynamic limit the maximum of fluctuations
becomes localized inside the bistability region.

we scan the driving field at a constant rate, E(t) = Eo+∆Eκt; in this way, the
behaviour of the system as it transitions to different phases can be portrayed
and a natural time-scale for fluctuations determined.

In Figure 4.11 we plot sample quantum trajectories superposed over the
mean-field results. The trajectories are obtained by constantly varying the
drive amplitude over a time period τ . In the empty state, the photon number
predicted by the quantum trajectory follows the mean-field solution regard-
less of the ramp rate; this is to be expected from the Mandel Q parameter,
where the light field was shown to be almost coherent. As we approach the
region of bistability, quantum fluctuations create a channel between the lo-
cally stable mean-field solutions. In frame (a) a sample quantum trajectory
for slow ramp rate (κτ = 600) is displayed, here the system is seen to jump
between the locally stable solutions; notice from the region around Ẽ = 10
that the system jumps back and forth between the two solutions. The be-
haviour is to be contrasted with the fast ramp rate (κτ = 20) displayed in
frame (b), where the jumps are diminished and the system remains around
the empty state until the solution ceases to be valid. The photon statistics
make their mark in frame (c) where it is shown that when the drive amplitude
is swept from strong to weak (orange dots), the system closely follows the
filled phase to much lower low drive amplitudes than on the up-ramp (blue
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dots), where quantum jumps cause a departure from the mean-field solution.
The sub-Poissonian light encountered in the filled phase does not have a clas-
sical analogue, resulting in a fundamental deviation between mean-field and
master equation dynamics.
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Figure 4.11: Sample quantum trajectories. Photon number expectation
obtained from a sample quantum trajectory (blue dots) as the drive ampli-
tude is varied over a time τ for g = 4κ (n−1

act = 4) and ∆ω̃ = −10. The
mean-field solutions (solid and dashed lines) are superposed for comparison.
(a) For a slow ramp rate κτ = 600. (b) For a fast ramp rate κτ = 20. (c)
The response of the system when the drive amplitude is rapidly (κτ = 20)
swept from weak to strong (blue) varies from that of a strong to weak sweep
(orange); the system displays hysteresis cycles.

The escape from one metastable solution to the other can only happen
via noise-assisted jumps. These rare events take place on a long time-scale
(many inverse κ) when compared to dynamical time-scales, thus explaining
why they appear in frame (a) and are inhibited in frame (b). The escape
rates will then provide a natural time for transitions backwards and forwards
between the two branches and indirectly determine the time it takes for the
system to reach a steady-state in the master equation formalism. From a clas-
sical stochastic system perspective, the escape rates can be calculated using
reaction-rate theory [150]. A closed form of these rates, however, is commonly
obtained from the Fokker-Planck equation for constant noise only [112].

We display the photon number expectation as a function of time for dif-
ferent coupling strengths in Figure 4.12. The expectation value is obtained
from a master equation evolution and compared to the corresponding sample
quantum trajectories. For weak coupling (blue), where the escape rates are
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small, the system requires a long time to reach the bimodal steady-state.
For comparison, the system displays large escape rates and a reduced time is
required to reach the steady state when strong coupling conditions are met
(green).
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Figure 4.12: Escape rates and relaxation times. Photon number expec-
tation for g = 0.7κ (blue) and g = 4κ (green) with ∆ω̃ = −10 and Ẽ = 10.
(a) Results obtained from a master equation evolution determine the time
it takes the system to reach a steady state (pink). (b) Sample quantum
trajectories help portray the time scale for the corresponding escape rates
compared to mean-field stable solutions (red).

4.4.4 Multiplicative noise: deconstructing the Maxwell
rule

It is shown in Fig. 4.11(c) that the system presents hysteresis cycles. The
origin of the cycles resides in the bistable character of the solutions and, in
analogy to ordinary equilibrium systems, these cycles characterize the phase
transition as first-order [18]. The equilibrium analogy can only be taken so
far, however, since, as will be shown, due to the nature of the fluctuations
the system will not satisfy a Maxwell construction. In order to prove this, a
toy model connecting mean-field and Fokker-Planck solutions is concocted.

As was shown in section 4.3, it is possible to construct a Fokker-Planck
equation corresponding to the master equation defined in Eq. (4.8). Fur-
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thermore, if the positive P representation is considered, the Fokker-Planck
equation [Eq. (4.25)] is equivalent to the Ito stochastic differential equation

dαµ = Aµdt+DµνdWν . (4.55)

Equation (4.55) marks the evolution of the vector α = (α, α∗) in terms of the
drift vector and diffusion matrix defined in Eqs. (4.27) and (4.28), with the
understanding that (α, α∗) transforms to (α, α∗), two independent complex
variables; the stochastic character of the equation is given by the vector W
whose components are independent Wiener processes. As a starting point for
the toy model, notice that if—naively—we consider the independent complex
variables to be complex conjugates of one another, then Eq. (4.55) has the
same form as the mean-field equations with the addition of a stochastic term
dependent on the intensity of the field. The intensity dependence of the
fluctuations plays a crucial role in the departure from mean-field solutions
and the breaking of the Maxwell rule. The second approximation for the
model is to consider the fluctuations to be small and constant, contrary to
the results presented above. In the region of bistability, the channel created
by the fluctuations will allow a distinction between stable (globally stable)
and metastable (locally stable) solutions. A distinction that was not possible
to obtain under the linear stability approach presented is section 4.2. The
stable solution can be determined from the probability distribution, which,
assuming detailed balance with constant diffusion, becomes

P(α) = exp [−φt] = exp
[∫ (
D−1

)
µν
Aνdαµ

]
, (4.56)

in analogy with the exact equations, Eqs. (4.31) and (4.33). When evaluated
at the mean-field solutions, the stable solution corresponds to the one that
displays the highest probability. As the thermodynamic limit is reached, the
probability distributions become highly localized around the globally stable
solution and the field amplitude corresponds to that of the stable solution.
The system will shift from one solution to the other at a critical drive, Ec,
such that P(αe) = P(αf ), that is, when the probability of being in the
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empty and full cavity phases coincide. On the other hand, the mean-field
equation

α̇ = A ∝ −∇φt , (4.57)

establishes the potential as a generalized free energy of the system (in the
thermodynamic limit). This connection between statistical and physical fac-
tors is the last piece needed for the system to satisfy a Maxwell construction.
Being a potential function the closed integral

∮
C
∇φt · dα =

∫
C1
∇φt · dα−

∫
C2
∇φt · dα = 0 , (4.58)

vanishes. If we parametrize the paths by the drive strength and consider the
first path to be taken through the stationary solution (Eq. 4.54) while the
second path is taken through the critical drive Ec, then:

∫
C1
∇φt · dα =

∫ nb

na
E(n)dn,

∫
C2
∇φt · dα =

∫ nb

na
Ecdn , (4.59)

displayed in Fig 4.13 with C1 is taken along the path ABCD while C2 returns
through DA. Therefore, when the effect of fluctuations can be considered
constant and small, the system satisfies a Maxwell construction. This is not
the case of the current system, where as shown in Fig. 4.13 the intensity
dependence of the fluctuations breaks the Maxwell construction. In a full
model, the detailed balance conditions require the inclusion of a diffusion
matrix that depends on the intensity. The connection between probabilistic
and physical approaches is then broken and, in turn, the Maxwell construc-
tion not valid, even as the thermodynamic limit is reached.

We have determined the possible states a driven-damped nonlinear oscil-
lator can acquire and, by working in the thermodynamic limit, we have been
able to stablish an analogy between a change of these states and first-order
phase transitions in equilibrium. Working back from this analogy, we have
been able to show how fluctuations provide a measurable way to characterize
the phase of the system far from the thermodynamic limit. The statistics
describing the behaviour of the emitted photons were seen to transition from
classical (Q ≥ 0) to quantum (Q < 0), a behaviour that was also displayed
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Figure 4.13: Maxwell construction vs exact solution. Photon num-
ber expectation in the weak coupling regime (g = 0.675κ) for ∆ω̃ = −10.
Comparison between the exact value obtained from Eq. (4.45) with the path
expected in the thermodynamic limit according to the Maxwell construction
(dashed line).

in the breakdown of the photon blockade in the previous Chapter. Over the
next Chapter we will extend the analysis of fluctuations to a composite sys-
tem consisting of several driven nonlinear cavities coupled together through
a tunnelling rate.



Chapter 5

Composite Systems

It can be argued that one of the main reasons the understanding of quantum
phase transitions in equilibrium is on relatively solid ground is due to the
variety of systems where they can be found. By having access to an ample
range of systems in different physical configurations, it is possible to con-
struct toy models that allow us to distinguish between physical properties
that belong to a particular system and those that correspond to a general
framework. In the case of driven-damped optical systems, the experimental
techniques to access phase-transitions in several physical configurations has
been reached just recently [8, 10]. The introduction of these techniques co-
incides with an increased interest on the field, and the search for a general
framework to describe phase transitions in driven-damped systems has been
built around extensions of systems in equilibrium [22, 152].

The driven nonlinearity studied in the last chapter provided a fascinating
example where the role of quantum fluctuations in driven optical systems
could be studied. The analytical form of the steady state obtained by Drum-
mond and Walls [30] allowed us to explore the parameter space and propose
a way to characterize the phase transitions the system underwent; the same
characterization seemed to apply for a whole range of driven-damped opti-
cal systems. The analytic solution also facilitated the study of fluctuations
throughout different coupling regimes, from the thermodynamic limit (weak
coupling) to a regime where single-quanta fluctuations could have a signifi-

139
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cant effect on the system (strong coupling). However, there was a drawback,
since in the absence of dissipation the system studied in the previous chap-
ter does not undergo a phase transition; the added nonlinearity commutes
with the free Hamiltonian, and therefore simply determines a natural time
scale for the problem, without introducing any steady states. Given the gen-
eral understanding of phase transitions in equilibrium, a natural connection
between conservative and driven-damped systems would be desirable.

In this chapter we employ the tools developed in the previous chapter
to study the case of two interacting nonlinear oscillators driven coherently
and damped through interaction with the surrounding environment. On one
hand, in the absence of dissipation this model presents one of the simplest
scenarios where a phase transition is encountered [113]; on the other, it is a
natural extension to composite systems of the single-site model presented in
the previous chapter. Using this extended model, we attempt to understand
the effect of fluctuations in driven composite systems and test the results of
the previous chapter, with the conservative phases providing a guideline for
the expected behaviour.

Section 5.1 is devoted to the study of the conservative case, where the
system is seen to display two phases: Josephson oscillation and quantum
self-trapping [114, 115]. Deep into each phase, the ground state can be
determined analytically [23] and used to compute the fluctuations in total
photon number and relative phase between sites. As in the dissipative case,
fluctuations will play a crucial role as a means to characterize the phases
the system can display. The conditions for the validity of the mean-field
approach in composite systems are determined and the approach is used to
find the parameters where the phase transition is expected.

In Section 5.2 we introduce the surrounding environment by means of
a master equation in the Lindblad form. The analytical solutions are de-
termined for extreme scenarios, where nonlinearity or intra-site coupling is
neglected, and a first connection with the conservative phases is established.
We first resort to the mean-field approximation when treating the problem
beyond these scenarios. The system displays three different stable solutions:
empty-symmetric, full-symmetric, and asymmetric. The symmetric solutions
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are characterized by strong correlations between sites; the sites behave in an
identical manner and are seen to display empty and full solutions, in analogy
to the single-site case. The asymmetric solution displays weak correlations
between sites, localizing the field in one of the sites; this phase does not have
a counter part in the single-site case. At the end of the section we face a
lingering question: what is the expected departure from the mean-field ap-
proximation when we study a composite system and quantum correlations
can rise? Considering a full quantum model, we attempt to answer this
question in Section 5.3, where the main results of the present chapter are
contained. Following the approach presented in the previous chapter, we
compute the Wigner distribution and expected photon number; the results
show striking resemblance to the single-site case. A study of the fluctuations
allows us to identify the phases of the system and create a solid connection
with conservative results. Once the phases are characterized, we study the
quantum correlations that can rise in the system and determine the effects
they can have in each phase of the system. The master equation approach
is complemented by quantum trajectory simulations, where a question of
complementarity emerges.

5.1 Quantum fluctuations in a closed system

Evolving under the Schrödinger equation, the extension of the model pre-
sented in the previous chapter to two sites, connected coherently through
a tunnelling parameter, presents one of the simplest models where a phase
transition is encountered [113]. Departing from an initial state localized in
either site, the system exists in one of two phases, exhibiting either Joseph-
son oscillations (JO) or quantum self-trapping (QST) [114, 115]. In the JO
phase, the bosons move coherently from one site to the other, while in the
QST phase, the bosons remain localized at the initial site. The phase of
the system is determined from an interplay between the tunneling rate J
and nonlinearity g, and ultimately boils down to a question of complement-
ing variables. The nonlinearity promotes single site localization by making
fluctuations in single-site photon number energy costly, while the tunneling
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promotes delocalization by inducing coherence between the sites.
As tunneling between two sites is to be considered, the behaviour of the

system is modelled through the double-site Hamiltonian

Ĥts =
∑
i=1,2

~∆ωâ†i âi + ~g
2 n̂i(n̂i − 1)− ~J

(
â†1â2 + â†2â1

)
, (5.1)

which extends the single-site Hamiltonian of the previous chapter; the sub-
script i labels the site and the total photon number n̂ = n̂1+n̂2 is a conserved
quantity. To connect with the single-site solutions and acquire intuition
about the problem, the extreme scenarios, where either J or g are neglected,
are first presented; special attention will be given to the fluctuations in rela-
tive phase and intensity.

5.1.1 Josephson oscillations

The system is found in the JO phase when the tunneling rate dominates the
dynamic. This phase is characterized by strong correlations between each
site and, in turn, large fluctuations on the single-site boson number. Deep
into the JO phase, the Hamiltonian Ĥts can be approximated by

HJO =
∑
i=1,2

~∆ωâ†i âi − ~J
(
â†1â2 + â†2â1

)
. (5.2)

Using a normal mode expansion, it can be diagonalized, writing

HJO = ~ (∆ω − J ) ĉ†ĉ+ ~ (∆ω + J ) d̂†d̂ , (5.3)

with ĉ =: (â1 + â2) /
√

2 the symmetric mode and d̂ =: (â1 − â2) /
√

2 the
antisymmetric mode. For a given total photon N , the ground state of the
system is given by all the photons occupying the symmetric mode:

|gJO〉 = (
√
N !)−1

(
ĉ†
)N
|0, 0〉n

= (
√
N !)−1

N∑
j=0

N !
(N − j)!j!

(
â†1
)j (

â†2
)(N−j)

|0, 0〉s , (5.4)
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where |φc, φd〉n refers to the normal mode basis, and |φ1, φ2〉s to the single-
site basis. In the ground state, the strong correlations displayed between the
sites 〈â†1â2〉 = N /2 are accompanied by intense fluctuations on the single-site
photon number ∆n2

i = N /4.

5.1.2 Quantum self-trapping

In contrast, the QST phase is found when the nonlinearity dominates. By
neglecting the tunneling rate, the photons localize in each cavity, freezing
the intra-cavity correlations and causing high uncertainty on the phase of
each site. With the tunneling term neglected, the evolution of the system is
determined by the Hamiltonian

HQST =
∑
i=1,2

~ωâ†i âi + ~g
2 n̂i(n̂i − 1) . (5.5)

The ground state becomes a product of Fock states; for even N it is

|gST 〉 = â
†N/2
1 â

†N/2
2

(N /2)! |0, 0〉s . (5.6)

Cross-correlations are inhibited with 〈â†1â2〉 = 0, and fluctuations in the
intensity of the symmetric mode,

∆n2
c = 1

2

(N
2

)(N
2 + 1

)
,

become significant. In this sense, the QST and JO phases mirror one another.
The JO phase displays strong single-site fluctuations accompanied by normal
mode localization, while the QST phase complements this behaviour with
strong normal mode fluctuations and single-site localization. In Figure 5.1,
the comparison between the JO phase and QST phase time evolution under
Hts is portrayed; using the single-site basis, the expectation value of the
photon number, initially localized on one site, is displayed. Figure 5.1(a)
shows the JO dynamics, where, even for a finite nonlinearity, the system is
seen to display oscillations in the single-site photon number; the frequency
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depends on the total photon number. For comparison, the QST phase is
displayed in Fig. 5.1(b), where it is shown that a finite tunneling causes a
small number of photons to oscillate between the sites, but the effect of the
nonlinearity localizes most photons in the initial site.
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Figure 5.1: Josephson Oscillations and Quantum Self-trapping. Evo-
lution of the mean-field photon number of sites one (solid) and two (dashed)
for an initial photon number 〈n̂〉 = 4 localized on the first site. (a) For
|g/J | = 0.1 the system is found in the Josephson oscillation phase, where
the field transits coherently between the sites. (b) For |g/J | = 1.5 the sys-
tem is found in the quantum self-trapping phase, where the field remains
localized on the initial site.

To attack the problem when the interplay between g and J is consid-
ered, we map this example to the two well-known problems of an angular
momentum vector oscillating around a determined direction and the non-
linear pendulum. These mappings will allow us to understand the comple-
menting phases from a geometrical perspective and to determine the critical
parameters where the system transitions between the JO and QST phases.

5.1.3 Geometrical picture

The question raised by the study of fluctuations in the extreme scenarios
can be transformed into a geometrical one by considering the Schwinger
representation [115]. In the Schwinger representation [116], a pair of bosonic
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operators are used to reproduce the generators of the SU(2) algebra:

Ŝ3 = 1
2(â†1â1 − â†2â2), Ŝ+ = â†1â2, Ŝ− = â1â

†
2 . (5.7)

Under this representation, the double-site Hamiltonian, Eq. (5.1), becomes

Hts = ~(∆ω − g)(n̂1 + n̂2) + ~g(Ŝ2 + Ŝ2
3)− 2~J Ŝ1 . (5.8)

In addition to the Casimir operator, Ŝ2 = n̂(n̂/2 + 1)/2, the generators also
commute with the total photon number n̂ := n̂1 + n̂2. It is then possible to
work in a fixed boson number subspace where the dynamics are governed by
the simplified Hamiltonian

H̃ts = ~gŜ2
3 − 2~J Ŝ1 . (5.9)

The ratio of the nonlinearity and tunneling rate, ξ = g/J , determines which
one of the incompatible observables, S1 or S3, will dominate the evolution.
Physically, the cross correlations are given by the expected value of Ŝ1; ge-
ometrically, the eigenstates of Ŝ1 point in the ê1 direction of the angular
momentum sphere. From these observations, for ξ � 1, where Ŝ1 dominates,
the system oscillates around the ê1 direction, displaying strong intra-cavity
correlations, and is found in the JO phase. On the other hand, Ŝ3 determines
the population imbalance and has eigenstates pointing in the ê3 direction.
Thus when ξ � 1, the dominance of Ŝ3 induces oscillations around the ê3

vector and the QST phase is found. In Fig. 5.2(a) the case N = 1 is consid-
ered, where the expected values of the observables lie on the Bloch sphere.
By allowing the system to evolve under the action of H for different rates ξ,
the two phases of the system are exemplified. The system undergoes a phase
transition at a critical ratio ξc (red trajectory), which can be obtained using
the mean-field approximation.
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Figure 5.2: Geometrical analogue. Bloch sphere representation of the
mean-field trajectories of the double-site model. For photons initially local-
ized on the first site, the system is seen to display JO (yellow), QST (blue)
or critical (red) behaviour. The trajectories are calculated for the ratios:
|g/J | = 0.1 (JO), |g/J | = 1.5 (QST), and |g/J | = 1 (critical).

5.1.4 Nonlinear pendulum analogy: mean-field approx-
imation

As an extension to the single-site case, the mean-field approximation for
composite systems is built around a separable product of coherent states. The
amplitudes α1 and α2 of the coherent states are obtained from the Heisenberg
equation

α̇i = 〈 ˙̂ai〉 = Tr (âiρ̇) = i~−1Tr (: [Hts, âi] : ρ) , (5.10)

where operator products are written in normal order. Under the coherent
state and separability ansatz , the expectation value of operator products
factorizes,

〈â†p1 â
†l
2 â

q
1â
m
2 〉 = 〈â†p1 〉〈â†l2 〉〈âq1〉〈âm2 〉 = α∗p1 α

∗l
2 α

q
1α

m
2 , (5.11)
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and the resulting equations of motion become

α̇1 = i
(
∆ω + g|α1|2

)
α1 − iJα2 , (5.12)

α̇2 = i
(
∆ω + g|α2|2

)
α2 − iJα1 . (5.13)

Using the Euler notation, αj = √njeiθj , Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13) can be
rewritten in terms of the population imbalance and relative phase:

ṅ1 − ṅ2 = 2J
√

(n1 + n2)2 − (n1 − n2)2 sin(θ2 − θ1) , (5.14)

θ̇2 − θ̇1 = g(n2 − n1) + J
(
n2 − n1√
n1n2

)
cos(θ2 − θ1) . (5.15)

The same equations of motion can be obtained from a model Hamiltonian

Hos = gN
2 z2 − 2J (1− z2)1/2 cosφ , (5.16)

where the conjugate action and angular variables, z = (n2 − n1)/N and
φ = θ2 − θ1, respectively, satisfy the Hamilton equations of motion

−∂z
∂t

= ∂Hos

∂φ
= 2J (1− z2)1/2 sinφ ,

∂φ

∂t
= ∂Hos

∂z
= gN z + 2J z√

1− z2
cosφ . (5.17)

Physically, the model Hamiltonian Hos describes a pendulum with varying
length (l2 ∝ 1 − z2). The critical trajectory corresponds to the separatrix,
a trajectory that divides the motion between phase-space curves that can
be either collapsible or non-collapsible to a point, a topological distinction
displayed in Fig. 5.3. Regardless of the initial conditions, collapsible trajec-
tories will periodically cross the φ axis at the point (z = 0, φ = φz). Being
a closed system, the conserved energy of these trajectories is E = 2J cosφz.
When the energy of the system is greater than 2J the system can no longer
sustain collapsible trajectories; therefore, for an initial condition zo, φo, the
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separatrix is reached at the critical ratio

ξc = 4
N

1 +
√

1− z2
o cosφo

z2
o

. (5.18)

The geometrical and pendulum analogues presented above were formed around
the conserved number of total particles. It is then expected that the effect of
an external environment will change the behaviour drastically. Whether the
JO and QST phases extend to the open system scenario will be the focus of
study in the following sections. The tools developed in the previous chap-
ter will be employed to characterize the new phases and develop a further
understanding of the role of fluctuations in a non-trivial scenario.
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Figure 5.3: Mechanical analogue. Mean-field trajectories of the two-site
model displayed in phase space for a fixed ratio |g/J | = 2(1 +

√
3). By

changing the initial population imbalance the system is found in either the
JO (yellow), QST (blue) or critical (red) phase.

5.2 Dissipative phase transitions for the dou-
ble site

Throughout this work, we have emphasized the effect of the dissipation chan-
nels created by the surrounding environment on the dynamics of a system.
A prominent role of the environment is to drive excited states towards the
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ground state, a decay that is often regarded as a fact of nature. However, as
was discussed in Chapter 2, the coupling to the environment can be altered
so the decay rate is increased [37, 58], inhibited [35], and even exploited to
trap the system out of the ground state [117, 118]. In addition, when deal-
ing with composite systems, the coupling to the environment can affect the
evolution by building up correlations between subsystems, as exemplified in
single-mode superradiance [119]. In single-mode superradiance, an ensemble
of atoms prepared in the excited state will relax to the ground state due to
its coupling with the electromagnetic vacuum. Given that it is not possible
to discern which atom emitted a photon, which means that the state must
remain invariant under atom permutation, correlations between the atoms
build up. These correlations eventually cause the system to strongly radiate
for a short time before relaxing to the ground state. Single-mode super-
radiance provides a striking example of the effect of environment-assisted
entanglement [120].

Throughout this chapter we consider the simplified scenario where each
site emits independently. This will allow us to build an immediate extension
of the single site discussed in the previous chapter. Under this simplified
model, the evolution of the system is governed by the master equation

ρ̇ = 1
i~

[Hts, ρ]− κ
∑
j=1,2

(
2âjρâ†j − â

†
j âjρ− ρâ

†
j âj
)
, (5.19)

with the driven Hamiltonian

Hts =
∑
j=1,2

~∆ωâ†j âj + ~g
2 n̂j(n̂j−1)+~E(â†j + âj)−~J (â†1â2 + â†2â1) . (5.20)

Before approaching the full problem, where a competition between experi-
mental parameters will determine the phase of the system, we consider ex-
treme scenarios that allow for an analytical solution. As in the conservative
case, these extreme scenarios are reached when either J or g is neglected.
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5.2.1 Extreme scenarios: independent sites and pointer
states

When the tunneling rate is neglected, the results of the previous chapter
follow trivially. Starting from the ground state, the stationary states become
a separable product of single particle states that can be reconstructed from
the moments 〈a†pi a

q
j〉; each site will display an empty or full phase regardless

of the behaviour of the adjacent site. The stationary state remains in a
separable product and can be reconstructed from the moments

〈â†p1 â
†l
2 â

q
1â
m
2 〉 = 〈â†p1 âq1〉〈â†l2 âm2 〉 , (5.21)

where the exact form of the moments was given in the previous chapter,
Eq. (4.45):

〈â†pi â
q
i 〉 =

 Γ (c) Γ (d)
Γ (c+ q) Γ (d+ p)

(
−2E
g

)q+p
0F2(c+ q, d+ p, 2(2E/g)2)

0F2(c, d, 2(2E/g)2)

 .
(5.22)

In comparison, when the nonlinear coupling is neglected, notice that the
operators Ĵi =

√
2κâi satisfy the commutation relations

[
Ĵ1 + Ĵ2,Hts

]
= ~ (∆ω + J )

(
Ĵ1 + Ĵ2

)
+ 2~

√
2κE , (5.23)[

Ĵ1 − Ĵ2,Hts

]
= ~ (∆ω − J )

(
Ĵ1 − Ĵ2

)
. (5.24)

Since the Ĵ1± Ĵ2 operators are proportional to the normal modes ĉ, d̂ defined
above, it comes with little surprise that they evolve independently under Hts.
The interaction with the environment can also be expressed in terms of the
normal modes,

κ
∑
j=1,2

(2âjρâ†j − â
†
j âjρ− ρâ

†
j âj)

= κ
(
2ĉρĉ† − ĉ†ĉρ− ρĉ†ĉ+ 2d̂ρd̂† − d̂†d̂ρ− ρd̂†d̂

)
. (5.25)

The Ĵ1±Ĵ2 operators can then be interpreted as jump operators, and Eqs. (5.23)-
(5.25) imply that, when the nonlinearity is neglected, the driven double-site
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admits exact pointer state solutions [23]. Pointer states do not get entan-
gled with the environment and remain pure throughout the evolution of the
system; they are easily identifiable using a quantum trajectory formalism.
Notice that in order to remain un-entangled with the environment, pointer
states must be eigenstates of the jump operators Ĵ1 ± Ĵ2 with eigenvalues
√

2κα±, that is, coherent states

|Ψ〉 = |α+〉 ⊗ |α−〉n =
{
D̂(α+)⊗ D̂(α−)

}
|0, 0〉n , (5.26)

defined through the displacement operator D̂(α). As eigenstates of the jump
operators, the solution is determined with certainty by a coherent evolution
under the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian

H̃ts = −i~
∑
j=1,2

κâ†j âj +Hts . (5.27)

The equations of motion for the coherent state amplitudes are obtained from
the Schrödinger equation

d

dt

{
D̂(α+)⊗ D̂(α−)

}
|0, 0〉n = (i~)−1H̃ts

{
D̂(α+)⊗ D̂(α−)

}
|0, 0〉n . (5.28)

We begin by introducing an identity operator of the form I = D̂(α)D̂−1(α)
to the left of H̃ts. This allows us to displace the creation and annihilation
operators and rearrange the right hand side of Eq. (5.28), such that

RHS =
{
D̂(α+)⊗ D̂(α−)

}(
(∆ω − J )α∗+α+ +

√
2E
(
α+ + α∗+

)
+ (∆ω + J )α∗−α− + [(∆ω − J )α+ +

√
2E ]ĉ† + [(∆ω + J )α−] d̂†

)
|0, 0〉n ,

(5.29)

while the time derivative at the left hand side of Eq. (5.28) can then be
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directly applied

LHS =
{
D̂(α+)⊗D̂(α−)

}[
α̇+ĉ

† + α̇−d̂
†

−
α+α̇

∗
+ − α̇+α

∗
+

2 −
α−α̇

∗
− − α̇−α∗−

2

]
|0, 0〉n . (5.30)

The displacement operator can now be factored out of Eq. (5.28). The
Schrödinger equation will then be divided into terms where creation opera-
tors ĉ†, d̂† act over the vacuum, and terms proportional to the vacuum. By
assuring that these terms cancel independently, we arrive at the equations of
motion

α̇+(t) = − [κ+ i (∆ω − J )]α+(t) +
√

2E , (5.31)

α̇−(t) = − [κ+ i (∆ω + J )]α−(t) . (5.32)

Defining the state of the system with certainty once the initial conditions are
given. Equations (5.31) and (5.32) determine the amplitudes of a classical
driven-damped harmonic oscillators detuned from the coherent drive by the
frequencies ω± = (∆ω ± J ), the frequencies of the normal modes. The
solution is naturally portrayed in the normal mode basis.

As in the conservative case, the phases of will be characterized by fluc-
tuations in either the single-site or normal-mode photon number. When the
tunneling is suppressed the system is naturally displayed in the single-site
basis, contrasting the case when the nonlinearity vanishes and the system
is naturally displayed in the normal-mode basis. To approach the problem
when both terms are finite, we first resort to the mean-field approximation,
where the effect of fluctuations is neglected.

5.2.2 Mean-field approximation

At the end of Section 5.1 the mean-field approximation for composite systems
was built from a separable coherent state ansatz. The extension to dissipative
systems is immediate, considering this ansatz, the coherent state amplitudes
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evolve under the Heisenberg equation

α̇i = 〈 ˙̂ai〉 = Tr [âiρ̇] = i~−1Tr (: [Hts, âi] : ρ)− κTr (âiρ) . (5.33)

The equations of motion then take the form

α̇1 = −
(
κ− i

(
∆ω + g|α1|2

))
α1 − iJα2 − iE , (5.34)

α̇2 = −
(
κ− i

(
∆ω + g|α2|2

))
α2 − iJα1 − iE . (5.35)

In the following, we present a study of the steady-state solutions to Eqs. (5.34)
and (5.35). The system will display up to three stable solutions, which may
be classified as either symmetric and asymmetric. In the symmetric case, the
fields stored in each site are identical and two phases, related to the empty
and full cavity of the single-site scenario, are encountered. The asymmetric
case, in turn, is characterized by a finite population imbalance, implying a
difference between the fields stored in each site.

Symmetric phase

The steady-state solutions of Eqs. (5.34) and (5.35) satisfy

A(1)α1 = −iJα2 + iE , (5.36)

A(2)α2 = −iJα1 + iE , (5.37)

where, in order to simplify the algebra, the single-site effects are enclosed in

A(j) =: κ− i(∆ω + gnj) . (5.38)

It is always possible to find a solution where both sites have the same intensity
and A(1) = A(2). Given this solution, the condition

[
A(1) − iJ

]
(α1 − α2) = 0 (5.39)
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is satisfied, i.e., the fields stored in each site are equal. The field amplitudes
are then determined by

[
A(j) + iJ

]
(α1 + α2) = 2iE , (5.40)

displaying the same form as the single-site solutions [see Eq. (4.54) in Chap-
ter 4] with an effective frequency ω− = (∆ω − J ) defined above. To obtain
the local stability of these solutions, the equations of motion are linearized
around the stationary solutions, α̇1

α̇2

 =
 A iJ

iJ A

 α1

α2

 , (5.41)

where the vector αi = (αi, α∗i ) represents the field amplitude, and the matri-
ces

A =:
 −κ− i(∆ω + 2g|α1|2) −igα2

1

−gα∗21 −κ+ i(∆ω + 2g|α1|2)

 , (5.42)

J =:
 −iJ 0

0 iJ

 , (5.43)

determine the intra- and inter-site interactions, respectively. The stability
of the solution is then determined by the eigenvalues λ of the interaction
matrix, i.e., the solutions of the characteristic equation

Det
 A− λ12x2 iJ

iJ A− λ12x2


= Det [A + iJ− λ12x2] Det [A− iJ− λ12x2] = 0 . (5.44)

Notice that the eigenvalues will take the same form as the single-site
eigenvalues, given by the characteristic equation

Det[A− λ12x2] = 0 , (5.45)

but with effective detunings ω±. It is now clear that the stationary states
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corresponding to ω− mirror the single-site results completely. This behaviour
can be understood from the normal mode expansion introduced in Sec. 5.1.
When both sites have the same intensity, Eq. (5.39) provides the stationary
solution of the symmetric mode, 〈ĉ〉, while Eq. (5.40) provides the station-
ary solution of the antisymmetric mode, 〈d̂〉. Interaction with the external
environment causes both modes to decay, but only the symmetric mode is
coherently driven. In the stationary state, this will lead to a depletion of the
antisymmetric mode, causing the field to localize in the normal mode with
〈ĉ†ĉ〉 = N , and the solutions become those of the single-site with effective
frequency ω−.1 In complete analogy to the single-site solution, the sym-
metric phase presents a region of optical bistability determined by λ ≤ 0,
with limiting symmetric mode intensities given by the familiar condition
2nS− > N > 2nS+, where

nS± =
−2ω− ±

√
ω2
− − 3κ2

3g , (5.46)

another vestige of the single-site behaviour [see Eq. (4.17) in Chapter 4].
Within the symmetric phase, the system will display empty-symmetric and
full-symmetric phases as displayed in Fig. 5.4. We adopt the convention of the
previous Chapter, where the variables are rescaled according to Eq. (4.20).
The tunneling rate will play the role of a frequency shift, suggesting that
it must be scaled as J = J̃ κ. Finally, it is important to remark that the
solution appears to be the analogue of the JO oscillation phase, as suggested
by the localization of the field in the normal mode.

Asymmetric phase

So far the eigenvalues corresponding to the frequency ω+ in Eq. (5.44) have
been ignored. These eigenvalues will correspond to another set of solutions,
opening the possibility for an asymmetric phase that represents the main
departure between double- and single-site scenarios. Following the same

1The phase of the system will be referred to as the symmetric phase when the system
is found in any of the solutions with equal site amplitudes.
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Figure 5.4: Symmetric phase. (a) Expected mean-field photon number
of the symmetric phase for ∆ω̃ = −10, J̃ = 2. Stable (unstable) states are
plotted as solid (dashed) red (blue) lines. The unstable solution is delim-
ited by the intensities n(S)

+ and n
(S)
− (orange dashed lines). (b) The region

where the symmetric phase presents an unstable solution is bordered by the
red lines; for comparisson, the single-site bistability region is also displayed
(dashed orange). Notice the main difference between the bistability regions
is a displacement of J̃ in frequency.

path as for the symmetric phase, the unstable solution is found when the
total intensity satisfies the condition 2nA− > N > 2nA+ with

nA± =
−2ω+ ±

√
ω2

+ − 3κ2

3g . (5.47)

The similarity between Eqs. (5.46) and (5.47) suggests that the asym-
metric phase corresponds to the excitation of the antisymmetric mode. The
creation of particles in this mode and the ensuing superposition of symmetric
and antisymmetric modes leads to a distinction between the sites. We will
now show that the asymmetric solutions branch off the symmetric solutions
at the intensities nA±. The method used to prove this result will allow us to
construct a fourth-order polynomial that, complemented with the third-order
polynomial obtained in the symmetric case, will cover all the possible sta-
tionary solutions of the problem. Under the action of A(1) or A(2), Eqs. (5.36)
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and (5.37) become

[
A(1)A(2) + J 2

]
α1 = −i

(
A(2) − iJ

)
E , (5.48)[

A(1)A(2) + J 2
]
α2 = −i

(
A(1) − iJ

)
E . (5.49)

These equations are the generalization of the symmetric equation, Eq. (5.40),
with the product A(1)A(2) providing a nonlinear coupling that depends on
the total field intensity and population imbalance in a non-trivial way. We
obtain the norm of both sides of Eqs. (5.48) and (5.49) in order to work with
real variables:

∣∣∣A(1)A(2) + J 2
∣∣∣2 n1 =

[
κ2 + (∆ω + J + gn2)2

]
E2 , (5.50)∣∣∣A(1)A(2) + J 2

∣∣∣2 n2 =
[
κ2 + (∆ω + J + gn1)2

]
E2 . (5.51)

The stationary solutions can then be written in terms of the total population,
N = n1 + n2, and population imbalance, z = n1 − n2:[(

κ2 + J 2 − Ω(1)Ω(2)
)2

+ κ2
(
Ω(1) + Ω(2)

)2
]
N

=
[
κ2 + ω+(ω+ + gN ) + g2 (N 2 + z2)

4

]
2|E|2 , (5.52)[(

κ2 + J 2 − Ω(1)Ω(2)
)2

+ κ2
(
Ω(1) + Ω(2)

)2
]
z = −[2ω+ + gN ]|E|2gz , (5.53)

where Ω(i) =: ∆ω+ gni. The system is found in the asymmetric phase when
a non-vanishing population imbalance is reached, and Eq. (5.53) determines
that this is only possible for

g

2N + ω+ ≤ 0 . (5.54)

This condition provides an upper bound on the total intensity for the asym-
metric phase to be found. It is possible to divide Eq. (5.52) by Eq. (5.53)
when z 6= 0, and solving for z2 in the resulting equation leads to

g2

4 z
2 = − [ω+ + gN ]2 − κ2 + g2

4 N
2 . (5.55)
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The population imbalance tends to zero in the limits N → 2nA±, establishing
that the asymmetric solution branches off the symmetric solution at the given
intensities. Furthermore, by substituting Eq. (5.54) into Eq. (5.52) we obtain
the polynomial equation

4∑
n=0

Cn(gN )n = 0 (5.56)

with coefficients

C0 = 4∆ω2
(
ω2

+ + κ2
)

+ 2gω+E2 , C3 = 2 (∆ω + 2ω+) (5.57)

C1 =
(
4∆ω

[
κ2 + ω+(∆ω + 2ω+)

]
+ E2g

)
, C4 = 1 (5.58)

C2 =
(
4∆ωω+ + κ2 + (∆ω + 2ω+)2

)
(5.59)

defining the stationary solutions in the asymmetric phase.
The non-vanishing imbalance is expected when each site is in the empty

or filled phase of the single-site scenario independent of the behaviour of the
adjacent site. Just like the JO-QST transition was reached when fluctuations
between the sites became energy costly and the system opted for localization;
Eq. (5.54) establishes a critical intensity where the system can no longer
sustain the creation of particles in the antisymmetrical mode and both sites
become equal. The results of this section are summarized in Fig. 5.5, where
the stationary solutions (red and orange solid lines) are plotted as a function
of the driving field. The number of stable solutions will change at the driving
fields ES,A± related to the intensities nS,A± through Eqs. (5.52) and (5.53). For a
weak driving field the system is found in the symmetrical-empty state, where
the external drive is reflected from the sites due to the high detuning. When
the driving field is increased, nonlinearities and tunneling allow the external
drive to populate the antisymmetric field (orange lines), and at EA− the system
presents three stable solutions and enters a region where asymmetric and
empty-symmetric phases coexist. When the drive ES+ is reached, we transition
to a region where four stable solutions are admissible and all three phases:
asymmetric, empty and full symmetric are accessible. As the drive amplitude
is further increased and the intensity nS− is reached, the empty-symmetric
phase ceases to exist, and the system presents three stable solutions. This is
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followed by the disappearance of the asymmetric phase at nA+, and from that
point onwards the system only allows for one stable solution and is found in
the full-symmetric phase.
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Figure 5.5: Mean-field solutions. Steady-state mean-field solutions for
∆ω̃ = −10, J̃ = 1 and g = 4κ. (a) Symmetric stable (unstable) solutions are
plotted as red (blue) solid lines, while asymmetric stable (unstable) solutions
are plotted as orange (cyan) lines. (b) Projection of the solutions into the E =
0 plane.(c) Projection of the solutions into the z = 0 plane, the asymmetric
phase is delimited by the intensities nA+ and nA− (green dashed lines).

As was shown above, and is illustrated in Fig. 5.5, the asymmetric phase
is always accompanied by the existence of a symmetric phase. It is then
expected that the asymmetric phase is metastable with quantum fluctuations
creating channels between all three phases. The effect of fluctuations is
beyond the scope of the mean-field approximation and a stochastic equation
or full quantum study is required.

5.3 Exploring the quantum domain

At first sight, the symmetric phases appear to be the dissipative analogue of
the JO phase, with the added richness of a driving field allowing the cavity
to transition between empty and full phases. The asymmetric phase relates
to the QST phase, with a metastable character due to the constant search for
coherence between the cavities provided by the tunneling rate. Nonetheless,
with the inclusion of fluctuations a departure from the mean-field approx-
imation is to be expected. Due to the similarity between the double- and
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single-site cases, many of the concerns raised in the previous chapter trans-
fer to the present system; for example, the mean-field approximation should
break down when the nonlinearity dominates and non-classical states of light
are expected, as shown by the moment hierarchy equations

d

dt
〈â†p1 â

†l
2 â

q
1â
m
2 〉 = − [κ(p+ q + l +m) + i∆ω(p+ l − q −m)] 〈â†p1 â†l2 âq1âm2 〉

− iE
[
q〈â†p1 â

†l
2 â

q−1
1 âm2 〉+m〈â†p1 â

†l
2 â

q
1â
m−1
2 〉

]
+ iE

[
p〈â†p−1

1 â†l2 â
q
1â
m
2 〉+ l〈â†p1 â

†l−1
2 âq1â

m
2 〉
]

− ig

2
[
(q(q − 1)− p(p− 1)) 〈â†p1 â†l2 âq1âm2 〉+ 2(q − p)〈â†p+1

1 â†l2 â
q+1
1 âm2 〉

]
− ig

2
[
(m(m− 1)− l(l − 1)) 〈â†p1 â†l2 âq1âm2 〉+ 2(m− l)〈â†p1 â†l+1

2 âq1â
m+1
2 〉

]
+ iJ

[
m〈â†p1 â

†l
2 â

q+1
1 âm−1

2 〉 − l〈â†p+1
1 â†l−1

2 âq1â
m
2 〉
]

+ iJ
[
q〈â†p1 â

†l
2 â

q−1
1 âm+1

2 〉 − p〈â†p−1
1 â†l+1

2 âq1â
m
2 〉
]
. (5.60)

Once again, an inconsistency between exact and mean-field results can be
seen from the q = 2 case, where a separable coherent state ansatz leads to
the equation

d

dt
α2

1 = 2 (− [κ+ i(∆ω + gn1)]− iE)α2
1 + 2iJα1α2 − igα2

1 . (5.61)

The inconsistency between Eq. (5.34) and Eq. (5.61), emerges from the igα2
1

term, in complete analogy to the single-site scenario. The mean-field ap-
proximation is then strictly valid only in the weak coupling regime. It is not
surprising that there are no inconsistencies between exact and mean-field so-
lutions arising from the tunneling rate, after all, when g = 0 the analytical
solution was shown to be a product of coherent states.

On top of the concerns raised in the single-site case, the double-site
presents additional quantum features that can cause a departure from mean-
field results. The first relates to correlations between the sites, where entan-
glement can be generated by the tunneling [23] or the coupling to the envi-
ronment [118, 120, 121]. The second relates to the measurements performed
on the system; the way to interrogate the system will dictate the information
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that can be extracted from it [120]. By reconstructing the state of the system
from a single-site photon counting record, the asymmetric phase will be hid-
den due to the indistinguishability of the sites. Remember that the master
equation is equivalent to the average over many stochastic trajectories; thus,
for every trajectory where fluctuations drive the system towards an asym-
metric state with positive population imbalance, there will exist a reciprocal
trajectory with negative imbalance, averaging these trajectories will lead to
zero imbalance. A different detection mechanism would allow us to extract
the information from the environment in a way that underlines the existence
of an asymmetric phase; of course all the information is still enclosed in the
density matrix but how to access can be problematic.

In this section we will approach both these features while showing that
quantum fluctuations can be used to characterize the phase of the system in
the fashion performed in the last Chapter. To build upon the results found
there, we begin with the steady-state Wigner distributions and the respective
photon number expectations.

5.3.1 Phase-space distributions

The single-site phase-space distributions are reconstructed from the reduced
density matrix ρ1 = Tr2 (ρ), where the second site has been traced out.
In Fig. 5.6 the Wigner distributions and photon number expectations are
displayed in the strong coupling regime for J̃ = 1 and different drive am-
plitudes. The results bear a striking resemblance to the single-site solutions.
In the empty-symmetric domain, displayed in frame (a), the distribution of
each site correspond to a low photon number coherent state. As the driving
amplitude is ramped up, the system enters the symmetric region of bistabil-
ity where both phases coexist, as shown in frame (b). The full-symmetric
phase is displayed in frame (c), where the structure of the distribution func-
tion signals a non-classical state of light. For this set of parameters, there
is no hint of the asymmetric phase in the single-site distributions or photon
number expectations.

The J̃ = 1 behaviour is to be contrasted with that for J̃ = −1, displayed
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Figure 5.6: First-site results: symmetric phase dominance. Wigner
distributions of the first site for J̃ = 1 and ∆ω̃ = −10 in the strong coupling
regime, g = 4κ. The Wigner distributions are portrayed for different drive
amplitudes: (a) Empty-symmetric phase Ẽ = 2, (b) Symmetric bistability
Ẽ = 10, and (c) Full-symmetric phase Ẽ = 20. (d) Photon number expec-
tation as a function of drive amplitude (solid light blue) compared to the
mean-field solutions.

in Figure 5.7. The Wigner distributions in the empty- and full-symmetric
phases, frames (a) and (c) respectively, display the same behaviour in the
J̃ = 1, J̃ = −1 cases. However, in frame (b), where the region of bistabil-
ity is portrayed, the two peaks are connected through a strong channel for
J̃ = −1, and this can be attributed to the asymmetric phase. This hypothe-
sis is sustained by the photon number expectation shown in frame (d) where
the appearance of a small plateau near Ẽ = 10 is found. Remember that the
asymmetric phase can be thought of as one site being full while the other
is empty, and this phase is metastable for intensities that satisfy Eqs. (5.47)
and (5.54). For negative values of J , the region where the asymmetric solu-
tion is metastable is extended and can lead to an additional channel through
which the symmetric phases can connect.

In the spirit of the previous chapter, these results are complemented by
a study of the Mandel parameter and photon number expectations in Fig-
ure 5.8. As discussed above, and shown in Fig. 5.8(a), the Mandel parameter
and mean photon number resemble the single-site solution for J̃ = 1, where
a transition from the empty to the full phase is determined by a change in
the photon statistics, going from super- to sub-Poissonian. The fluctuations
acquire a maxima around the transition point due to the channels connecting
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Figure 5.7: First-site results: vestige of the asymmetric phase.
Wigner distributions for J̃ = −1 and ∆ω̃ = −10 in the strong coupling
regime, g = 4κ. The Wigner distributions are portrayed for different drive
amplitudes: (a) Empty-symmetric phase Ẽ = 2, (b) Symmetric bistability
and asymmetric phase Ẽ = 10, and (c) Full-symmetric phase Ẽ = 20. (d)
Photon number expectation as a function of drive amplitude (solid light blue)
compared to the mean-field solutions.

the two-peaked distributions. In Fig. 5.8(b), where the results for J̃ = −1 are
portrayed, the small plateau in photon number is accompanied by a change
in the derivative of the Mandel parameter. This change supports the idea
that the asymmetric phase corresponds to one site in the full phase with the
other in the empty phase, which serves as an intermediate step between the
empty- and full-symmetric phases.

In the previous chapter, the fluctuations in the photon number were used
to characterize the phase of the system, a choice that was taken since a dis-
continuity in the photon number was expected in the thermodynamic limit.
In the present case, the transitions within the symmetric phase are perfectly
described in the single-site basis, while the asymmetric phase appears to be
naturally described in the normal-mode basis. It would then be expected for
fluctuations in the normal-mode photon number to characterize the phase
of the system. In Fig. 5.9 the photon number and Mandel parameter are
displayed in the normal-modes for J̃ = −1, where the effect of the asym-
metric phase was seen to be amplified. In Fig. 5.9(c), the fluctuations in
the antisymmetric mode are portrayed. When the system is found in the
empty-symmetric phase, the antinormal mode is in the vacuum state; then
as the asymmetric phase becomes available a peak in fluctuations can be
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Figure 5.8: Photon number and Mandel parameter. First site Mandel
parameter (solid blue line) and photon number expectation (dashed orange
line) for ∆ω̃ = −10 and g = 4κ and different tunneling rates: (a) for J̃ = 1
the system resembles the single-site solution, (b) for J̃ = −1 the existence
of the asymmetric phase leads to a small plateau in photon number and
different behaviour of the Mandel parameter.

distinguished. Fluctuations lower when the empty-symmetric phase is no
longer available, and finally increase once again when the system transitions
to the full-symmetric phase, where the mode is found in a classical state with
Q ' 1.
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Figure 5.9: Fluctuations in the single-site and normal-mode photon
number. The photon number (dashed orange line) and Mandel parameter
(solid blue line) for ∆ω̃ = −10, J̃ = 5 and g = 4κ. The results are portrayed
for: (a) the single-site, (b) the normal mode, and (c) the antinormal mode.
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5.3.2 Entanglement

Beyond the classical correlations that can exist among the sites, the system
can present quantum correlations. Quantum correlations emerge when a
system is entangled, i.e., when the quantum state cannot be written as a
separable product of single-site states

|ψ〉 6= |φ1〉 ⊗ |φ2〉 . (5.62)

As mentioned above, there are different ways in which quantum correlations
can arise in a system. Of relevance for this chapter is the generation of entan-
glement by coherent interaction [122] or assisted by the environment [118].
Entanglement through coherent interaction is pervasive in composite optical
systems, as exemplified by the effect of a beam-splitter over two light modes
a and b. When light impinges on a beam-splitter, the evolution is described
by a scattering process where the interaction is modelled by the familiar
Hamiltonian

HBS = −~Jbs2
(
âb̂† + â†b̂

)
, (5.63)

with Jbs a coupling constant. For a single-photon input |ψi〉 = |1, 0〉, after
an interaction time t = π/2JBS the output is the maximally entangled state

|ψo〉 = (|1, 0〉+ |0, 1〉) /
√

2 . (5.64)

In contrast, there is no entanglement created for a coherent state input |ψi〉 =
|α, 0〉, where the output remains in a separable product,

|ψo〉 = |α/
√

2, α/
√

2〉 , (5.65)

a result that should not surprise us given the mean-field results of the last
section. A connection between the input field being classical or non-classical
and the degree of entanglement generated through the interaction HBS is
hinted at through these results, and was considered in a proposal to generate
entanglement in optical systems [123]. In this sense, the degree of entan-
glement might be used to distinguish between empty- and full-symmetric
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phases.

On the other hand, the generation of entanglement can also be assisted
by the environment; for example, consider a pair of coherently driven two
level atoms, described by the Hamiltonian

HEA = ~Jea

σ+
1 σ
−
2 + σ−1 σ

+
2 +

∑
j=1,2

σ+
j + σ−j


 (5.66)

embedded in an engineered environment that only allows decay through the
symmetric mode

L[·] = κ
(
2σ−tot · σ+

tot − σ+
totσ

−
tot · − · σ+

totσ
−
tot

)
, (5.67)

with σ−tot = σ−1 +σ−2 [118]. The pair of atoms will decouple from the environ-
ment when they reach the dark state

|D〉 = 1√
3

[
|0, 0〉+ 1√

2
(|0, 1〉 − |1, 0〉)

]
. (5.68)

Hence, evolving from the ground state, the system will eventually be trapped
in |D〉, a pure state. The idea behind this entanglement procedure is similar
to the single-mode superradiance, with the indistinguishability of the photons
emitted by each site generating the entanglement. The difference being, that
being a driven system the system is recycled until eventually it is trapped in
the dark state, while in the superradiant case the system is not driven and
the entangled state is a transient state.

We have then decomposed the interactions presented in the current sys-
tem, Eq. (5.19), and noticed that entanglement between the cavities can be
generated by the tunnelling rate or by the Lindblad operator [as written in
the normal mode basis, Eq. (5.25)]. It is then important to quantify the de-
gree of entanglement to account for the departure from mean-field solutions,
and, potentially, to characterize the symmetric phases.
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Entanglement test: Peres-Horodecki Criteria

Considering an open system, it is most generally expected for the stationary
state to be found in a mixed state. In order to quantify entanglement for
mixed states we consider the Peres-Horodecki criterion [124, 125]. This crite-
rion states that the joint density matrix is separable if the partial transpose

T2 (ρ) =: (I⊗ T) (ρ) (5.69)

has non-negative eigenvalues. In Fig. 5.10(b) the lowest eigenvalue of the
partial transpose of the density matrix is plotted as a function of the drive
amplitude for a given detuning and tunnelling rate; for comparison the pho-
ton number is also shown. While the lowest eigenvalue is negative, it is close
to zero, and the system does not exhibit a qualitatively change in the eigen-
values when passing from one phase to the next one. The change is restricted
to the transition region, where strong correlations where already expected.
In view of the trace taken over the environment, the master equation of the
Lindblad form disregards the information sent to the environment, leading
to a loss of information regarding the correlations of the system [120]. What
would happen then, if a specific environment is considered and the informa-
tion sent recovered? In the next subsection we intend to answer this question
by unravelling the master equation in different ways.
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Figure 5.10: Peres-Horodecki separability criteria. Photon number
expectation (orange dashed) and lowest eigenvalue of the partial traspose
(green solid) for ∆ω̃ = −10, J̃ = 1 and g = 4κ. The density matrix is
separable in the empty- and full-symmetric phases.
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5.3.3 Measurement

As is well known, a mixed state density matrix can be decomposed into an
ensemble of pure states in infinitely many ways [109]. In a master equation
evolution, this indeterminacy arises when the trace over the environment
degrees of freedom is performed, i.e., disregarding the information sent to
the environment creates an uncertainty on the preparation of the density
matrix. The uncertainty is lifted when a record of the information sent to
the environment is kept; by tracking the information in an ideal and specific
manner, the system remains in a pure state whose evolution is conditioned on
the measurement record. Correlations can build up from the measurement
record as described above and exemplified in the superradiant case. Different
ways of interrogating the system will lead to different measurement records
which, in turn, can give rise to correlations.

In this section, we follow a scheme for calculating the degree of entangle-
ment in a given context which can be traced back to Reference [120]. Under
this scheme the system remains in a pure state and the degree of entangle-
ment is quantified using the entanglement entropy

Si = −Tri [ρi log2 ρi] , (5.70)

a quantity that is naturally computed using quantum trajectory theory. The
degree of entanglement is obtained by averaging the entropy of entanglement
over several records or over time, a valid approach given that trajectories
are ergodic [126]. In Fig. 5.11, sample quantum trajectories for different
drive amplitudes are displayed, with a measurement record obtained through
direct photon detection of each site (jump operators Ĵ1,2 =

√
2κâ1,2). In

frame (a) the photon number expectation and entropy of entanglement of a
sample trajectory in the empty-symmetric domain show that the system is
well described by a low photon-number coherent state and the evolution is
deterministic; the entanglement entropy is zero and the state is separable.
The behaviour changes in the full-symmetric phase, where the system is
weakly entangled as displayed in Figure 5.11(b). For the single-site detection
scheme the average entanglement entropy in the full-symmetric phase is Si =
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Figure 5.11: Sample trajectory under single-site detection. Expected
photon number (blue) for a sample quantum trajectory compared to the
master equation photon number (red), the corresponding entropy of entan-
glement is portrayed below (green). The parameters n−1

sat = 4, ∆ω̃ = −10 and
J̃ = 1 are considered. (a) Empty-symmetric phase obtained for Ẽ = 2.14.
(b) Full-symmetric phase obtained for Ẽ = 20.

The results are to be compared with Fig. 5.12 where the measurement
record is obtained through detection of the normal-mode photons [jump op-
erators Ĵ± =

√
κ(â1± â2)]. The measurement record could be obtained with

a beam-splitter at the exit of both channels and detectors on the output
of the beam-splitter. Under these conditions, the photons emitted by each
cavity cannot be distinguished from one another. Conditioned to the jump
operators Ĵ±, the system displays a noticeably higher degree of entanglement,
Si = 0.16, than in the single-site detection; this is to be expected from the
indistinguishability of the cavities.

For the measurement records presented above, it is clear that the empty-
and full-symmetric phases display different degrees of entanglement, a be-
haviour related to the non-classicality of the light field in the full-symmetric
phase. It is then possible, for a given measurement record, to use the degree
of entanglement as a way to distinguish between the phases of the system.
Deep down, this result should not be surprising, since throughout the last
two chapters we have focused our attention on the effect of correlations in
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Figure 5.12: Sample trajectory under symmetric-mode detection.
Expected photon number (blue) for a sample quantum trajectory compared
to the master equation photon number (red), the corresponding entropy of
entanglement is portrayed below (green). The parameters n−1

sat = 4, ∆ω̃ =
−10 and J̃ = 1 are considered. (a) Empty-symmetric phase obtained for
Ẽ = 2.14. (b) Full-symmetric phase obtained for Ẽ = 20.

different phases of a driven-damped optical system, and the degree of en-
tanglement is another way of quantifying correlations in quantum composite
systems. However, it is important to realize that like the photon number,
the degree of entanglement does not give us a clear-cut difference between
the phases of the system. The dichotomy encountered with the Mandel pa-
rameter regardless of the coupling regime or measurement scheme makes it
an ideal candidate to characterize the phase of driven-damped systems.

The study presented above can be extended from the two site scenario
towards N sites in a one-dimensional array. In this case, both mean-field
and fully quantum scenarios become algebraically challenging, but a gen-
eral recipe can be outlined. If periodic boundary conditions are considered,
the Hamiltonian can be represented as a circulant matrix, which, in the
absence of non-linearities and under the mean-field approximation, can be
diagonalized displaying only one mode being driven. An analysis similar to
the two-site scenario will follow, once again introducing the nonlinearity will
cause photons to leak from this driven mode towards adjacent ones. As the
driving field amplitude is ramped up, the accumulation of photons in the
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driven mode will give rise to correlations among different modes and open
the door for the system to reach novel phases.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Traditional models used to describe the interaction between light, matter,
and the surrounding vacuum decompose the coupling into simple elements
that allow for analytical calculations and help to illustrate subtle quantum
concepts. As we transition towards a regime where several of these elements
have to be considered with varying strength, their competition leads to com-
plex dynamics and the appearance of novel phases of light. We have explored
the transition between these phases in order to understand the underlying
coupling between light and matter.

Dissipative by nature, optical systems have to be driven out of the ground
state and towards a nonequilibrium steady state to exhibit non-trivial be-
haviour in the long-time limit. From the study of these steady states we
have created a bridge between the dynamics of the Jaynes-Cummings and
Rabi models. By allowing the coherent interaction between light and mat-
ter to be ruled by a generalized Rabi Hamiltonian, which can be realized
experimentally using a cavity QED architecture [7], we have been able to
explore the parameter space and create the phase diagram of the system.
The phase diagram displayed three different behaviours that we were able to
catalogue as Jaynes-Cummings induced, Rabi induced, or a novel behaviour
reached through the combination of both scenarios. Under the mean-field
approximation, these behaviours were separated by well-defined borders, but
when fluctuations were introduced the borders became blurred. In the re-

173
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gion where the system displayed two or more coexisting states, fluctuations
created channels through which these states can communicate. This led to
smoothed out thresholds and the appearance of hysteresis cycles, foreshad-
owing a first-order phase transition.

There was a critical point at the zero-detuning scenario, however, where
the system underwent a second-order phase transition. This point has been
the centre of study in the Jaynes-Cummings limit since it was identified as
both a bifurcation point leading to a region of phase bistability [14] and the
point where the system underwent a parity-breaking transition [9, 85]. We
have generalized these results for arbitrary counter-rotating coupling strength
and proved that the critical point remains as the organizing centre of the crit-
ical behaviour displayed by the system, even though it is displaced as the
counter-rotating coupling strength is increased. In the absence of fluctua-
tions, the exact form of the quasi-energy spectrum was obtained, displaying
a discrete spectrum below critical drive, which collapsed at the critical point
and became continuous above it. The discrete spectrum was seen to present
a
√
n-splitting that we have come to associate with light-matter interactions.

As an aside, the study of the zero-detuning case led us towards an unexpected
result. It allowed us to develop a new method for obtaining the analytical
expression of the quasi-energy spectrum and eigenstates of the driven gen-
eralized Rabi Hamiltonian. The essence of the method was to establish a
formal connection between our problem and the dynamic of Dirac electrons,
the eigenstates could then be obtained by applying Lorentz transformations.
The connection opened new perspectives for the quantum states of light pre-
sented in this work. It established a connection between squeezing of optical
states and the contraction/dilatation caused by Lorentz boosts, the latter
being implemented through a natural unit of length. It also opened the door
for a potential application for the study of the states of light found in our
work in semi-conductor and high-energy physics.

Throughout our study of the dissipative phases of optical systems, we
have explored the different roles that fluctuations can play. Introduced first
as the fundamental difference between strong and weak coupling dynamics,
then as channels connecting different locally-stable states, and, finally, as
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a crucial element in the measuring process. The first two roles led us to
a discussion of the thermodynamic limit in driven optical systems, which,
unified with the role of fluctuations in measurement, allowed us to charac-
terize the phase of a system through the behaviour of its fluctuations. We
explored the change of state for systems of finite size following this method,
and mentioned the expected results of applying this approach to well-known
systems [16, 9, 20]. We have used the Mandel parameter, which quantifies the
fluctuations in photon number and can be readily measured in experimental
settings, to characterize the state of the system. It was natural to choose this
parameter for our examples, given that the locally stable steady states were
characterized by either a well-defined photon number or a well-defined phase
coherence. Seen from this perspective, the noise is no longer considered a
hindrance but becomes a tool, or, in the famous words of Landauer [153]:
“the noise is the signal”.

The last quote helps to highlight an ongoing theme of this thesis: from the
control acquired over quantum systems, connections between different fields
of physics can be explored through formal analogies, or constructed artifi-
cially through quantum simulators. In Reference [153], Landauer referred to
a way to probe the dynamics of electrons in semiconductors from shot noise
measurements, using electron blockade as one example. These concepts, orig-
inally thought of in the fields of electronics, are now commonly referred to
in a quantum optical context, with photon blockade—while fundamentally
different—commonly seen as an analogue of electron blockade.

Connections of this type allow us to provide possible outlooks for dissi-
pative phases of light that can have impact in different fields. The possible
extension from a single driven site (cavity) to a photonic lattice is of poten-
tial interest for the study of quantum phases in condensed matter and cold
atom systems [154, 155]. We have taken a step in this direction by studying
the states of light that two coupled sites can present. An ideal extension
towards a lattice, however, would require us to extend the analytical solu-
tion found in Ref. [30] to an arbitrary number of coupled sites. It is possible
to map the quantum master equation onto a Fokker-Planck equation and
then consider the complex P-representation, but, as can be shown by di-
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rect substitution, the resulting equation does not satisfy the detailed balance
conditions due to the inter-site coupling. While the steady-state can still
be shown to satisfy Eq. (4.29) when detailed balance conditions are not pre-
served, the potential can not be obtained by quadratures [158]. Methods used
to solve the Fokker-Planck equation near detailed balance, however, can be
applied [112, 159, 160]. A variational approach [112], in particular, displays
a close connection to the formalism commonly employed to solve quantum
mechanical systems and allows for the intuition gathered from mean-field
and numerical results to be exploited. If we consider an ansatz where the
steady state is given by a product a Dirac delta distribution for the asym-
metric mode and a distribution given by Eq. (4.33) [with ∆ω → ∆ω + J ]
for the symmetric mode, the system is found in a steady state. This solution
fails to satisfy the moment hierarchy equations in general, but provides a
clue towards a more physical test function where the symmetric mode feeds
photons into the asymmetric mode that could be tested using a variational
analysis.

There are, nevertheless, limitations when trying to stablish connections
with other systems. An example is the applicability of our method when the
ultra-strong coupling regime is reached by ramping up the coupling strengths.
In this case, the time-scales of the problem will cause the approximations used
to derive the Lindblad master equation to break down [23, 78] and a different
approach would have to be considered.

When we come to think about the importance of the light-matter in-
teraction in physics, or the simplicity of modelling idealized systems by a
qubit and harmonic oscillators, it would come with little surprise that this
problem has branched in the way it has. This branching has led to several
perspectives and opened the door for many methods to study the problem at
hand. We have intended to exploit it all in one direction, the study of dissi-
pative phases of light. Through this study, we have been able to see physical
systems that have been developing since the birth of quantum optics with
a modern perspective and—along the way—allowed us to explore classical
and quantum concepts. The topic of phase transitions of light has attracted
interest over recent years and is expected to grow with the importance of
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quantum technologies.
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Appendix A

Eigenstates Below and Above
Critical Drive

A.1 A Connection with Dirac Electrons

In Sec. 3.2 we found the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the on resonance
Hamiltonian HB below a critical driving field amplitude [see Eqs. (3.69)
and (3.72)-(3.74) in Chapter 3]. While we have motivated the existence of a
continuous energy spectrum above the critical drive, we have not determined
the form of the associated eigenstates. This is in part due to the applicability
of the method used to diagonalize HB when the system is found above the
critical point. In the following, we will find the eigenstates and prove the
existence of the continuous spectrum by making a formal connection between
the qubit interacting with light and the dynamics of a relativistic electron
in the presence of an electromagnetic field. The connection will open a new
toolbox for us to determine the solutions of the system and allow us to
portray the phase transition in a different physical context, with potential
application in semi-conductor and high-energy physics.

The connection between a relativistic electron and the simplified light-
matter interaction stems from the linear dependence of the Hamiltonian (3.46)
on the field quadratures. A Hamiltonian with linear dependence on momen-
tum is precisely the starting point of the Dirac theory of the electron [91].
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Dirac searched for a covariant relativistic wave equation of the Schrödinger
form,

i~
∂

∂t
ψD = HψD , (A.1)

that, given the homogeneity of space-time, was also linear in the spatial
derivatives,

i~
∂

∂qi
ψD = −p̂iψD . (A.2)

By imposing the four natural conditions [92, 93, 94], (i) Hermitian Hamil-
tonian, (ii) continuity equation for the state vector, (iii) Lorentz covariance,
and (iv) relativistic energy-momentum relation, Dirac arrived at the equation

[
γµ
(
p̂µ −

e

c
Aµ

)
−mc

]
ψD = 0 , (A.3)

which became known as the Dirac equation. This equation is used to ac-
curately describe a relativistic electron of charge e in the presence of an
electromagnetic wave. The state of the electron is given by four-component
vectors called Dirac spinors, ψD, whose internal structure is coupled to
the dynamical operators through the Dirac matrices, γµ, with the electron
minimally coupled to the electromagnetic field through the kinetic four-
momentum, π̂µ = (p̂µ − (e/c)Aµ). We will work with the metric tensor
signature (1;−1,−1,−1) and use the symmetric representation of the Dirac
matrices

γ0 =
 0 12×2

12×2 0

 , γi =
 0 σi

−σi 0

 , (A.4)

where σi are the Pauli matrices. The spin of the electron emerges naturally
from the Dirac equation, with its existence already hinted at by the internal
structure of the Dirac spinors; it will play a crucial role in the connection
with quantum optical systems.
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Dirac particle in a constant field: Analogy to quantum optical sys-
tems

We now focus on the case of a charged particle whose motion is restricted
to the xy-plane, with the electromagnetic field given by a constant magnetic
field, B = −Bê3, perpendicular to a constant electric field, E = Eê1. This
physical scenario is commonly found in Hall-effect and magneto-transport
physics [96].

The electromagnetic potential is determined up to a gauge transforma-
tion, with the geometry of the problem dictating the convenient gauge to
adopt [97]. For simplicity we consider a rectangular sample and Cartesian
coordinates, such that

Aµ = (Ex1; 0,−Bx1, 0) . (A.5)

Under this choice of gauge, the Dirac equation takes the explicit form mc2 eEx1 + cσ1p̂1 + σ2(cp̂2 + eBx1)
eEx1 − cσ1p̂1 − σ2(cp̂2 + eBx1) mc2

 ψL

ψR


=
 0 i~∂t
i~∂t 0

 ψL

ψR

 . (A.6)

If we consider a massless particle, the ψL,R bispinors decouple, and the
dynamics of the system is determined by the two independent equations:

{i~∂t − eEx1 − cσ1p̂1 − σ2 (cp̂2 + eBx1)}ψR = 0 , (A.7)

{i~∂t − eEx1 + cσ1p̂1 + σ2 (cp̂2 + eBx1)}ψL = 0 . (A.8)

In the absence of an electric field, the natural unit of length is provided
by the magnetic length

lc =
√
~c/eB , (A.9)

which physically defines the radius of a circle through which one magnetic
flux quanta traverses. If we then write the kinetic momentum in terms of
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this natural variable, the equation of motion takes the form

{
i~∂t − eElc

x1

lc
+ ieBlc

[ (
x1

lc
+ ilcp̂1

~

)
σ+ −

(
x1

lc
− ilcp̂1

~

)
σ−

]}
ψR

= cσ2p̂2ψR . (A.10)

The position and momentum operators can be written in terms of annihila-
tion and creation operators,

â = 1√
2

(
x1

lc
+ ilcp̂1

~

)
, â† = 1√

2

(
x1

lc
− ilcp̂1

~

)
, (A.11)

such that Eq. (A.10) resembles the quantum optical problem for vanishing
CR coupling [See Eq. (3.46)] with

eElc =
√

2~E , eBlc = ~gr/
√

2 . (A.12)

There are, however, two main differences. Notice first that, for Eq. (A.10)
to be Hermitian, the eB coupling carries a phase that can be included in
the definition of the â and â† operators and will not affect the dynamics;
second, there is an additional operator p̂2. While it is possible to transform
the equation from zero to arbitrary CR coupling by applying a squeezing
transformation, the p̂2 operator has no analogue in the optical system. This
operator emerges from the motion of the electron in a two-dimensional plane,
but, since the equation of motion is invariant under translations in x2, it
only acts as a constant displacement and does not affect the overall dynam-
ics. The formal analogy between the relativistic and optical systems is then
established: the quadratures of the electromagnetic field map to the spa-
tial coordinate and canonical momentum of the electron while the two-level
system is mapped to the spin.

Written in the current form, the Dirac equation combines Pauli matrices
with xi and p̂i operators in a non-trivial fashion. Successful approaches to
solve this equation generally require using a basis set of spinors that incorpo-
rates the essential features of the physical configuration. Following Ref. [95]
this basis is determined through the Dirac-Pauli equation, which, for massless
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electrons, is obtained by applying the Dirac operator twice:
(
i~
c
∂t −

eE

c
x1

)2

ψ =
{
p̂2

1 +
(
p̂2 + eB

c
x1

)2
+ i

e~B
c
γ1γ2 + i

e~E
c
γ0γ1

}
ψ .

(A.13)
The eigenstates to the Dirac equation can be recovered from the solutions to
Eq. (A.13) by applying the Dirac operator. These solutions have a vectorial
character given by the two last terms on the the RHS of Eq. (A.13), and an
internal structure determined by the remaining terms, making them easier
to obtain. In the current representation, the product of the Dirac matrices
is divided into blocks composed of the Pauli matrices.

Up to this point, working with the Dirac equation does not appear to offer
any advantage over the algebraic method presented in Sec. 3.2. We have
to remember, however, that the Lorentz invariance of the Dirac equation
assures that if it is solved in two different Lorentz frames, the solutions
must describe the same physical state. It is therefore possible to transfer
to a reference frame in which either the magnetic or electric field vanishes,
solve the equation in that preferential frame and then transfer back to the
laboratory frame. Since the relativistic invariants of the electromagnetic field
are E ·B and |B|2 − |E|2, we can always transfer to a frame where one of
the fields vanishes in the present configuration. We will then have a set of
solutions corresponding to |B|2 ≥ |E|2 leading to discrete energy eigenvalues,
and a set for |B|2 ≤ |E|2 with continuous eigenvalues. The phase transition
takes a different physical meaning in this system.

Discrete eigenstates

In the case |B| ≥ |E|, if we perform a boost in the x2 direction with param-
eter

β = (E/B) ê2 , (A.14)

the electric field will vanish, and the blocks of the Dirac-Pauli equation satisfy

(
i~

∂

∂ct′

)2

ψ(P ) =

p̂′21 +
(
eB′

c

)2 (
x′1 + c

eB′
p̂′2

)2
+ e~B′

c
σ3

ψ(P ) , (A.15)
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where the primed variables are used to denote we are working in this prefer-
ential reference frame. The basis for the solutions to Eq. (A.15) is given by
the eigenvectors of σ3, as the last term in the RHS implies. The eigenfunc-
tions are a product of displaced harmonic oscillators in x′1 and free particles
in x′2:

ψ
(P )
↑ (x′) = eik

′
2x
′
2

 φ|n| (x′1/l′c + l′ck
′
2)

0

 , (A.16)

ψ
(P )
↓ (x′) = eik

′
2x
′
2

 0
φ|n| (x′1/l′c + l′ck

′
2)

 , (A.17)

where φn(x) are the eigenstates of the harmonic oscillator written in the
position representation. The states are displaced by a factor obtained by
replacing p̂2 by its eigenvalue ~k2 in Eq. (A.15). Since we are interested in
the eigenstates of the system,

ψ(P ) = e−iε
′t′/~ψ(P )(x′) , (A.18)

the i~∂t′ operator in Eq. (A.15) is replaced by the energy ε′, which can then
be obtained by direct substitution of Eq. (A.16) into Eq. (A.15), and is found
to be

ε′2n,(↑,↓) = (~c/l′c)
2 (2n+ 1± 1) . (A.19)

The spinors are obtained by applying the Dirac operator to the states written
in Eq. (A.16), in our case this is equivalent to the operation

ψ′R,↑↓ =
{
i~∂t + ieBlc

[(
x1

lc
+ ilcp̂1

~

)
σ+ −

(
x1

lc
− ilcp̂1

~

)
σ−

]
− cσ2p̂2

}
ψ

(P )
↑↓ ,

(A.20)
which leads to

ψ′R,↑(x′) = eik
′
2x
′
2

 ±φ|n| (x′1/l′c + l′ck
′
2)

iφ|n|+1 (x′1/l′c + l′ck
′
2)

 , (A.21)

ψ′R,↓(x′) = ∓ieik′2x′2
 ±φ|n|−1 (x′1/l′c + l′ck

′
2)

iφ|n| (x′1/l′c + l′ck
′
2)

 , (A.22)
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where the recurrence relations of the Hermite polynomials where used. Notice
that both solutions are related by a global phase factor and the transforma-
tion n → n + 1. The solutions in the laboratory reference frame can now
be obtained through a Lorentz transformation. We begin with the energy,
which being the zero component of a four vector transforms as

εn,± =
(
1− β2

)−1/2 (
ε′n,± + β~ck′2

)
= ±(eBlc)2

(
1− β2

)3/4√
2n+ ~cβk2 .

(A.23)
As expected, for k2 = 0 and using Eq. (A.12), the energy reduces to Eq. (3.69),
the result found using the Bogoliubov transformation. Using the transfor-
mation rules for Dirac spinors [92, 93, 94], the eigenstates in the laboratory
reference frame become

ψR(x) = ±e
ik2x2

√
2

[√
1 + [1− β2]1/2φ|n| (x̃1)∓

√
1− [1− β2]1/2φ|n|+1 (x̃1)

] 1
0


∓ie

ik2x2

√
2

[√
1− [1− β2]1/2φ|n| (x̃1)∓

√
1 + [1− β2]1/2φ|n|+1 (x̃1)

] 0
1

 ,

(A.24)

under the rescaled displaced variable

x̃1 = (1− β2)1/4x1/lc ± β
√

2n+ (1− β2)1/4lck2 . (A.25)

The main results of Sec. 3.2 [see Eqs.(3.69)-(3.74) in Chapter 3] are recovered
in Eqs. (A.23) and (A.24) by setting k2 = 0 and accounting for the π/2-phase
relating magnetic and rotating coupling in Eq. (A.12). The phase does not
affect the physical picture; in the case of a qubit interacting with a cavity
mode, it determines the point on the Bloch sphere where the steady-states
will rest. This can be seen from the expected value of σ̂− when evaluated in
an eigenstate,

∫
dxdy{ψ†R(x)σ̂−ψR(x)} = −iE/B = −2E/gr , (A.26)
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leading to the same value as Eq. (3.82) in Chapter 3. The most interesting
aspect of Eq. (A.25), however, is the connection between the squeezing op-
erator used in the quantum optical context with the Lorentz transformation
used for the Dirac electrons. The squeezing is now generated through the
effect of boosts over x̃1.

Continuous eigenstates

As discussed above, the Bogoliubov transformation can not be used to obtain
the eigenstates above the critical drive (corresponding to |E| ≥ |B|). We
can, however, transfer to a frame where the magnetic field vanishes and the
problem has an analytical solution. In this case, a boost in the x2 direction
with the parameter

β = (B/E) ê2 , (A.27)

will lead to the diagonal upper block of the Dirac-Pauli equation to satisfyp̂′21 −
(
eE ′

c

)2 (
x′1 −

i~∂t′
eE ′

)2

+ p̂′22 + i
e~E ′

c
σ1

ψ′ = 0 , (A.28)

while the lower block satisfies a similar equation obtained by changing σ1 →
−σ1. The natural unit to determine length, in the absence of a magnetic
field, becomes

lel =
√
~c/eE ; (A.29)

it is related to the driving field in the optical system through Eq. (A.12).
The solutions to Eq. (A.28) are written in a basis composed by the eigen-

vectors of σ1. The eigenfunctions, in turn, are a product of functions depend-
ing on the x′1,2 variables, since Eq. (A.28) is separable in these variables. The
component depending on x′2 is given by the free particle solution, while the
x′1 component satisfies Weber’s differential equation and, as such, is given by
the parabolic cylinder functions Da(z) [98]. The appearance of the Weber
differential equation should not surprise us, as the equation arises from the
harmonic oscillator equation by flipping the potential from positive to neg-
ative; this change leads to a continuous energy spectra, as we are about to
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show. The explicit form of the solutions to the Pauli-Dirac equation in this
privileged reference frame take the form

ψ
(P )
+ (x′) = eik

′
2x
′
2Da′−1 (ξ′)

 1
1

 , ψ
(P )
− (x′) = eik

′
2x
′
2Da′ (ξ′)

 −1
−1

 ,

(A.30)
with

ξ′ =
√

2eiπ/4 (ε′l′el/~c− x′1/l′el) , a′ = il′2elk
′2
2 /2 . (A.31)

The energy, ε, becomes a continuous parameter that simply causes a dis-
placement in the x′1 variable, this property can be traced back to Eq. (A.28).
By applying the Dirac operator to ψ(P )

± we obtain

ψ′R,+(x′) = + (2)1/2 ~c
l′el
eik
′
2x
′
2−iπ/4

 Da′(ξ′) + i (a′)1/2Da′−1(ξ′)
Da′(ξ′)− i (a′)1/2Da′−1(ξ′)

 , (A.32)

ψ′R,−(x′) = − (2a′)1/2 ~c
l′el
eik
′
2x
′
2+iπ/4

 Da′(ξ′) + i (a′)1/2Da′−1(ξ′)
Da′(ξ′)− i (a′)1/2Da′−1(ξ′)

 ,

(A.33)

where the recurrence relations for the parabolic cylinder functions were used [98].
By performing a boost back to the laboratory reference frame, the solutions
to the Dirac equation above the critical amplitude are then shown to be

ψR(x) =~c
lel
eik2x2

[√
1 + [1− β2]1/2Da(ξ) +

√
1− [1− β2]1/2a1/2Da−1(ξ)

] 1
1


+i~c
lel
eik2x2

[√
1− [1− β2]1/2Da(ξ) +

√
1 + [1− β2]1/2a1/2Da−1(ξ)

] 1
−1

 ,

(A.34)

up to a global phase factor, with

ξ =
√

2eiπ/4
(
1− β2

)1/4
[

(βk2 − ε/~c) lel
1− β2 − x1

lel

]
, a = il2el

2
(k2 − βε/~c)2

(1− β2)3/2 .

(A.35)

We have developed a method to obtain the eigenstates of the system
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below and above the critical drive. By mapping the problem to that of
a relativistic electron in an external field, this method has allowed us to
formally prove the collapse of the energy spectra. The change of the solutions
from Hermite polynomials below the critical amplitude to parabolic cylinder
functions above it should not distract us from the physics; these functions
are related to one another, as both are solutions to the Weber equation [98].
A close study of the phase transition in this auxiliary system is beyond the
scope of this work, but a study of related physical systems is discussed in
Ref. [95].



Appendix B

Wigner Distribution:
Counter-rotating Controlled
Squeezing

Given the simple form of the eigenstates of the generalized Rabi Hamiltonian
below critical drive [see Eqs. (3.72)-(3.74) in Chapter 3], the Wigner distri-
bution can be obtained in closed form. In this appendix we show in detail
the necessary steps required to obtain this distribution.

The Wigner distribution is constructed from the symmetric order char-
acteristic function,

χ[ρ]
s (x, x∗) =: Tr

[
ρexâ

†−x∗â
]

= Tr
[
ρD̂(x)

]
, (B.1)

by applying a two-dimensional Fourier transform

Wρ (α, α∗) = π−2
∫
d2xeαx

∗−α∗xχ[ρ]
s (x, x∗) . (B.2)

Equations (3.72)-(3.74) in Chapter 3 describe an entangled state

|ψE〉 = 1
2D̂(r)Ŝ(z)

(√
1− Ξ [|g, n− 1〉 ± |e, n〉]∓

√
1 + Ξ [|g, n〉 ± |e, n− 1〉]

)
(B.3)

with the photonic component given by squeezed and displaced Fock states.
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We will then start by addressing the effect of displacement and squeezing
operators over the form of the Wigner distribution following Ref. [157]. Con-
sider two states that are related by the transformation

|ψ〉 = D̂(r)Ŝ(z)|ψ̃〉 . (B.4)

Using the invariance of the trace under permutations in Eq. (B.1) and ap-
plying properties of the Fourier transform in Eq. (B.2), it is possible to show
that the Wigner distributions of these states are also related by

Wρ (α, α∗) = Wρ̃ (α̃, α̃∗) (B.5)

through the displaced and scaled variables:

α̃ = ezRe (α + r) + ie−zIm (α + r) . (B.6)

It is then possible to obtain the Wigner distribution of the simplified state
|ψ̃〉, and then use Eq. (B.5) to reach the desired Wigner distribution. If it
is understood that the density matrix in Eq. (B.1) is obtained by tracing
over the qubit variables, the characteristic function corresponding to the
eigenstates [Eq. (B.3)] is given by

χ[ρ̃]
s (x, x∗) = 1

2Tr
[
{|n〉〈n|+ |n− 1〉〈n− 1|

∓
√

1− Ξ2 (|n〉〈n− 1|+ |n− 1〉〈n|)}D̂(x)
]
. (B.7)

This function can be written as a sum of displacement operators evaluated
between two Fock states, which can be expressed in terms of generalized
Laguerre functions [88]

〈m|D̂(x)|n〉 =
(
n!
m!

)1/2

xm−ne−|x|
2/2Lm−nn

(
|x|2

)
(B.8)
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with Fourier transform

∫ d2x

π2 〈m|D̂(x)|n〉eαx∗−α∗x = 2
π

(−1)n
(
n!
m!

)1/2

(2α)m−n e−2|α|2Lm−nn

(
4|α|2

)
,

(B.9)

= 2
π

(−1)m
(
m!
n!

)1/2

(2α∗)n−m e−2|α|2Ln−mm

(
4|α|2

)
.

(B.10)

Using this result for the each term in Eq. (B.7) the Wigner distribution of
the simplified is obtained from Eq. (B.2). It is then possible to relate it to
the target distribution through Eq. (B.5), reaching the final result

Wρ(α, α∗) = (−1)n
π

e−2|α̃|2
{
Ln(4|α̃|2)− Ln−1(4|α̃|2)

±
√

1− Ξ2

n
(2α̃ + 2α̃∗)L1

n−1(4|α̃|2)
}
, (B.11)

with α̃ defined in Eq. (B.6).
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